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The Bandit
Andy Headen lias played ti\ e different positions at Clemson over the last
four years. He is one ol the best all-around athletes and fills the require-
ments of the bandit position perfectly. Jill Mixon explains his role on
defense and his professional possibilities
The Voice
The Voice means one man around the Clemson athletic department,
Jim Phillips. The Ohio native is in his 15th year broadcasting Clemson
football and basketball and he has become one of the most exciting and
accurate announcers in the South. Tim Bonnet profiles this veteran of
over 170 Clemson football games.
Training Table
A lot goes into keeping the Clemson football team healthy and well-fed.
For a review of the numbers and pounds and what goes into the extensive
preparation, check out Kim Kelly s piece on the Tigers cuisine.
Nicknames
Many times a catch) nickname or phrase can make a difference for a
player. What would George Ruth have been without Babe Kim Kelly
interviewed former Tigers about the history of some of the more interest-
ing nicknames in the Clemson record book
Brothers and Cousins
Here is the all-time Clemson trivia question. What family has contributed
the most lettermen to the Tiger football program? For a complete list of
the brother combinations, and lather-son players over the years for the
Tigers turn to page 57 for the results ol Jeff Rhodes research.
1949 Gator Bowl Revisited
Clemson's victory in the 1949 Gator Bowl capped off an undefeated season
for the 1948 team, until last season, the most successful team in Clemson
history. Jeff Rhodes takes us back to that narrow Clemson victors.
University Feature
Did you know Clemson sells between 6,000 and 9,000 hot (.logs at a normal
football gainer1 That well-known tube steak has become a staple for athletic
events in America. Catherine Sams, with the help of Clemson food
scientist James Acton, takes a look at the history of the hot dog.
Clemson's Real Veteran
Any football press guide w ill start its outlook with a review of the veterans
returning for the coming season. But, with Clemson, the word veteran
can have another meaning this season. The Tigers have a real veteran in
reserve defensive back Sonny Sealy. Cricket Yates profiles the expe-
riences of Clemson s oldest player,
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The Tigers number-12 might be the key member of the inno-
vative bandit defense.
Haven't We Seen You
Dionne Warwick had a hit song a few
years ago entitled 'Deja Vu" and that feel-
ing of (lashing hack to the past is easily
applicable to today's game with Western
Carolina.
Two years ago, Clemson opened the sea-
son with a sluggish 19-3 win over Rice and
then lost to Georgia before eking out a 17-
10 win over the Catamounts. In 1982, the
Tigers find themselves in the same situa-
tion as they have lost to Georgia and then
played a tie with Boston College last week.
Western Carolina, as in 1980, is 1-2
coming into today's contest, but Bob
Waters' Catamounts have a history of
playing well in games, and this could be
considered a "biggie" for the Southern
Conference school. Two years ago. West-
ern rolled up 321 yards in total offense
against Clemson, and in 1981, the Cats
scored first and amassed 437 yards of very
tough Florida State turf before bowing,
56-31.
The Catamounts have started slow in
1982, but critical mistakes and a lack of
offensive punch are the major contributing
factors. Western trailed Wake Forest by
only a touchdown late in the third quarter
before two fumbles led to the 31-10 score.
Eight times in their first two games the
Cats have had the ball inside the opposi-
tion's 15-yard line and have had to kick
field goals or failed to light up the score-
board at all.
However, last Saturday night against
Mars Hill, Western Carolina got on track
with 448 yards in total offense while hold-
ing the Lions to just 97 total yards. The key
to that win and the Catamount offense is
quarterback Ronnie Mixon.
Mixon, a senior from Charleston, SC,
was the preseason All-Southern Con-
ference selection at quarterback and is in
his third season as the driver of the Cats'
offense. Last week against Mars Hill,
Mixon hit 11 passes for 186 yards, two
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Mixon could have had two more scoring
tosses, but the aerials were dropped in the
end zone. The scrappy 6-1, 190-pound
Mixon has thrown for over 4,000 yards in
his career and he has over 500 so far this
season. Mixon is basically a drop back pas-
ser and two years ago, he had a perfect
three-for-three day as a reserve against the
Tiger secondary. The Clemson pick-pocket
corps will be tested again today.
Melvin Dorsey, who transferred to
Western Carolina from Georgia in 1979,
carried for 911 yards and 10 touchdowns
last season and he is the leading rusher
again this year with 48 carries for 197
yards. The 6-0, 200-pound Dorsey had
one of his better days last Saturday as he
carried 19 times for 82 yards.
Dorsey's running mate in the Cat back-
field is tank-like fullback Mark Womack.
The 5-11, 215-pound fireplug is in his third
season as a starter and he is mainly used as
a blocking back in passing situations. Even
though Womack has only carried the ball
six times this season, he is averaging 4.8
yards a carry.
Two of the three tailbac ks who were ex-
pected to carry the load for the Cats' over-
land contingent have fallen to the injury
bug. Senior tailback Anthony James, who
was the leading rusher for Western two
years ago against Clemson, will be out with
a sprained foot and a groin pull, while
Leonard Williams, who gained 36 yards
against the Tigers in the earlier meeting,
will miss today's game with torn cartilege.
Filling in capably for James and Williams
have been Randy Mosteller and Ron Ed-
mondson. Edmondson, a walk-on, carried
10 times for 38 yards in his first varsity
appearance last week and Mosteller had a
ease of the flu before last Saturday's game,
but he still carried 49 yards for a touch-
down on the second play from scrimmage.
Mosteller ended his first game with a very
respectable seven carries for 68 yards.
Western s offensive line was the big
question mark coming into the season with
only two starters returning from last year,
but the Cats had experienced backups
move into the lineup in much the same way
Clemson s offensive line was rebuilt.
The Catamount defensive line featured
no returning players going into fall prac-
tice, but converted offensive tackle Mark
Buffamoyer, who has played so well, was
named Southern Conference Player-of-
the-Week after the Tennessee Teeh game.
Buffamoyer, the brother of former Clem-
son baseball standout Dave Buffamoyer,
has 19 tackles and three tackles for loss.
The linebacking corps is anchored by
senior linebacker Alan Johnson. The 6-1,
225-pound native ofWest Union, SC is tied
for the team lead in tackles with 33 and has
one interception to his credit. He is one of
the team co-captains.Kevin Mack ran well in Clemson's 17-10 win over Western Carolina two years ago.
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Coin Flips
Someplace Before?
By Jeff Rhodes
Freshman Erie Brateher has mov ed into
a starting role in the secondary at the right
corner and he nearly had a career last Sat-
urday as he blocked a punt that resulted
in a score and later in the game he came
up and mack" a tackle for a safety against
Mars Hill.
Junior placekicker Dean Biasueci had
some holder problems against Tennessee
Tech when he was able to do what most
major league baseball players do in an
average day
—
go one-for-four. However,
last weekend, he hit tor the cycle as he tied
the Southern Conference and the NCAA
Division 1-AA single game record of five
field goals in one game. All of those came in
the first half. Biasueci kicked a school-
record 51-yarder against Woffbrd last sea-
son and he drilled a 41 -yard field goal
against Clemson two years ago.
Danny Ford chided the Tigers last week
on his TV' show about playing with a lack of
enthusiasm, and in order to avoid a repeat
of 1980, the Tigers must do just that when
Western enters Death Valley's gates.
Tailback Cliff Austin did make substan-
tial improvement last week, howev er. The
6-0, 195-pound senior from Scottdale, GA,
carried for only 29 yards against Georgia
but he scampered for 94 last week against
Boston College.
Receiver Frank Magwood grabbed six
Homer Jordan passes for 103 yards last
week, including one that went for 42 yards,
and was voted Player-of-the-Game by
CBS. So far in the two games, Magwood
has nine grabs for 157 yards. Both his totals
against BC were career highs.
The defense pressured BC quarterback
Doug Flutie into two interceptions last Sat-
urday and the front fiv e-and-half (if you
count "The Bruise Brothers") should
be able to apply even more pressure to
Mixon, who doesn't move around quite as
much as the diminutive, darting Flutie.
Tackle Jim Scott, who started for the first
time, gave a good accounting of himself as
he had four first hits, three tackles for loss
and had a key sack late in the game. Senior
All-America free safety Terry Kinard also
had a good game, as he had six tackles and a
pass interception.
While Western Carolina would like to
keep the radio tuned into Dionne Warwick
and have a repeat game of 19S0 with just
eight more Catamount ponts, the Tigers
would like to start a revival of the old
Queen song "We Are the Champions.
COLUMN NOTES ON THE CLEMSON TIGERS
The 17-17 tie between Clemson and
Boston College last Saturday was the first
deadlock in Memorial Stadium since Duke
and the Tigers ended in an 18-18 stalemate
in 1970. And the Eagle-Tiger standoff was
only the fourth in the history of the stadium
going back to 1942 involving 177 games.
The other two ties came against Georgia
(7-7) in 1963 and Mississippi State (7-7)
in 1949.
Clemson tailback Cliff Austin, who led
the Tigers in rushing against Boston Col-
lege, made the biggest stride of anyone
among Clemson career rushing leaders.
Austin entered the game in 24th place, but
his 94 yards against the Eagles gave him
1 , 198 yards in his career and vaulted him to
the 19th spot. His latest effort sent him
past Doug Cline, Billy O'Dell, Jackie
Calvert, Hugh Mauldin and Pat Grain.
Austin trails Tracv Perry by 21 yards.
Statistically Speaking
1982 Clemson Stats 1982 Western Carolina Stats
(Won 0, Lost 1, Tied 1) (Won 1, Lost 2)
Rushing Rushing
Att. Yds. Acg. TD LG Aft. yds. Atg. TP LG
Austin 29 123 4.2 1 20 Dorsey 48 197 4.1 1 23
McCall 19 72 3.8 12 James 24 88 3.7 17
C. McSwain 18 61 3.4 1 26 Mostellcr 7 68 9.7 1 49
Mack 13 46 3.5 13 Edmondson 10 38 3.8 8
Jordan 19 40 2.1 1 13 Portella 4 36 9.0 16
CLEMSON 104 394 3.3 3 26 W CAROLINA 115 469 4.0 2 49
Opponents 83 195 2.3 1 20 Opponents 147 .316 2.1
Passing Passing
Att.Comp. lnt Yds TD Pet. Att.Comp. Int. Yds. TD Pet
Jordan 53 28 5 272 .526 Mixon 80 34 4 .505 3 425
CLEMSON 53 28 5 272 .526 Portella 10 7 1 78 7(H)
Opponents 52 27 3 389 1 .519 W CAROLINA 91 41 6 583 3 .451
Opponents 69 45 3 423 652
Receiving Receiving
PC Yds. Acg. TD LG PC Yds. Atg. TD LG
Magwood 9 157 17.4 42 Kiser 8 144 18.0 29
Stockstill 9 47 5.2 10 James 5 88 17.6 1 68
C. McSwah i 3 28 9.3 13 Rasheed 6 102 17.0 1 43
McCall 2 14 7.0 S Dorsey 6 80 1.3.3 22
Austin 2 11 5.5 7 Williams 2 9 4.5 6
CLEMSON 28 272 9.7 42 W. CAROLINA 41 583 14.2 3 68
Opponents 27 389 14.4 1 53 Opponents 45 423 9.7
Tackle Leaders Tackle Leaders
Triplett 14 Devane 9 Johnson 33 Williams 21
Kinard 11 Headen 9 Jones 33 Luther 19
Benish 10 Suttle 9 Cooper 27 Buffamoyer 19
Rembert 10 Watson 7
Results and Schedule Results and Schedule
Sept. 6 7-13 A L Georgia Sept. 4 10-31 A L Wake Forest
Sept. 18 17-17 H T BOSTON COLLEGE Sept. 11 10-17 H L TENNESSEE TECH
Sept. 25 W. CAROLINA, 1:00 PM Sept. 18 38-3 H W MARS HILL
Oct. 2 KENTUCKY, 1:00 PM Sept. 25 at Clemson, 1:00 PM
Oct. 9 at Virginia, 8:05 PM Oct. 2 at East Tennessee Stati, 7:30 PM
Oct. 16 DUKE, 1:00 PM Oct. 9 at Furman, 1:30 I'M
Oct. 23 at N.C. State, 1:00 PM Oct. 16 MARSHALL, 7:00 I'M
Nov. 6 NORTH CAROLINA. 100 PM Oct. 23 WOFFORD. 2 00 PM
Nov. 13 at Maryland, 1:30 PM Oct. 30 at UT-Chattanooga. 7:30 PM
Nov. 20 SOUTH CAROLINA, 1:00 PM Nov. 6 THE CITADEL, 1 .00 PM
Nov. 27 Wake Forest (Tokyo, Japan), 11:00 PM Nov. 20 at Appalachian State. 2 (K) PM
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Andy Headen
The Bandit
Bv Jill Mixon
Fans who can recall Clemson football of the
late 1930 s will remember a versatile athlete who
remains forever envisioned in their minds. His
name is Banks McFadden. and he brought honor
and glory to Clemson University when he was
named All-American in two sports during the
same academic year. The lanky McFadden was
selected as an All-America tailback in toothall
and an All-America center in basketball in
1939-40 and was named the nation s most ver-
satile athlete. As one can see, he was a virtual
one-man gold mine to the overall athletic excel-
lence at Clemson, and in main ways he is the
foundation of Clemson athletics.
The 1980s v ersion of Bonny Banks McFadden
is senior defensive end Andy Headen. He, too,
is a gold mine, as Headen has played at five
different positions in varsity football competition
since his arrival in Tigertown. He now has found
his home at defensive end and is known as the
bandit, a name that desc ribes his style of play.
When Headen came to Clemson in 1979, he
had intentions of being the Tiger quarterback
During his freshman year Billy Lott was the
starting quarterback, so Headen moved to
strong safety, in hopes of gaining more playing
time. He recorded three tackles in the waning
moments of the Notre Dame game in South
Bend when the Tigers upset the Irish 16-10. "At
the conclusion of my freshman year, I felt frus-
trated that I wasn t at the quarterback spot, but I
had no hard feelings toward anyone. I knew my
time would come, and I would be a better ath-
lete because of my patience," said Headen.
The outlook for Andy Headen appeared bright
and promising in the spring of 1980, as he was
chosen to be the number-one quarterback at the
conclusion of the annual spring intrasquad
scrimmage alter he had beaten out teammate
Homer Jordan. In April of 1980 Headen was
looking forward to the opening game with Bice
with great anticipation.
During those fiv e months a great deal changed
and it was not #9 who barked out the signals in
the opener against Bice, but #3. Homer Jordan,
a sophomore from Athens, GA. Following that
game, Headen spoke with then secondary coach
Mickey Andrews, and told him he wanted to
move back to strong safety.
Things still had to get worse before they could
get better for the native of Liberty, NC. He
injured his shoulder and missed the next three
games. "At this point I was very depressed and
disappointed with my career, and I thought
about packing my bags and going home. But, I
really liked it here at Clemson and wanted
to stay. Besides. I couldn't let the folks back
home down. I also realized that I did have talent,
and I would find a real home on the team
where I would make the most contribution,
offered Headen.
Damn Ford is fortunate Headen chose to re-
main at Clemson as he would become the
seventh leading tackier on the national cham-
pionship squad last season, but more impor-
tantly, he became a main cog of Clemson s
innovative defensive alignment Prior to the
1981 campaign, head defensive coach Tom Har-
per implemented a new defense centered
around Headen and called it the "bandit de-
fense. Headen had to make main adaptations to
take on the role of "bandit including a number
change. (The former #9 emerged as #12.) The
new number and new position meant a new start
tor And) Headen, and he made the most ol it
The concept ot the "bandit is a very compli-
cated idea which is a culmination of years of
thought by Harper. In this defense the "bandit
becomes a pass defender in certain situations,
while in others he rushes the quarterback in the
"bandit" blitz. "We require that the 'bandit'
possess size and speed so that he can drop back
to control the tight ends, and Andy Headen
more than adequately tills the bill, said Harper.
Things certainly have fallen into place for
Headen as of late. Last season he was second
on the team in passes broken up with nine,
and in fact knocked down more passes than All-
American Terry Kinard. He started all 12
games at defensive end and finished the season
with 53 tackles and three quarterback sacks
"I feel I was just in the right place at the right
time, said Headen, who refers to himself as a
cheerleader. "Coach Harper was looking for
someone to fill the shoes of the 'bandit, and I
was there. I wouldn't give up last year tor any-
thing. Kverv thing just tell into place for us, and
we all had a great time."
What awaits the most versatile football
player at ('lemson since the legendary Banks
McFadden? Most believe it is a professional
football career. "If I don't get drafted. I'm defi-
nitely going to try out tor a spot m the NFL,
because it s something I've wanted ever since I
was a kid, said Headen.
Professional scouts certainly aren t blind to
Headen s talents either. Walt Yowaski, a scout
lor the Dallas Cowboy s organization, remarked,
"Andy Headen is a quality athlete, he has shown
that bv playing so many positions. He certainly
has the potential to make it in the pros. He is
looked at as an outside linebacker, not a defen-
sive end. But, people are willing to give him a
shot, because he has been able to make position
transitions during his career. And he should mi
prove during his senior year as he gets more and
more experience.
Headen s career certainly has not been
handed to him on a silv er platter. He has had to
work extremely hard to get where he is today
"Take time to view everything and then things
will come your way, that s my motto. It is nice
to know that he will be remembered most for
his versatility as was McFadden Maybe in
years to come some athlete at Clemson may be
referred to as the most versatile athlete since
Andy Headen
Andy Headen has played five positions and worn two numbers during his Clemson career.
TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
Serving the textile industry since 1915
Textile Hall is proud to be the donor of the Textile Bowl, presented annually to the
winner of the Clemson-N.C. State Game.
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 3 & 4, 1982)
Winner of the Governor's Cup as the most outstanding contribution to the tourist industry by the private
sector in 1980.
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125 for dinners
125 for dinners
200 for dinners
P.O. Box 5823, Exposition Avenue, Greenville, SC 29606
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& Jim Phillips
The Voice
By Tim Bourret
It is the middle of the summer and the
phone rings in the Clemson sports infor-
mation office. Jill Mixon, one of the office's
student assistants, answers the call. The
person on the other end wishes to speak
with Clemson Sports Information Director
Bob Bradley.
"Who is it?" asks Bradley. "Its The
Voice, answered Mixon commonly.
Bradley did not have to ask for a further
explanation, for the voice around Clemson,
and most of the Southeast for that matter,
means one man, Jim Phillips.
Most Tiger fans would not know what it
would be like to listen to a Clemson foot-
ball or basketball game without Phillips
describing the action. Probably no one
would want to hear any other voice either,
because the popular broadcaster is now in
his 15th season of covering Clemson
athletics and he has become synonymous
with Tiger sports. This lengthy career with
the Tigers, and 29 seasons in all in broad-
casting, might not have come about had it
not been for a speech professor at Ashland
College in Ohio. "I was a freshman in col-
lege and working part-time at a gas station
in Ohio in 1953," said Phillips. "I had not
given broadcasting much thought, but the
professor thought I might do well in the
field based on some of my speeches in his
class
"He took me to a local radio station in
Ashland and arranged some auditions.
Well, I did just about everything from
news, sports and weather to cleaning up
the office and learned to like it, certainly
more than pumping gas."
From Ashland, OH, Phillips moved up
the road to Alliance where he landed his
first play-by-play job doing Mt. Union
College and local high school football
and basketball. In 1966 the Youngstown,
OH, native became the voice of Kent State
football and basketball and he covered
the Mid-American conference school for
two seasons.
After that stint with the Ohio School,
he decided to broaden his horizons. He
followed some leads, but they did not
work out. A trade magazine finally pro-
vided the answer.
"One day I was reading Broadcasting
Magazine in the office and I came across a
basic ad that said "Wanted: Sports Director
for Southern Market with Major College
Play-by-Play . . . Send Besume to PO Box
. . . Greenville, SC. Beally, that's all there
was to it as far as me finding out about the
job. I got an interview, met with WFBC
officials and Clemson officials in March and
started in April of 1968 at WFBC."
Phillips had a solid resume and excellent
references, but he still almost failed to get
the job. According to then Clemson Coach
Frank Howard, "All he sent were basket-
ball tapes of himself. Well, he sounded
like a good boy on those, but if he wanted
to sell me he should have sent football
tapes. He sounded good, though, so we
hired him anyway." He must have sounded
very gaud, to get the job without Coach
Howard hearing any football tapes.
Howard and four other football coaches
have worked with Phillips in the last 15
years and the five-time South Carolina
Sportscaster-of-the-Year has described
many an exciting Clemson victory. He has
done over 170 games in this time, but do
some stand out, Jim?
Phillips' Most Exciting Football Broadcasts
Date Site CU-OPP
1. 11-17-79 A 16-10 Notre Dame
•2. 11-18-78 A 28-24 Maryland
3. 11-19-77 A 31-27 South Carolina
4. 11-21-81 A 29-13 South Carolina
5. 10-4-69 A 21-10 Georgia Tech
"The most exciting game for me to
broadcast was the 1979 Notre Dame game
in South Bend, said Phillips quickly, who
had not done the Tiger bowl games of the
past due to the bowls contractual agree-
ments with other networks. "Notre Dame
had not lost its final home game in 40 years,
plus just being there with all the tradition,
and then beating them at home! And, it was
an extra thrill to see all those Clemson fans
dancing on the field after the game with
the band."
Phillips has broadcast many other excit-
ing games in his career at Clemson (see
grid on this page for his top five), but he
obviously adds something to the broadcast
himself. Years of experience have contrib-
uted to his success in this art, but a couple
of people have influenced his style and
thus his career.
"Two men have influenced me in this
business, one national and one local. Bill
Stern (NBC announcer of major college
and pro sports for many years) was the
epitomy of broadcasters to me, I grew
up idolizing him. He was superb in de-
scribing the scene, not just on the field,
but in the stadium and out. When Notre
Dame played Army you knew where each
player was, you could see Mr. Inside and
Mr. Outside.
"Don Gardner, a local announcer in
Ohio, also had a big influence on my career
because he encouraged me when I
doubted my abilities and helped me with
the basics of the business during the early
stages of my career.
"Both men had one thing in common,
credibility and accuracy. That is the most
important asset to have in this business. If
you lose credibility, you lose your au-
dience. In the long haul you'll be a lot
better off by not being a homer. You need
the home fans as well as the neutral fans to
trust your judgment.
Jim Phillips has the unique talent to
recreate the vision of two teams, 60,000
people and many more elements into an
organized vivid scene. He has provided
Clemson fans with enjoyable moments for
years and likewise the Clemson family has
given to Jim Phillips. "It has been a great
relationship over the years. I have met a lot
of great people along the way and I plan to
continue to be the voice of the Tigers as
long as Clemson people allow me to.
Jim Phillips has broadcast over 170 Clemson
football games and 386 consecutive Tiger
basketball games.
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Clemson Cheerleaders
First Row: (L to R) George Davis, Arian Roberts. Kathy Anderson, Reth Cousins, Randy Faile, Pat Hook, Sheryl Pitts, Sherry Thrift, Danny Peehthalt. Second
Row: Russell Ragan, George Helmrich, David Castleberry, Scott Galloway (Head Cheerleader), David Pinion, Johnny Peden, Rick Conte.
YOU DON'T GET TO THE TOP
BYJUST PLAYING GAMES.
It takes hard work and a lot of practice. And it
takes a commitment to being the best. The kind
of commitment Clemson students, faculty and
alumni have also brought to their positions on the
J. P. Stevens team throughout the years.
Students filling jobs in nearby plants. Faculty
providing continuing education and valuable
research. And alumni in management roles.
For years we've worked together to create quality
fabrics. Having Clemson on our side has helped
keep us at the top, too.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.
An equal opportunity employer M/F/V/H
i» Head Coach
Danny Ford
In just three full seasons as head coach, Danny Ford has made
quite an impact on Clemson University. He has brought the Tigers
to the pinnacle of college football and put Clemson in the limelight
with the 1981 National Championship. Last year he was the major
reason Clemson was the most improved team in the nation.
Ford deservedly was named National Coach-of-the-Year by Un-
ited Press International, the American Football Coaches' Associa-
tion, the Football Writers of America, and the Washington
Touchdown Club, in addition to many other local football clubs.
Ford is also the youngest head coach (33) ever to take a team to a
national championship.
Ford is also the youngest fourth-year coach in Division I of the
NCAA, but the now 34-year-old Gadsden, Alabama native has
been associated with more winning teams and programs than most
coaches come in contact with in a lifetime. Including his years as a
player at Alabama under Bear Bryant, Ford has been associated
with college football for the last 15 years. Fourteen of those clubs
have had winning records and 11 have gone to bowl games. Addi-
tionally, the 15 teams have had a record of 124-47-3, a .720 win-
ning percentage.
Ford has brought his winning attitude to Clemson University.
Now in his fourth full season as a head coach. Ford has led the
Tigers to a 27-9 record and three bowl games since taking over
on December 10, 1978. That was a fine day in Clemson ath-
letics because the University announced that Charley Pell had
relinquished the head coaching duties of the 1978 Gator Bowl
to Ford. Nearly 40 years after hiring 31-year-old Frank Howard,
Clemson had hired a gifted 30-year-old to lead the Tiger
forces on the gridiron.
Ford conquered all kinds of adversity in leading the Tigers to a
nationally televised 17-15 triumph over perennial power Ohio
State in the Gator Bowl in his very first game as head coach. Few-
mentors in NCAA history have made such a celebrated and
successful beginning.
With this list of accomplishments, it is little wonder that the
Student Affairs Committee of the Clemson Board of Trustees only
considered one name as Charley Pell s successor. Danny Ford not
only had the backing of Pell, but also from the members of the
Clemson football team. He was then assistant head coach and
offensive line coach for the Tigers. After two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the morning of December 5, 1978, it
was the unanimous opinion of the committee that Ford should
be named Clemson's 21st head coach.
Ford began his association with college football in 1967 when
he started for Bear Bryant at Alabama as Ken Stabler's sopho-
more tight end. He played three years for Bryant, (including three
wins against Clemson) and was an All-Southeastern Conference
choice, All-SEC academic selection and team captain during his
senior season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in industrial arts in 1970, Ford
remained at Alabama as a graduate assistant for the 1970 and 1971
seasons. Upon earning a master's degree in special education in
1971, he was made a full-time assistant under Bryant for the 1972
and 1973 seasons. The Tide went to four more post-season games
while Ford was on Bryant's staff.
Clemson's current head man then accepted a position as an
assistant coach on Jimmy Sharpe's staff at Virginia Tech. He re-
mained in Blacksburg for three seasons (1974 to 1976), before he
was beckoned to Clemson by Charley Pell, who had just been
named the Tigers' head coach. Pell and Ford had served together
on the VPI staff for two seasons.
And only 23 games later. Ford became head coach of the Tigers
at age 30, the youngest Division I head coach in the country.
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24" or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas
gift for the Clemson
fan.
copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
Bank Card
Telephone Orders
Accepted
p. o. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40C) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.
Total Amount of order $
Print Name
Address
City _
VISA'
Number
_
Number _
State Zip
Exp. Date
Signature .
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TIGER'S DEN.
Here's the perfect way to display your team spirit.
New FLAIR SQUARES R collegiate design wallcovering. It's
the easy way to decorate any room with your school's colors.
Because FLALR SQUARES is the only wallcovering that comes
in convenient prepasted squares. All you do is dip them in water
and slip themm place for a durable, washable surface that brings
a room to life. And they're dry-stnppable so they won't damage
walls when you redecorate
.
So get FLAIR SQUARES.When you do part of the proceeds V *
^go to your university's athletic program. They're available at the ^ p^JI
bookstore and other local outlets. —
^
PUT A WINNER ON YOUR WALL. FLAIR SQUARES
COLLEGIATE DESIGNS.
© 1982 Pnntpack lnc . 500 Interchange Dnve, Atlanta. Ga 30378
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Even the sound ofthe door closing is by design.
Our doors speak well of the rest of our car. But their tight, solid
sound is no accident.
Before we begin building the car, we engineer the best way to
assemble it. Piece by piece.
Doors, trunk and hood fit the body with close tolerances all
around.We align hinges and latches to work freely.
Window glass is held snug. And runs in the window channels
smoothly.Triple rubber door seals help reduce outside sounds and
wind noise.We've improved the insulation throughout the car.
The Honda Accord 4-Door Sedan is not only quieter, it's also
roomier and more comfortable.You'll find it rides and handles better.
And while its many luxurious features are impressive, they are
standard equipment. Like cruise control and variable-assist power
steering, to name but two.
Honda's simple philosophy of building cars that work the way
they were designed to work has made Honda number one in owner
loyalty among all leading import cars!
It has helped Honda cars retain a high resale value, among the
best in the automotive industry.
You can fully appreciate how a Honda is made the next time
you're in a Honda showroom.
_____
After you kick the tires, listen to the doors. HHbllldH
•Source: R.L.Polk and Co. 1981 model yearNew Car BuyerAnalysis. © 1982 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. We make it simple.
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Bill McLellan 5fc
Athletic Director
By Wally Bowen
'I guess I'm a dreamer, and I try to make
the dreams come true."
The dream is a national championship in
football for Clemson University . . . the
man in large part responsible for making it
come true is Bill McLellan.
Whether the dream factory is Holly-
wood or big-time college athletics, every-
one knows that dreams don't come true
without a large supporting cast. True to
form. Bill McLellan gives most of the
credit for Clemson s athletic success to its
fans. "The willingness of people to help
and to become a part of Clemson is unbe-
lievable. Their total involvement makes
my job easier," says the 48-year-old father
of four, two ofwhom are Clemson students.
This "total involvement' of fans is
matched by McLellan s job performance as
athletic director. When interviewed two
years ago, McLellan was described by this
writer as "one of the most sought after and
accessible administrators on campus.
He's rarely away from a telephone or
walkie-talkie, by which he answers the
steady stream of questions that ultimately
come his way. "I handle the calls as
they come, without delay if possible. It's
like a chain reaction. I like to keep things
moving.
"
And keeping things moving, to Bill
McLellan, is a vital ingredient in Clem-
son's athletic success. "It's a continuous
challenge," he says. "Staying up-to-date
and pushing hard to see that Clemson has
the opportunity to be competitive is my
whole job.
"
But "pushing hard has its price. "I've
spent four Sundays at home in the last 13
months, said McLellan one day last win-
ter. He described sitting down for a visit
with his youngest daughter, Arch Anna,
now a sophomore at Winthrop. It wasn't
long before the phone rang with a call from
an ABC-TV' sports executive." She felt it
was wrong that she had to share me on a
Sunday afternoon, says McLellan. "But
you can't get away from it. It's the thing
we've had to accept. It would blow your
mind if you let it.
Clemson University has enhanced its
national visibility through athletics, and
the value of greater name recognition car-
ries over into the University's educational
mission. "I'm proud of the fact that the
recognition is not limited to Clemson
athletics, and also that it's not limited to
Clemson University, says McLellan.
"Clemson has been good for South Caro-
lina, and people around the state can relate
to that."
McLellan is fond of saying, "It's the little
things that make life important. That atti-
tude is at the heart of Clemson s athletic-
program, which is known for its efficiency
and attention to detail both on the field
and behind the scenes.
It is an attitude rooted in McLellan s
upbringing in a family of seven children in
the small farm community of Hamer, S.C.
"Being a member of a big family helped me
learn to understand people better and to
appreciate the little things that are a part of
that kind of life," he savs. "We did every-
thing together. All nine of us would pile
into the car and go to church or visit rela-
tives. We'd all eat together and we were
always bringing our friends to the house.
The sense of family, the sense of belong-
ing, is one of Clemson s strongest assets,
he says. "You know how it is when you go
somewhere and feel out of place. I don't
think anyone who comes to Clemson feels
out of place, as long as we remember that
we get out of it what we put into it.
This concern for values is not lost in
McLellan s handling of Clemson s athletic
program. "I ve got to let our coaches know
that winning is good but that we've got to
educate these young people. They're going
to be representing us for the rest of then-
lives. We've got to realize that four years is
a very short time for us to help shape their
futures. We can't let the athletic demands
get out of balance with the educational
demands.
"
McLellan came to Clemson in 1950 on a
football scholarship after graduating from
Dillon High School. He earned two foot-
ball letters as a Tiger lineman and was on
the 1952 Gator Bowl team, but he insists he
was not a very good athlete. Yet on-the-
field talent wasn't the only kind former
football coach Frank Howard was adapt at
spotting. "I knew he was honest, a hard
worker and had gotten a good education,"
recalls Howard, who hired McLellan in
1958. "I let him do everything I didn't want
to do, and he did a better job than if I had
done it myself.
In a sense, Cemson s athletic program
has grown as McLellan grew into his role as
athletic director, the post he assumed in
1971. The result is one of the best athletic
facilities in the country and an overall
sports program that has been ranked as one
of the nation's top four in recent years.
"We've been forerunners in a lot of ways,
and we've shown that we put what we earn
back into our facilities. I'm proud that
we're a self-sustaining auxiliary enterprise
of the University."
Putting something back into the Univer-
sity has a personal dimension for McLellan
also. "As one of seven children, that
athletic scholarship made a lot of things
possible for me, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to pay Clemson back. It's not an
ego trip for me, but it is personal satisfac-
tion which no one can ever take away.
Is there a limit to the pressure and job
demands that Bill McLellan is willing to
endure? "There's no limit as long as I can
breathe, because I don t think a thing s
impossible, given the support we have
from Clemson people.
For this committment and service to
Clemson, Bill McLellan was named as a
Distinguished Alumnus of Clemson Uni-
versity this past summer.
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TheFarmCredit
officers have
farmbackgrounds
and
understanding."
D Leslie Tindal
Soybean and Livestock Producer
Pinemod. S.C
The Farm Credit System can offer you many types of financial assistance for your farm
needs and requirements.
"What I like about dealing with their officers is that they have a farm background and
understand what our needs are and give us expert financial assistance."
For all types of agricultural credit, talk to the people who speak your language-
Federal Land Bank Associations, Production Credit Associations and Farm Credit Services.
We speakyour language
Short and Long-term Joint Land Bank
intermediate-term Farm Credit and
Farm Credit PCA services
Clemson and Farm Credit. Always Number 1 \ Mw^
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In football a fumble can be
The Same is True in Airconditioning
"There is no substitute
for error-free,
consistent performance—
in either field"
We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems — Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
thermo Cft kinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. c Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
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E N T
delicacies byARA.
Special occasions, no matter
howgrandorhow small, are
meant to be memorable. ARA,
Clemson University Catering
Service, can helpyou make that
possible. Be itan elaborate
seateddinnerfor200guests or
a simple after-the-game-
gathering, ARA can cater
every occasion. Our
international chefs will consult
withyou to select a
personalizedmenuforan affair
atyourhome orone ofthe
private diningrooms at the
Clemson House.
So the next timeyour
calendar is marked with a red
letterday... callARA for
special service.
services
654-1893
656-2120
c N G
University Officials
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BILL L. ATCHLEY
President
THOMAS B.
McTEER, JR.
Chairman, Columbia
LOUIS P.
BATSON, JR.
Greenville
J. J. BRITTON
Sumter
ROBERT R
COKER
llartsville
WILLIAM N.
GEIGER, JR.
Columbia
PAUL W.
McALISTER
Laurens
BUCK MICKEL
Greenv ille
T KENNETH
CRIBB
Spartanburg
FLETCHER C.
DERRICK, JR.
Charleston
WILLIAM GREEN
DesCHAMPS, JR.
Bishopville
JAMES C. SELF
Greenwood
D. LESLIE
TINDAL
Pinewood
JAMES M.
WADDELL, JR.
Beaufort
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Bill L. Atchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officer; Secretary to the Board of Trustee:
W. Harry Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F. Byars, Executive Assistant to the President
Benjamin W. Anderson. Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean, Graduate Studies and University Research
Luther P. Anderson, Dean, College ofAgricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean, College of Architecture
James E. Matthews, Acting Dean. College of Education
Benton H. Box, Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean, College of Science
Ryan C. Amacher, Dean, College of Commerce t~ Industry
J. Charles Jennett, Dean, ('allege of Engineering
Robert A. Waller, Dean. College of Liberal Arts
1982-83 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Dr. B, J. Skelton, Chairman
Prof. H. W. Webb, Secretary
Dr. J. F Geldard
Dr. Carolyn Briscoe
Dr. B. J. Todd
Dr. E. A. Vaughn
Dr. R. C. Harshman
Dr. Clarence E. Hood. Jr., President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Stephen S. Melsheimer, Immediate Past President of the Faculty
Senate
Dr. C. Stassen Thompson, Past President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Corrine Sawyer, Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards
Committee
I. L. "Rusty" Donkle, Jr., President of the Alumni Association
Bill) C. Rogers. Immediate Past President ofAlumni Association
Dr. John H. Timmerman, Feculent of 1PTAY
Charlie W. Bussey, Immediate Past President of 1PTAY
James Pelfrey, Chairman of the Graduate School Association
W. Kirby Player, President of the Student Body
Keith Munson, President of the Student Senate
Ian D. Kayser, President of the Block "C" Club
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When my folks sent me to college,
they never dreamed I'd come
home a Financial Wizard.
I didn't have to take a
course or crack a book,
either. All I did was
become a C&S customer.
Now I can use C&S's
Wizard machines on
campus and around town
to make deposits and
withdrawals from my
checking and savings
accounts, make transfers,
even make payments on
a loan—24 hours a day.
And there are some 100
C&S offices and over 75
Wizard machine locations
around the state, so I can
be a Financial Wizard
almost anywhere in
South Carolina.
So, folks, even though
I'm not on the Dean's List
yet, I'm already getting
straight A's in banking
Managers
(Seated, L-R) Ricky Wright, Ren Massingill, Jimmy Seay, Jeff Wright, Terry Pait. (Standing) Alan Wertz, Mark Garrison, Eric Rivers, Jim Weldon,
Jeff Singletary.
McCRARY AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER CO.
AUTOMATIC FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
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Stadium Information
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER
VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been prov ided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for
the handicapped.
W ILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to
the games and are opened for exit pur-
poses only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out c hec ks will
be available at Gates 1, 5, 9, 1 1 , 13, and the
top deck. Any person leav ing the stadium
other than with a team pass must have a
pass out check, as well as an admittance
stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are
located under Section | on the South
side of the stadium, under Section T on
the North side, and under Section E of the
top deck. Trained nurses are on hand
during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat
locations of doctors. Ambulances are
located at Gates 1, 5, 8, and 13.
v /
TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are
located at the stadium ticket offices at
Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and the top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The
public address system is intended pri-
marily for specatators' information con-
cerning the game. Please do not request
the use of the public address system to
make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens'
restrooms are located beneath the
stands and can be reached by exit from
any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost
or found, please report same to Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
A concession price list is published on
this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the press box telephone.
The press box number is 656-2110.
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium—umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose
is prohibited at an athletic contest in
Clemson Memorial Stadium and Little-
john Coliseum.
SOUVENIR PRICES
Buttons $2.00
Pennants 3.00
Plush Tigers 5.00 & 8.00
Shakers 1.50
Sun Visors 50
Balloons 3.00
Party Pops 25
Inflates 3.00 c\ 5.00
Hats 6.00 & 8.00
Tote Bags 5.00
Rain Coats 5.00
Rain Suits 10.00
Cushions 5.00
Tiger Paw Flags 2.00
Posters 2.00 & 5.00
Coasters 3.00
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes $.75
Candv 40
Gum 40
Crackers 40
Peanuts 40
Drinks 1.00
( !up of ice 15
Aspirin 90
Hot dog 75
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Call the experts for your
residential/industrial door needs
We carry everything from decorative front doors to airplane hanger doors. And
each is constructed of the finest quality of wood, steel, aluminum, fiberglass or
combination to those materials. You can also rely on our expert service after the
sale. Call us for an estimate for your project - whether it's one door or a hundred!
If it's anything to do with structural openings in the home, business, or industry,
we do it - best!
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door Systems
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
• Energy Saving Windows
• Space Builder Ventilated Shelving
• Fixed glass, mirrors, etc.
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• Strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.
Piedmont Industrial Park at 1-85 and Piedmont Hwy. 277-9460
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Assistant Coaches
Willie Anderson
Defensive Line
Lawson Holland
Receivers
Larry Van Der Heyden
Offensive Line
George Caine
Assistant Coach
Buddy King
Offensive Line
Tommy West
Defensive Lnds
Tom Harper
Asst. Head Coach & Defensive Coordinator
Nelson Stokley
Offensive Coordinator & Quarterbacks
Don Denning
Defensive Backs
Les Herrin
Linebackers
Rex Kipps
Tight Lnds
Chuck Reedy
Running Hacks
Jack White
administrative Ksst.
Rick Whitt
Defensive Lnds
(\- Secondary 23
(Front Row, L-R) Rill Long, Mark Abell, Tony Blackwell, Danny Moss, Robby Corley, Chip Winchester, Joel Billiard, Ted katana. (Back Row) Joe Franks,
Rodney Foster, Randall Halch, Dewayne Chandler, Reno Wilson, Greg Craig, Bob Easley, Jay Bennett, Mike Bowman.
#4 helmet
#3 gym bag #5 roll bag
//
#2 orange leisure shirt #6 jersey
#1 cap
SPORTING GOODS
123 By-Pass
Seneca, SC 29678
(803) 882-3391
#1 — Classic Ctemson Cap Wool
cap: orange visor, white front, em-
broidered C, navy back, S-M
(6s/8-7'/4 ) M-L (7V4-7V8) $9,95
#2 — Tiger Leisure Shirt - poly
cotton blend orange shirt, orange
& navy tiger paw Adult S, M, L,
XL. XXL $12 95
#3 — Clemson School Bag heavy
duty orange & white vinyl $9 95
#4 — Tiger Helmet - Replica of
Clemson game helmet, complete
with face bar and chin strap Youth
XS (63 8-6 1 2) S (6 5 8-6 3 4) M (6 7 e-7)
L(7Va-7'/4) $24 95
#5 — Tiger Roll Bag cotton blend
orange bag. navy trim, white let-
tering $9,95
#6 — Tiger Jersey 100% cotton,
white shirt, orange & navy trim-
ming. Youth: S. M, L, XL Adult S,
IV. L. XL $11 95
Send check, money order. Master
Charge, or Visa number with exp,
date. Add 4% sales tax in SC Add
$2 00 for postage and handling.
Just 10 minutes
from
Death Valley"
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5fe Backbone of the Tigers
Clemson Iptay Club
By Len Gough, Assistant Executive Secretary of Iptay
The school year of 1981-1982 will bring
fond memories to Clemson fans for many-
years. There were six ACC Champions, 15
of 17 teams participated in postseason
playoffs and there were two national cham-
pionships. Two? Of course, everyone
knows about Clemson football, but once
again, as in the previous three years,
IPTAY was number one.
This team of dedicated alumni, students
and friends continues to defy the odds with
18 consecutive record-setting years in rais-
ing funds for athletic scholarships. With
1981 being the most successful year for
athletic scholarship fundraising, IPTAY
1982 merely had a 182% increase in giv ing
over the goal. Success of this magnitude is
nothing new for the 20,000 members as
this group has raised over 22 million dollars
in the past 48 years. What is it, then, that
makes IPTAY so much more successful
than all other athletic fundraising groups?
"Clemson people have made IPTAY the
strong organization it is today, " says Joseph
J. Turner, Jr., executive secretary for
IPTAY. "Our IPTAY representatives are
people from across the state and the South-
east who love Clemson University and who
want to help Clemson in any way- These
folks spend a lot of their time arranging
meetings and visiting other Clemson sup-
porters. They re the ones who keep IPTAY
head and shoulders above the rest.
IPTAY relies heavily on quality leader-
ship provided by officers like President
John Timmernian, Vice President Bill
Reaves and Secretary Treasurer Lawrence
Starkey, Jr., who were all re-elected to
their respective offices in tribute to the
outstanding job they did in 1981-82.
"IPTAY s officers and board of directors
provide the guidance and judgment neces-
sary to administer a successful program.
When you take 20 successful businessmen
and put them in your boardroom, chances
are good ideas will develop," says Turner.
Founded as a secret society complete
with mystic words and secret ceremonies,
IPTAY has evolved into a professional or-
ganization of volunteers. These ideas that
Joseph J. Turner, Jr.
Executive Secretary
Dr. Rubert A. Fike, IPTAY's founder and
eight other men, discussed in Dr. Fike s
Atlanta home over 48 years ago provide the
basis for IPTAY today. Can you imagine
what Clemson athletics would be like today
if that meeting in August of 1934 had not
taken place?
"Without a doubt, Clemson University
would not be enjoying the national expo-
sure it now has without the aid and support
of the IPTAY organization,'' said Bill
McLellan, Clemson s athletic director.
"Athletes as well as the university commu-
nity as a whole should be thankful for all
the benefits that IPTAY has provided in
the effort to make Clemson University
Number One."
It's not a secret society any more. Over
one million dollars was distributed to 400
athletes in 19 varsity sports during the
1981-82 school year. This is the main thrust
for IPTAY: to provide athletic scholarships
for student athletes.
The success of IPTAY has enabled this
organization to give aid to the athletic de-
partment and the university in many other
ways. IPTAY paid for the new uniforms for
the band in 1978 as well as provided travel
funds for the band in 1980 and in 1981. The
band will also travel in 1982 thanks to fund-
ing from IPTAY.
Among the physical improvements that
were made possible by IPTAY, assistance
included $22,000 for lights at the Riggs
Soccer Field as well $150,000 for construc-
tion of permanent seating at the Tigers
tennis courts and baseball field.
The new scoreboard, the stadium
graphics, and ultramodern sound system
were all made possible thanks to a
$300,000 contribution from IPTAY. Cer-
tainly this helps make Death Valley one of
the finest facilities in the South.
Certainly physical needs are not all at
Clemson that IPTAY recognizes. The or-
ganization funds an academic tutoring
program at no charge for student athletes.
Forty thousand dollars has been con-
tributed by IPTAY as partial funding of a
master transportation plan for Clemson
University. IPTAY contributed a $125,000
seed grant to begin planning for a Fine
Arts Center for use by the entire Clem-
son Community.
"IPTAY is committed to Clemson and
Clemson students," said Turner. "IPTAY is
doing several things to make Clemson ath-
letes even stronger, and therefore benefit
the university as a whole.
With 2(),0(K) Clemson people dedicated
to these goals, IPTAY can't help but stay
Number One.
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Kodei;
the fiber that
puts the yes in
polyester
Wrangler shirts sayyes to Kodel.
Wrangler sport shirts. . for the ail-American look!
Like this campus classic styled in AVONDALE's "Woodsman"
flannel of Kodel polyester and cotton Yes
Kodel tackles wrinkles and helps keep a neat, fresh appearance.
Available in a variety of colorful plaids. At fine stores.
© 1982 Eastman Kodak Company
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. INC
,
a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK. N Y 10036
KODEL is Eastman's trademark lor its polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabrics or consumer textile products and therefore makes no warranties with respect to such products
Athletic Personnel
Earle Ambrose
Asst. Athletic Dir.
Allison Dalton
Promotions Dir.
Bert Henderson
Asst. Trainer
Tim Bonnet
Assoc. S.I.D.
George Dostal
Strength Training Dir.
Van Hilderbrand
Ticket Manager
Boh Bradley
Sports Info. Dir.
Bobby Douglas
Equipment Mgr.
Fred Hoover
Head Trainer
Rick Brewer
Asst. Ticket Mgr.
Len Gough
Asst. Exec. Sec. of IPTAY
Les Jones
Dir. of Facilities
Kim Kelly
Asst. S.I.D.
June Roach
Football Secretary
Bobby Robinson
Assoc. Athletic Dir.
Larr> Sutton
Asst. Trainer
Elaine Swearingen
Football Secretary
Joe Turner
Exec. Sec. IPTAY
Paul Wessinger
Asst. Equipment Mgr.
Joann West
Assoc. Ticket Mgr.
Joe White
Academic Advisor
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NfeMakeOver
5(X)Tbuchclowns
BrerySaturday
That isn't a diagram of a razzle-dazzle pass play below.
Its a recent Piedmont route map.
As you can see, theUpAna-Coming
Airline is touching down at more
places
thanever
across the U.S.
Today we can fly
you to 15 of the country's 25
largest metropolitan areas
We can take you to
New Orleans for the DALlAS^
BOSTON .
Sugar Bowl, to Dallas/Ft.Worth
for the Cotton Bowl, to
N4iami for the Orange
Bowl,to name just a lew ofour big-league destinations)
And our new midwestern hub at Dayton is only a
nonstop away from the pro football Hall ofFame in Canton,Ohio.
So kick offyour next trip with a call to your travel agent or to
Piedmont.We can help you gain a lot of ground.
PfedrrxxTtJheUpArd<3cxTiingAiriine^
Call your travel agent or call Piedmont at 1/800-251-5720.
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PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
• Warp Tying Accessories
• Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
• Mats and Matting
• Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
• Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and
overhauling for all types of warp tying machines.
Phillips
BE
PHILLIPS
TEXTILE MARKETING CO.. INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
3
PHILCHEM, INC.
P. O. Box 16238
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-7478
PHILLIPS PERSONNEL
GROUP . . .
the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp, Paper.
Energy, Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics. Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges.
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry.
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING
Assisting large and small companies in evaluating personnel needs.
Phillips
an
HE
PHILLIPS TEXTILE CAREERS
PHILLIPS RESOURCE GROUP
108 Edinburgh Court
P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for, give us a call
anyway. We want to help.
ACCOUNTING
Senior Accounting Clerk
Accounting Clerk
Payroll Clerk
Tabulation Clerk
Billing Typist
Cashier
Business Machine
Operator
Encoder — Proof
Operator
Full Charge Pen and
Ink Bookkeeper
CLERICAL
Records Clerk
Senior Clerk
Mail Clerk
Tabulation Clerk
Clerk Typist
General Clerk
File Clerk
Inventory Clerk
Convention Clerk
WORD PROCESSING
Senior Word Processing
Typist
Junior Word Processing
Typist
Statistical Word
Processing Typist
Transcription Word
Processing Typist
Shorthand Word
Processing Typist
Technical Word
Processing Typist
Word Processing
Proofreader
SECRETARIAL
Executive Secretary
Shorthand Secretary
Transcribing Machine
Secretary
Legal Secretary
Technical Secretary
Secretary
DATA PROCESSING
Senior Keypunch
Operator
Keypunch Operator
Computer Operator
Proof, Encoder and/or
Sorter Operator
Data Entry Operator
TYPING
Senior Typist
Typist
Clerk Typist
Technical Typist
Word Processing Typist
Statistical Typist
Billing Typist
Receptionist Typist
Switchboard Operator
Typist
Policy/ Forms Typist
Transcription Typist
Shorthand Typist
SERVICES INC.
108 Edinburgh Court
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-4811
#550 Hillcrest Offices
Spartanburg, SC 29302
803/585-4359
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CONGRATULATIONS to the 1981 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.
"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
Strari
The way to build today.
Authorized Builder
803-229-3723
APARTMENT
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
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Alumni and Friends . . .
Making Things Happen
For Today's Students
Four students . . . two Poole Scholars, an R. C. Edwards Scholar, and the Student Alumni
Council president
. . .
represent outstanding young people at Clemson who are assisted by
alumni programs which encourage academic excellence to match the Tigers' athletic achieve-
ments. A gift to the Loyalty Fund will add your name to the list of those who back up their belief
in the students of tomorrow.
Melanie Smith, Poole Scholar fresh-
man, from Wilson, N.C., and the N.C.
School of Science and Mathematics:
"Everyone here is so kind; the concept
of the Clemson family tipped the scales,
what a great day when Clemson alumni
said, " Come on down!' "
Mark Swancy, senior, Student Alumni
Council president from Spartanburg; "I
feel honored to serve as student repre-
sentative on the Alumni Association
Board. I'll be glad to back the Loyalty
Fund when I graduate; I learn everyday
how valuable our support really is."
Alden Gold, Edwards Scholar, fresh-
man from Columbia, accepted by M I T.
and Georgia Tech: "I appreciate so
much the confidence Clemson and its
people placed in me. Thanks, alumni,
for the opportunity; I promise I won't let
Clemson or my parents down."
David Czabala, Poole Scholar, fresh-
man from Atlanta: "Growing up in South
Chicago, I dreamed of Notre Dame and
was accepted; however, Clemson pro-
vides a sound undergraduate program
and helped me make up my mind by
offering a scholarship; I hope some day I
can pay alumni back.
Support the
Loyalty Fund . . .
It Makes Clemson Work!
Clemson Alumni Association
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YES, YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.
A lot of job interviews,
employment offices, and
all the hassles that go into
trying to land a job after
college.
With Army ROTC, you
have a job waiting for you.
The job of a second
lieutenant.
You'll receive all the
privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.
You'll lead and motivate
people. And manage the
millions of dollars of
equipment entrusted to
you.
So enroll in Army
ROTC today (you'll make
$3,000.00 (+), have
scholarship opportunities
and earn an officer's
commission).
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Contact: Cpt. Gary Graber
Department of Military
Science 656-3107/3108
Subscribe to
1S82-1983
^^Available once again for the 1^) th year!
First Issue to be
published
September 1982
Clemson's National Football Championship, and
the increased success of ACC Football generally,
combined with a growing demand from subscribers,
helped us to decide to expand ACC BASKETBALL
to ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL.
Subscribers will receive weekly a 4-12 page news-
paper section containing reprinted stories, photos,
statistics and columns selected from the sports
pages of the Raleigh newspapers. You can have all
the details of those classic battles between the ACC
teams and their encounters with non-conference
foes, in one easy-to-read, easy-to-save package.
Stories are also carried on major developments in
other ACC sports.
SUBSCRIBE NOW ... Don't miss a single issue!
ACC FOOTBALL/BASKETBALL will come to you once again beginning
September 1982 and will continue for 25 consecutive weeks.
ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL MAIL
The News and Observer TODAY!
P.O. Box 191, Raleigh, N.C. 27602
Enclosed find check or money order , for $20.OO (3rd class) ,
$27.50 (1st class) Send ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL for 25
consecutive weeks beginning September 1 982.
Name .
Address
.
City State
.
Zip.
Circle One: I attended N.C State. Carolina, Duke. Wake Forest, Maryland. Virginia
Clemson, Ga Tech, other (specify)
For those Hard-to-Buy for Friends and Family Members . . -
Give them a Gift Subscription to ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL
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The
Tigers
Kendall Allev
89 Jr.
Steve Berlin
76 So.
Wilbur Bullard
8 Jr.
Andy Cheatham
61 So.
Vernie Anthony
69 Sr.
Brian Butcher
62 Sr.
Tim Childers
26 Jr.
Vandell Arrington
1 Jr.
Garv Brown
68 Sr.
Richard Butle
19 So.
David Clayton
79 Fr.
1 tf^fc
Cliff Austin
7 Sr.
Kick Bailey
70 So.
Dan Benish
71 Sr.
Craifi Crawford
48 So.
Brendon Crite
38 Sr.
Jeff Cruce
54 So.
Bob Paulling
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K. D. Dunn
81 So.
Joe Ellis
64 Jr.
Mike Eppley
14 So.
Dale Hatcher
James Farr
60 J
Frank Fredere
86 So.
Boh Frierson
65 Sr.
Kevin Gemas
95 Jr.
Joe Glenn
53 Sr.
fa i
Dale Hateher
5 So.
Dean Herman
75 So.
Duke Holloman
46 So.
Ruhha Diggs Alex Hudson
78 Jr.
Donald Igwehuike
18 So.
Reid Ingle
59 So.
Mike Issaes
22 So.
34
Homer Jordan
3 Sr.
Frank Magwood
2 Sr.
Chuck Meeks
96 Sr.
Eldridge Milton
87 So.
Terry Kinard
43 Sr.
Randv Learn
25 Sr.
Otis Lindsey
44 Sr.
Jeff Lytton
51 So.
Carl Martin
31 Sr.
Carv Massaro
52 Jr.
Boh Mayberry
74 Sr.
Jeff MeCall
32 Sr.
"Want a free ride?"
David Noelte
97 Jr.
Anthony Parete
17 So.
Jeff Parker
10 So.
Kevin Mack
27 Jr.
Chuck MeSvvain
35 Sr.
Boh Paulling
6 Jr.
W illiam Perrv
66 So.
Edgar Pickett
42 Jr.
Reggie Pleasant
29 So.
Johnnv Reinhert
90 Sr.
35
Mark Richardson
92 Sr.
Cliff Austin Sonny Sealv
39 Sr.
Jeff Stockstill
15 Sr.
rat
Jeff Suttle
23 Jr.
Dale Swing
58 So.
Danny Triplett
82 Sr.
Guy Varn
13 J
Ranclv Vereen
40 So.
Ronald Watson
49 So.
Jeff Wells
88 So.
Braxton Williams
34 Jr.
Scott Williams
50 So.
Jim Wurst
80 Sr.
Andy Headen
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%* Future Stars?
Tiger Rookies
tffe Jl fL
David Barnett
30 Fr.
Shelton Bover Sebastian Browning Pat Charleston
86 Fr. 41 Fr. 10 Fr.
it* 1TL
Terrenee Flagler Kenny Flowers Steve Griffin
33 Fr. 48 Fr. 40 Fr.
Mike follay
91 Fr.
Brvan Ruber
93 Fr.
Steve Reese Jim Riggs
63 Fr. 99 Fr.
Chuck Sanford
70 Fr.
STRENGTH TRAINING COACHES: Kneeling: Greg Roberts, Mark Reiman, Don Telle. Standing:
Jim Batey, Head Coach George Dostal. Robert Egley.
Willie Cobb
84 Fr.
Stacy Driver
2i Fr.
Terry Mack
11 Fr
Chip Quick
36 Fr.
Jodv Sease
77 Fr.
Henry Walls
55 Fr.
h mm
Keith Williams
57 Fr.
Perrv Williams
39 Fr.
Rav Williams
45 Fr.
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CLEMSON OFFENSE
6 PAULLING
18 IGWEBUIKE
PLACE KICKER
89 ALLEY
2 MAGWOOD
WIDE RECEIVER
85 DIGGS
81 DUNN
TIGHT END
59 INGLE
74 MAYBERRY
RIGHT TACKLE
61 CHEATHAM
62 BUTCHER
RIGHT GUARD
27 MACK
32 McCALL
FULLBACK
14 EPPLEY
3 JORDAN
QUARTERBACK
58 SWING
52 MASSARO
CENTER
35 C. McSWAIN
7 AUSTIN
TAILBACK
64 ELLIS
60 FARR
LEFT GUARD
78 HUDSON
68 G.BROWN
LEFT TACKLE
19 BUTLER
15 STOCKSTILL
SPLIT END
LEFT END LEFT TACKLE u RIGHT TACKLE RIGHT END
81 COOPER 56 N. WILLIAMS MIDDLE GUARD 66 jjjTHER 99 JONES
87 ISGRIG 93 M. WILLIAMS 75 BUFFAMOYER ^ SIMMONS 80 M. SMITH
91 CROOKS
J*
LEFT LINEBACKER
51 JOHNSON
74 BOVVEN
Si
FREE SAFETY
46 MARSHALL
17 NICHOLSON
LEFT CORNERBACK
22 BRATCHER
19 W SMITH
PUNTER
26 KORNEGAY
5 COLLINS
RIGHT LINEBACKER
55 ABRAHAM
31 PRESTON i
SI
STRONG SAFETY
14 DUKES
15 JACKSON
RIGHT CORNERBACK
44 GREENE
28 SANDERS
WESTERN CAROLINA DEFENSE
WESTERN CAROLINA OFFENSE
30 BIASUCCI
PLACE KICKER
2 PHILLIPS
1 RASHEED
WIDE RECEIVER
84 WEST
98 CHASON
TIGHT END
71 REAGAN
72 BICKNESE
58 HILL
67 JOLLIFF
RIGHT TACKLE RIGHT GUARD
40 EDMONDSON
35 WOMACK
FULLBACK
33 JAMES
34 DORSEY
TAILBACK
7 PORTELA
8 MIXON
QUARTERBACK
60 HERNDON
57 TAYLOR
CENTER
69 PATTON
68 STEPHENSON
LEFT GUARD
»M
78 SVVAYNGIM
79 CUCINELLA
LEFT TACKLE
25 DELAPP
10 KISER
SPLIT END
A A
LEFT END
53 GLENN
42 PICKETT
LEFT TACKLE
71 BENISH
83 ROBINSON
si
MIDDLE GUARD
66 PERRY
94 DEVANE
LEFT LINEBACKER
82 TRIPLETT
56 RICHARDSON
SI
FREE SAFETY
43 KINARD
24 B.DAVIS
LEFT CORNERBACK
1 ARRINGTON
37 T. DAVIS
PUNTER
5 HATCHER
16 HENDLEY
A
W8
RIGHT TACKLE
67 SCOTT
72 RAY BROWN
RIGHT END
12 HEADEN
47 ROY BROWN
RIGHT LINEBACKER
90 REM BERT
44 LINDSEY
STRONG SAFETY
26 CHILDERS
23 SUTTLE
RIGHT CORNERBACK
49 WATSON
29 PLEASANT
CLEMSON DEFENSE
3? Stats of Interest
CLEMSON FORTY-YARD TIMES
Spring, 1982
Top 10 in 40 (Overall) Top 10 (Non-Backs)
1. Rod McSwain, CB 4.35 1. K. D. Dunn, TE 4.61
2. Chuck McSwain, TB 4.40 2. Andy Headen, DE
Kevin Mack, FB 4.40 3. Edgar Pickett, DE 4 68
4. Terry Kinard, FS 4.45 4. Johnny Remhert, LB 4.70
5. Brendon Crite, RB 4,49 Roy Brown, LB 4.70
6. Cliff Austin, TB 4.50 Eklridge Milton, LB 4.70
Reggie Pleasant, CB 4.50 7. Tim Basich, LB 4.71
Ty Davis, CB 4.50 8. Otis Lindsey, LB 4.77
Vandell Arrington, CB 4.50 9. Ray Brown, DT 4.80
10. Ronald Watson, CB 4.55
Top Defensive Back: Rod McSwain, 4.35
Top Offensive Back: Chuck McSwain, 4.40
Top Offensive Lineman: K. D. Dunn, 4.61
Top Interior Offensive Lineman: Boh Mayherry, 4.84
Top Defensive Lineman: Andy Headen, 4.65
Top Interior Defensive Lineman: Ray Brown, 4.80
Top Linebacker: Johnny Remhert, 4.70
Top Wide Receiver: Fitzhugh Bethea, 4.60
Rod McSwain K. D. Dunn
Tiger Rag Statistics
All Clemson fans thrill to the sound of "Tiger Rag" and often some of
you ask why the band doesn't play it more often. Members of the Tiger
Band take great pride in their presentation ofthe song and this past year
they kept stats on how often they played "Tiger Rag. " The compilation of
last year's performances during football season is listed below.
Tiger Rag Statistics
Pep Sat. Sat. Week
Week of Game Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Rally Prac. Game Total
Aug 31 Woflford 5 3 5 — 6 — 6 14 39
Sept 7 Tulane 054 — — 4 4 12 29
Sept 14 Georgia 1 1 2 3 4 2 6 18 37
Sept 21 01— — — — — — 1
Sept 28 Kentucky 1 1 1 — — 4 — 21 28
Oct 5 Virginia 1 1 3 — — 2 4 16 27
Oct 12 Duke 1 1 2 — 2 3 — 13 22
Oct 19 N.C. State 1 2 — 5 4 4 15 31
Oct 26 Wake Forest 1 4 — — 5 4 20 34
Nov 2 UNC 1 3 3 — 3 10 — 22 42
Nov 9 Maryland 1 — 2 — 3 5 6 14 31
Nov 16 South Carolina 1 3 3 — — 6 2 17 32
Nov 30 2 — 1 5 — — — — 8
Totals (Reg. Season) 15 20 32 8 23 45 36 182 361
(PRESEASON REHEARSALS) 29
Orange Bowl Activities
Rehearsals: Wednesday (4), Thursday (8), Friday (6) 18
Pep Rallies: Eden Roc (5), DuPont Plaza (4), Best Western (1) . . . 10
Orange Bowl Parade: Before (2), Marching (11) 13
Orange Bowl Game 20
Walt Disnev World Parade 4
SEASON TOTAL 455
SIMMONS
Machinery Company, Inc.
Textile Machinery
Supplies
Liquidations
(803) 269-8730 - Telex 570-331-Box 202, Greenville, S.C., USA 29602
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OUR PERFORMANC
is your business
I J If you're in the textile or paper industry, Chemsize
can help your business. An integral part of the
manufacturing process in the textile and
paper industry is chemicals and Chemsize
manufactures and supplies this important
ingredient. And all this is based on another
key word: PERFORMANCE. Performance
is what counts and Chemsize products
perform. Because of our success in
helping textile and paper plants solve
problems, Chemsize has become
one of the fastest growing specialty
chemical companies in the Southeast.
In addition to supplying chemicals to
manufacturers, Chemsize makes
products to the customer's specifications.
So, if you're in the textile or paper
industry, remember these two words.
Chemsize and performance.
Visit our new plant!
CHEfllSIZC
incorporated
P.O. BOX 810 • TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
TELEPHONE: (803) 834-8003
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Nothing Could Be Finer
Than Golf In Carolina.
What better golfing weather could you ask for
than Fall in the South? Brilliant skies, changing
foliage, unhurried tee times, and no hint of winter in
the air.
At Swamp Fox Golf Country you won't find any
fancy pro tournaments or celebrity golfers relaxing
around the clubhouse. What you will find are many
competitive courses to choose from and good old
fashioned golf at a very appealing price.
Our golf packages start at $30 per person and
include all day greens fees, cart rental, country
breakfasts and accommodations at the Swamp Fox
Inn, Sheraton Inn, or Days Inn.
Swing into Fall and give us a call today!
Swamp
P.O. Box 3806, Florence, S.C. 29502
(803) 669-4175
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-845-3538
Clemson Football
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Beefing up the Troops
By Kim Kelly
Housewives of America, how would you like to push a
button and have your favorite recipe for meat loaf appear on
the screen of a computer terminal? Now, let s say that in-
stead ofserving the meat loaf to your family of four you'd like
to serve it to the 22 guests who are coming for dinner. Push
another button, and presto, your reeipe appears again with
the new adjusted ingredients amounts displayed. Ah, the
conveniences of a computerized cookbook in a space age
kitchen . . . Well, not quite, actually what you just read
about is ARA Service's computerized Food Production Sys-
tem. The computer is housed in Harcombe Hall on the
Clemson University Campus, and it is extensively used for
Tiger athletes.
One of the chief administrators of this "computerized
cookbook is David DeFratus, Director of Food Services at
Clemson. DeFratus, a 33-
year-old native of Dallas, TX,
has numerous other duties on
the campus as well. Perhaps
his most important task,
though, is "beefing up the
troops, or, in other words,
feeding Clemson s athletes.
DeFratus, an employee of
ARA Services Incorporated,
(the company that provides
meal service for the entire
campus) has been at Clemson
since 1974. A graduate of
North Texas State, DeFratus
views his job of nourishing the
Tiger athletes as challenging
to say the least. "One of the
primary goals for ARA in serv-
ing the athletes is to be more
than simply a means of staving
off starvation. Nutritional considerations are obviously very
important. An athlete must be healthy to perform at his
best," said DeFratus.
"Some athletes are required to gain or lose weight to be
able to play at their 'ideal' size. Almost as important as
nutritional factors are the psychological and motivational
aspects; these can contribute significantly to that all-
important winning attitude," he concluded.
In order to keep Clemson's coaches, athletes and the
moms in this good frame of mind, DeFratus orchestrates
"his kitchen" with the utmost care. Each August DeFratus
and his staff begin daily meetings with trainer Fred Hoover
to discuss the year's three-week menu cycles. Hoover occa-
sionally will suggest menu changes as practice schedules
dictate, but overall the menu selection is determined by the
historical needs of the athletic department. "While it's not
very scientific, we also observe the eating habits of the
athletes and listen to their feedback, he said.
Over the years then, DeFratus and company have come
up with a list of favorites which include, fried chicken, tacos,
pizza, hot dogs and pork chops. "We juggle these items
around with some secondary choices like tuna casserole and
liver to come up with a nutritious variety for each cycle," he
said. "You know, we do have kind of a mathematical formula
that we use to figure all of this out, he continued.
"Usually we serve three entrees and if the best/most
popular item is consumed by more than 80% of the people
(including seconds) then we know that we've got to improve
our menu choice on the other two items. We also calculate
that there will be approximately 5% leftovers," he contin-
ued. And, how many portions is DeFratus talking about
serving to the grid squad—a mere 200 for about 100 people.
Incidentally, ARA Services receives tri-weekly deliveries
of groceries and meats and not in shopping carts but rather
in semi-trucks!
Last season, with the assistance of Hoover, Location Man-
ager David Long and Assistant Food Service Director Gene
Altman, DeFratus changed the grocery list a bit and initi-
ated the "Super Meal. On Monday after practice, if the
Tigers had been victorious (12-0, what's that they say about
the stomach being the best way to a man's heart?) over the
weekend, they would be treated to an all-you-can-eat gour-
met meal. "The Super Meal' menu was established the
week before the game to instill in the players the additional
incentive to work just that much harder during practice
sessions, said DeFratus.
The "Super Meals" were a hit and highlighted premium
entrees according to DeFratus. One such Monday night
menu featured: 205 pounds of prime rib, 80 pounds of fried
shrimp, 96 pounds ofboiled shrimp, 35 pounds of green peas
with mushrooms, 150 pounds of baked potatoes, 20 pounds
of wild rice, 65 pounds of macaroni and cheese, 860 rolls.
Bananas Foster, an assortment of pies, cakes, ice cream, and
50 gallons or so of milk. Coke, orange juice, tea or coffee.
And who said Monday night meals were boring?
Now if all of this hasn't whetted your appetite, on subse-
quent Monday nights, the Tigers dined on Alaskan king
crab. 16-ounce rib eye steaks, scallops, barbecued ribs, frog
legs, pork chops, Cornish game hens. Rainbow Trout, lob-
ster and fried chicken.
So housewives of America, even though watching your
family in action (or lack of it) probably isn't as exciting as
watching the 1981 National Championship Clemson Tiger
football team, take heed from David DeFratus and the Tiger
Training Table braintrust, create a "Super Meal and there s
no telling what may happen in your backfield er, ah, back-
\ ard?
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What's in a Name?
Sports have become an important part of
our American culture. Ever since George
"Babe" Ruth swung his bat or Charles
"Sonny Liston threw a punch, people all
over the country have become preoccu-
pied with following their favorite teams
and players actions. As media coverage of
sports events increased something else
happened. Americans became more famil-
iar with their sport's heroes and with this
familiarity came the preponderance of
nicknames for the athletes.
Today a host ofathletes sport nicknames.
Nicknames are often descriptive but many
athletes also receive their substitute names
for fun or affectionate purposes. A quick
check of the all-time letterman list in the
Clemson Football Guide reveals that the
nickname phenomenon hasn t escaped the
Tiger athletes at all. Awhile back we sent
out a questionnaire inquiring about all of
this name-calling business. The results of
our inquiry produced the following:
FRANK EDWARD BOO
ARMSTRONG (1918-20)
I received my name Boo from my older
brother in 1902. As a child my brother and
I were outside by the wash hole having a
picnic lunch. When he wouldn't share the
lunch with me I began to cry and he started
calling me Boo Boo. The name stuck and it
was eventually shortened to just plain Boo.
JOE NESBETT NET" BERRY (1934 36)
My younger brother started calling me
Net as it was his contraction of the name
Nesbett.
BONNEAU MURRAY BUNNY
BRODIE (1948-49)
My family gave me this nickname when I
was a little boy as it sounded kind of like my
real name Bonneau.
WALTER AUTRY "FUDGE"
DOTHEROW (1962)
When I was 18 months old my mother
made a platter of fudge. She placed it on
the highehair that I was (innocently) sitting
in, to cool and the natural instincts of an 18
month-old took effect. I ate the whole plat-
ter full! Needless to say I got sick. At that
point my older sister started calling me
Fudge and the name has been used ever
since that day. In fact, on my first day of
school when the teacher called the roll, no
one answered when the name Walter
Dotherow was called. One of my friends
By Kim Kelly
nudged me and said, "Fudge isn't that
you?" The teacher decided to use Fudge
instead of Walter or Autry to be sure to get
a response from yours truly.
P.S. I have never "Fudged" in marbles, on
my taxes, on tests or on my wife. But, I may
be "Fudging" now.
JAMES GILLIAM "LITTLE MUTT"
GEE (1912-14)
Clough Gee 15 was a regular starter at
end in football. He was called Mutt by the
football squad and since I was his younger
brother everyone started calling me Little
Mutt. I really don't know how my brother
got the name Mutt but I just inherited it
and after he graduated they dropped the
word "little when they referred to me.
WINSTON A. "STREAK LAWTON
(1935-36)
I received the name from Coach Jess
Neely because I was quick on my feet I
guess. Carter "Scoop" Latimer, former
Sports Editor for the Greenville News,
apparently thought the name fit for he
began using it extensively after 1934.
Walter "Fudge" Dotherow B. C. "Stumpy" Banks
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"Oh, what a foot," said Booty.
WALTER EUGENE BOOTY PAYNE
(1940-41)
I was first given the name Boots by my
parents when I was three or four. They
probably gave me the name because I had
such large feet for my age. When the comic
strip character Boots came out they
changed my name to Bootsie for gender
purposes (Boots was a girl. ) Finally when I
was an eighth-grader the varsity punter
broke his leg and I received the starting
nod. Everyone began calling me Booty
at that point and the name just stuck
after that.
MICHAEL HENRY "SMILEY"
SANDERS (1971-73)
The older players on my first organized
football team (1962) started calling me
Smiley because I always had a big smile on
my face. I was 10 years old at the time and
the name has stayed with me ever since.
HARVEY THORNTON "THORNY"
SMITH (1968)
If you were three-years-old and had a
choice between Harvey or Thornton . . .
what would you do, play by yourself or
come up with another name? Have you
ever heard a three or four-year-old say
Thornton?
Obviously I am accused of losing the "T"
quite often, especially by my wife after 6
PM and 6 AM. I have the most problems
though with long distance telephone
operators. They have called me "fresh and
even laughed at me when 1 ve told them
my name.
Since I ve had so main problems with
the name Thorny, I often just go by T.
Smith. You should see the looks I get
everytime I register at a motel. "Yea . . .
we know, pal, your name isn t really
T. Smith.
WASHINGTON PRICE "PAP"
TIMMERMAN (1926-27)
As a youngster I favored my maternal
grandfather, who was called "Poppy. In
fun some people began to call me Pap and it
stuck. I suppose I always looked old espe-
cially since I became bald prematurely. In-
cidentally at 76 years-old all my friends still
call me Pap, but my 10 grandchildren all
call me "Pop.
William "G. E." Perry
Smiley shows some teeth.
Yes Clemson s athletic past is a colorful
one and nicknames have always seemed to
enhance the Tigers history. Just to let you
know that nicknames are not a thing of the
past. We thought we'd include a list of the
more recent substitute names off the grid
roster. One final note, in 1978 we noticed
that Clemson must have led the nation in
the most Bubbas on a team as the roster
listed four, Bubba Brown, Bubba Davis,
Bubba Diggs and Bubba Rollins.
Contemporary Nicknames
Vernie "Yogi Bear" "Vnthony
("lilt "Junior Austin
Gary "Master Funk Brown
Lester "Rubber Duck Brown
Marlon "Bubba" Brow n
Jeff"Booge> Man Bryant
Bill) "Booty" Davis
George "Bubba Davis
Jeff "The Judge" Davis
William "Devo Devane
Joseph "Bubba" Diet's
Mike "Golden Boy" Epple)
Dale "Thundcrfoot" Hatcher
Andy Top Hal Headen
Donald "Don Juan [gwebuike
Homer Bird Jordan
Willie "Return Service Jordan
Terry "T. K. Kinard
Otis "Ace" Lindsey
Jeff "Outlaw" McCall
Anthony "Chuck" McSwain
Anthony "Pa> Hay Parete
William "G. E." Pern
lohnnv Ringo Rembert
Marvin "Bubba Rollins
Man in Tippy Sims
Pern "P. T." Tnttlc
Randy "Might) Might" Vereen
Jeff "The Judge" Davis
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CIMARRON '83
A NEW KIND OF CADILLAC
Bold new performance.
In '83 Cimarron sports a snappy new 2.0-liter
electronically fuel-injected engine with a
smooth-shifting five-speed manual transmission.
(Three-speed automatic also available.) Cimarron
'83 also has an exclusively tuned Touring Suspension,
front-wheel drive, power-assisted rack and pinion
steering and MacPherson strut front suspension... all
standard. Some Cadillacs are equipped with
engines produced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries,
or affiliated companies worldwide. See your dealer
for details.
Bold new look.
Cimarron shines with a distinctive new grille
treatment, tungsten halogen fog lamps and a hood
medallion. Plus crisp new aluminum alloy wheels for
a clean, contemporary look in '83.
Limited edition poster offer.
For your limited edition Cimarron '83 poster on a
reflective foil background, send $10 to:
,
Cimarron Poster
P.O. Box 7266, Detroit, Ml 48202
(Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax.)
QMARRON'83
mm
# - .Sal
4
M /'V
ft
iST OF ALL.. ITS A CADILLAC. U
Our Deep Appreciation
To the automobile dealers shown and listed
on this page who have donated ears to the
Clemson Athletic Department for use in
travel by members of the staff.
—
Clemson
Athletic Department.
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews
Louie Williamson
Fairway Ford. Inc
Greenville
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith
Judson T Minyard, Inc.
Greenville
Jack Tinsley
Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet
Pickens
Forrest Hughes
Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.. Inc.
Winnshoro
Wesley Snyder D E. Mosteller Mac Snyder Jim Guthrie Joe Ben Herlong
Synder s Auto Sales Guy Motor Co. Leroy Cannon Motors Superior Motors, Inc Herlong Motor Company
Greenville Anderson Greenville Orangeburg Johnston
Bob Peeler Claude Thompson Jim Roberts Joe Canadv Ben Satcher
Carolina Leasing Welborn-Thornpson Chevrolet Sir Pontiac John Foster Motors Ben Satchel Ford Co., Inc.
Anderson Honea Path Anderson Easley Le xington
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Tigers
NO. NAME POS HT U 1 CL EXP
89 ALLEY, KENDALL Wli 6-0 182 Jr 1VL
North Rowan IIS. Larrv Thomason, Salisbury, NC
69 ANTHONY, VERN1E DT
Rcidsville HS, Danny Scott. Collins, GA
6-3 235 Sr. 1VL
1 ARRINOTON, VANDELL CB 6-0 185 Jr. 1VL
E. E. Smith HS. Hoy McNeill. Norfolk, VA
7 AUSTIN, CLIFF TB
Avondale HS. Crawford Kennedy. Seottdale. GA
6-0 195 Sr. 3VL
70 BAILEY, RICK MC 6-5 260 So. SQ
Eau Gaille HS, Larry Canaday, Melborne, FL
30 BARNETT, DAVID TB
Berkeley HS, Gerald Moody, Summerville, SC
2 205 Fr HS
71 BENISH. DAN DT
Hubbard HS, Ed Glass, Hubbard. OH
6-6 252 Sr. 3VL
76 BERLIN, STEVE DT 6-5 242 So. SQ
Bethel Park HS. Bob King. Bethel Park, PA
86 BOYER, SHELTON WH 6-2 185 Fr HS
West Charlotte HS, Bruce Hardin, Charlotte. NC
68 BROWN, GARY OT
Loudon, HS, Bert Ratledge, Philadelphia, TN
6-3 244 Sr 3VL
9 BROWN, KEN SS 6-2 190 Jr. 2VL
Hart County HS, Don Elam, Hartwell. GA
72 BROWN, RAY DT 6-4 231 fr 2VL
East Rome HS, Jerrv Sharp, Rome, GA
IT BROWN, ROY DE 6-1 202 Jr 2VL
Myrtle Beach HS. Dour Shaw, Mvrtle Beach, SC
tl BROWNING, SEBASTIAN WR
Lithonia HS, Phil Knight. Lithonia. GA
5-11 184 Fr. HS
8 BULLARD, WILBUR WR 5-11 180 It SQ
Scotland HS, Mike Dubis, Laurel Hill, NC
62 BUTCHER, BRIAN OG
Crestwood HS, James Smith. Roswell, GA
6-5 255 Sr. 2VL
19 BUTLER, RICHARD WR 6-0 180 So. SO
Ware Shoals HS, Tommy Davis, Ware Shoals, SC
LO CHARLESTON, PAT WR 6-0 170 Fi HS
East Rowan HS, C. M. Yates, Granite Quarry, NC
61 CHEATHAM, ANDY OG 6-4 250 So. SQ
Pebblebrook HS, Bud O'Hara, Mableton, GA
2b CHILDERS, TIM SS
Gaffney HS. Bob Carlton. Gaffney. SC
i. 1 185 Jr- 1VL
7') CLAYTON, DAVID OT 4 275 Fr SQ
Byrnes HS, Jimmy Come, Lyman, SC
84 COBB, WILLIE DE
Raines HS. Freddie Stephens. Jacksonville, FL
6-2 198 Fr HS
38 CRITE, BRENDON WR
Brevard HS, Carroll Wright. Brevard. NC
5-10 198 Sr 3VL
54 CRUCE, JEFF OT 6-7 240 So SQ
Columbia HS, Bobby Simmons, Lake City, FL
24 DAVIS, BILLY FS 6-4 195 |r 2VL
Mount Vernon HS, Bruce Patrick. Alexandria. \ A
37 DAVIS, TYRONE CB 6-1 185 So SQ
Cedar Shoals HS. John Waters. Athens, GA
94 DEVANE, WILLIAM MG
Jacksonville HS, Ray Durham, Jacksonville, NC
6-2 265 Jr. 2VL
85 DIGGS, BUBBA TE
Butler HS. Oliver Russell. Augusta, GA
6-3 220 Sr. 3VL
20 DONALDSON, RICHARD SS 5-10 L73 So. [V
Byrd HS, Bob Sanders, Fayetteville, NC
21 DRIVER, STACY RB
Griffin HS, Llovd Bohannou. Griffin. GA
5-10 175 Fr. IIS
SI DUNN, K. D. TE
Gordan HS. Randy Smith, Decatur, GA
6-3 215 So. 1VL
64 ELLIS, JOE OG 6-4 249 Jr- 1VL
Toms River HS, Robert Fiocco, Toms River. NJ
1 1 EPPLEY, MIKE QB 6-2 185 So SQ
Harding HS. Bruce Hardin. Charlotte. NC
60 FARR. JAMES OG 6-4 230 [. 2VL
Thomson HS. Bill Reese. Thomson. GA
33 FLAGLER, TERRENCE RB
Fernandina Beach HS, Donnie Braddock, Jacks
6-1
mville.
192
FL
Fi HS
48 FLOWERS, KENNY RB 6-0 186 Fr. HS
Spruce Creek HS, Jerry Manfredi, Daytona Beach, FL
65 FRIERSON, BOB OG 5-11 220 Sr SQ
Lexington HS, Dick Weldon, Lexington, SC
95 GEMAS, KEVIN LB 6-1 215 Jr. SQ
Plymouth HS, Jim Beaver, Plymouth, WI
53 GLENN, IOE DE 6-3 216 Sr. 3VL
A. C. Flora HS. Charles Maculosa, Columbia, SC
to GRIFFIN, STEVE RR
S Mecklenberg HS, James Seacord, Charlotte,
5-10
NC
178 Fr HS
5 HATCHER, DALE P
Cheraw HS. Burney Bourne, Cheraw, SC
6-2 199 So. 1VL
12 HEADEN, ANDY DE
East Randolph HS, Sal Gero, Liberty, NC
6-5 230 Sr. 3VL
L6 HENDLEY, RICHARD P 5-11 185 Sr. 2VL
Wade Hampton HS Bill Phillips. Greenville, SC
75 HERMAN, DEAN DT 6-6 260 So. SQ
J. J. Kellv HS, Al Steckcr, Wise, VA
16 HOLLOMAN, DUKE DB 6-2 198 So. SQ
Myrtle Beach HS. Doug Shaw. Mvrtle Beach, iiC
78 HUDSON, ALEX OT 6-5 265 Jr. 1VL
Spartanburg HS, Bill Carr, Spartanburg, SC
NO. NAME POS HT WT CL EXP
18 IGWEBUIKE, DONALD PK
Imaculate Conception HS, Anambra. Nigeria
5-9 172 So. 1VL
50 INGLE, REID OT 6-6 255 So. JV
Calhoun HS, Bobbv Hoppe, Calhoun. GA
22 ISAACS, MIKE DB 5-11 180 So. SQ
Pickens HS, Bill Isaacs, Pickens, SC
3 JORDAN, HOMER QB
Cedar Shoals HS, John Waters, Athens, GA
6-0 180 Sr. 2VL
43 KINARD, TERRY FS
Sumter HS, Dick Weldon, Sumter, SC
6-1 190 Sr. 3VL
25 LEARN, RANDY DB
Belvidere HS, Frank Matla. Belvidere. NJ
5-10 174 Sr. 3VL
44 LINDSEY, OTIS LB
Dodge HS, Larry Green. Chester, GA
6-3 230 Sr. 1VL
51 LYTTON, JEFF C
Moeller HS, Gerry Faust, Blue Ash, OH
6-3 240 So. SQ
XL
27 MACK, KEVIN FB 6-1 197 Jr- 2VL
Kings Mountain HS, Dan Brooks, Kings Mountain, NC
1
1
MACK, TERRY QB
Winnsboro HS. Ken Atkerson, Winnsboro, SC
6-3 190 Fr. HS
2 MAGWOOD, FRANK WR
St. John's HS, Rob Biggerstaff, John's Island, SC
6-0 188 Sr. 2VL
31 MARTIN, CARL SS
Clarendon Hall HS. Bill Martin. Elloree. SC
5-7 160 Sr. 1VL
52 MASSARO, GARY C 6-5 235 Jr 2VL
Canon-McMillan HS, Tom Olzewki, Canonsburg PA
74 MAYBERRY, BOB OT
Hickory HS, James Bestwick, Sharon, PA
6-5 245 Sr. 3VL
32 McCALL, IEFF FB 6-3 225 Sr. 3VL
Pine Forest HS, Gary Whitman, Fayetteville. NC
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK TB
Chase HS, John Keeter. Caroleen, NC
6-2 190 Sr. 3VL
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB 6-2 190 Jr. 2VL
Chase HS, John Keeter, Caroleen, NC
00 MEEKS. CHUCK MG 6-0 207 Sr. SQ
Belton-Honea Path HS, Jim Nelson, Belton, SC
ST MILTON, ELDRIDGE LB 6-3 220 So. 1VL
Charlton County HS, David Stepson, Folkston, GA
07 NOELTE, DAVID DE 6-2 215 Jr. JC
Franklin HS, Claude Darr, Reisterstown, MD
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB
Bishop Kenny HS, Mike Healv, Jacksonville. FL
6-0 190 So. 1VL
PAULLING, BOB PK 6-2 188 Jr- 2VL
St. Matthews HS, Otis Culclasure, St. Matthews, SC
00 PERRY, WILLIAM MG
Aiken HS, Eddie Buck. Aiken. SC
6-3 310 So. 1VL
42 PICKETT, EDGAR DE 6-3 225 Jr. 2VL
C. Davidson HS, Les Herrin, Lexington, NC
20 PLEASANT, REGGIE CB 5-10 175 So. SQ
Furman HS, James Gist, Pinevvood, SC
36 QUICK, CHIP FB 6-3 199 Fr. HS
N. Charleston HS, Jack Bunch, N. Charleston. SC
63 REESE, STEVE OG
Thomson HS, Bill Reese, Thomson, GA
6-3 230 Fr. HS
93 RABER, BRYAN DT
Lumpkin County HS, Larrv White, Dahlonega,
6-4
GA
220 Fr. HS
0(1 REMBERT, JOHNNY LB
DeSoto HS, Richard Bowers, Arcadia, FL
6-3 235 Sr. 1VL
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB
Thomasvitle HS, Allen Brown, Thomasville, NC
6-3 215 So. 1VL
92 RICHARDSON, MARK DE
Hill HS, Richard (> Shawnessv, Spartanburg, SC
6-1 198 Sr. 2VL
00 RIGGS, JIM DE
Scotland HS, Mike Dubis, Laurinburg, NC
6-5 233 Fr. HS
83" ROBINSON, JAMES DT 6-5 275 |r 2VL
St. John's HS, Robert Biggerstaff. Charleston, S<
07 SCOTT, JIM DT
Mt Vernon HS, Bruce Patrick, Alexandria, VA
6-5 240 Jr 2VL
39 SEALY, SONNY DB 6-1 200 Sr. SQ
Blacksburg HS, Bob Blanton, Blacksburg, SC
77 SEASE, JODY OG
Salem HS, Wallace Thompson. Salem. VA
6-3 240 Fr. HS
15 STOCKSTILL, IEFF WR 6-2 180 Sr. 2VL
Fernandina Beaeh HS, Joel Stockstill, Fernandina Beach FL
23 SUTTLE, JEFF SS 6-1 185 Jr 2VL
LaFayette HS, Bobby Chappell, LaFayette, GA
58 SWING, DALE C 6-3 230 So. SQ
C. Davidson HS, Kevin Firquin. Lexington, NC
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY LB
Watauga HS. Bill Mauldin, Boone, NC
6-4 224 Sr. 3VL
73 WATSON, IOHN OT 6-4 253 Fr. HS
Bamberg-Ehrhardt HS, Leon Maxwell, Bamberg, SC
10 WATSON, RONALD CB
Jefferson HS, Jim Stoudimire, Jefferson, GA
5-11 175 So. 1VL
55 WALLS, HENRY LB 6-2 217 Fr. HS
C, Davidson HS, Kevin Firquin, Southmont, NC
88 WELLS. JEFF TE
East Rome HS, Jerry Sharp, Rome, GA
6-4 220 So. 1VL
34 WILLIAMS, BRAXTON FB 6-2 220 Jr. JC
Dudley HS. J. A McKee, Greensboro, NC
57 WILLIAMS, KEITH DE
St Matthews HS, Otis Culclasure, Swansea, SC
6-4 210 Fr. HS
45 WILLIAMS, RAY WR
Ross HS. John Doskal, Fayetteville, NC
5-10 172 Fr. HS
50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C
Baylor HS. Red Eller, Hixson, TN
6-4 225 So. 1VL
so WURST, JIM TE
Lakeside HS. Waymon Creel. Atlanta. GA
6-4 230 Sr. 2VL
Vince Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the game? Give us a call
ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort and can order a
sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum" is the place to spend
your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing, and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . .
before or after the game . . .
has it for you!
The Forum presents Dr. Cs Look-Alikes
—
Willie Nelson, Kenny Rogers, Dolly Parton,
Johnny Cash along with their 5-piece band.
Singing the stars greatest hits.
Tonight September 25, 1982
tit Vince Perone's
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
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THE TIGERS
1 Vandell Arlington CB
2 Frank Magwood WR
3 Homer Jordan QB
5 Dale Hatcher P
6 Bob Paulling PK
7 Cliff Austin TB
8 Wilbur Bullard WR
9 Ken Brown SS
10 Pat Charleston WR
11 Terry Mack QB
12 Andy Header. DE
14 Mike Eppley QB
15 Jeff StockstiU WR
16 Richard Hendley P
17 Anthony Parete QB
18 Donald Igwebuike PK
19 Richard Butler WR
20 Richard Donaldson SS
21 Stacey Driver TB
22 Mike Isaacs DB
23 Jeff Suttle SS
24 Billv Davis FS
25 Randy Learn DB
26 Tim Childers SS
27 Kevin Mack FB
28 Rod McSwain CB
29 Reggie Pleasant CB
30 David Barnett RB
31 Carl Martin SS
32 Jeff McCall FB
33 Terrence Flagler RB
34 Braxton Williams FB
35 Chuck McSwain TB
36 Chip Quick FB
37 Tvrone Davis CB
38 Brendon Crite WR
39 Sonny Seals DB
40 Steve Griffin RB
41 Sebastian Browning WR
42 Edgar Pickett DE
43 Terry Kinard FS
44 Otis Lindsey LB
45 Rav Williams WR
46 Duke Holloman DB
47 Roy Brown DE
48 Kenny Flowers RB
49 Ronald Watson CB
50 Scott Williams C
51 JcH Lytton C
52 Cary Massaro C
53 Joe Glenn DE
54 Jeff Cruce OT
55 Henrv Walls LB
.56 Chuckie Richardson . . LB
57 Keith Williams DE
58 Dale Swing C
59 Reid Ingle OT
60 James Fair OG
61 Andy Cheatham OG
62 Brian Butcher OG
63 Steve Reese OG
64 Joe Ellis OG
65 Bob Frierson OG
66 William Perry MG
67 Jim Scott DT
68 Gary Brown OT
69 Vernie Anthony DT
70 Rick Bailey MG
71 Dan Benish DT
72 Ray Brown DT
73 John Watson OT
74 Bob Mayberry OT
75 Dean Herman DT
76 Steve Berlin DT
77 Jody Sease OG
78 Alex Hudson OT
79 David Clayton OT
80 Jim Wurst TE
81 K D Dunn TE
82 Danny Triplett LB
83 James Robinson DT
84 Willie Cobb DE
85 Bubba Diggs TE
86 Shelton Bover DB
87 Eldndge Milton LB
88 Jeff Wells TE
89 Kendall Alley WR
90 Johnnv Rembert LB
92 Mark Richardson DE
93 Bryan Raber DT
94 William Devane MG
95 Kevin Gemas LB
96 Chuck Meeks MG
97 David Noelte DE
98 Richard Burton LB
99 Jim Riggs DE
WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
2 FRANK MAGWOOD FLK
68 GARY BROWN LT
60 JAMES FARR LG
52 CARY MASSARO C
62 BRIAN BUTCHER RG
74 BOB MAYBERRY RT
81 K. D. DUNN TE
15 JEFF STOCKSTILL SE
3 HOMER JORDAN QB
32 JEFF McCALL FB
7 CLIFF AUSTIN TB
18 DONALD IGWEBUIKE PK
OFFICIALS:
W. CAROLINA DEFENSE
99 Bernard Jones RE
66 Jim Luther RT
75" Mark Buffamoyer NG
56 Nathan Williams LT
81 Louis Cooper LE
55 Paul Abraham RLB
51 Alan Johnson LLB
44 Tiger Greene RCB
19 Walter Smith LCB
46 Steve Marshall FS
14 Richard Dukes SS
26 Steve Kornegay P
Referee Robert C. Wood III
Umpire Scott D. Dawson
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPA
Coca-Cola" and Coke are registered trade-marks which Identity the same product of The Coca-Cola Company.
The Story Of The 1981 National Champions
Jeff Bryant was one reason the Wildcats failed to penetrate the Clemson end
zone.
The Clemson defense forced sevi
The world knew Clemson meant business in 1981 after a 13-3 conquest of
Georgia. The Tiger front wall (above led by William Perry and Danny Trip-
lett) held Herschel Walker to his regular season rushing low. Homer Jor-
dan hit Perry Tuttle for the only touchdown of the game and Donald Ig-
webuike kicked two field goals as Clemson ended the nation's longest
winning streak and moved into the Top 20.
Superdome.
Terry Kinard had opponent receivers well covered all season. He was
a dominant defender in 1981 and was a first-team All-American, only
the third defensive back at Clemson to be so honored.
Clemson had the best freshman kicking combination in the country in
Donald Igwebuike and Dale Hatcher. Igwebuike, also a Clemson soccer
player, kicked three field goals in the Orange Bowl and Hatcher led the
ACC in punting.
Jeff Davis became only the third defen-
sive player in the history of the ACC to
be named MVP of the league. He led
Clemson in tackles during 1 1 of the 1
2
games and ended the season with a re-
cord 175 stops. "The Judge" will be
missed in 1982.
Clemson began attracting attention at
mid-season and played to some sort of TV
audience in seven of the 12 games in the
championship season.
Chuck McSwain made his annual late-
season surge, highlighted by a 151-
yard performance at South Carolina.
Clemson spirit reached an all-time high by
November as the Tigers reached the top
five after the win at Duke.
The ACC Game-of-the-Century took
place in Chapel Hill on a regional TV audi-
ence that went to over 60 percent of the
nation. Never before had two top 1 teams
from the ACC met in the regular season.
The power struggle turned out to be a
defensive battle, as shown by the picture
at the right. Dan Benish, Joe Glenn and
the rest of the Tiger front held the vaunted
North Carolina ground game to 84 yards
in 42 carries and forced four fumbles.
Homer Jordan hit 7-10 passes and Jeff
McCall rushed for 84 yards and the
game's only touchdown, but in the end it
was the defense that made the difference.
Jeff Bryant's alert recovery of a North
Carolina lateral sealed Clemson s 10-8
victory and number-two national ranking.
Halloween in Death Valley
was a nightmare for Wake
Forest as the Clemson offensive
line formed gaping holes in the
Deacon defense. The Tigers
ground out 536 yards rushing
and gained 756 yards in total of-
fense, both all-time Clemson
marks. And there were many
other marks established as the
Tigers set or tied 21 school, con-
ference or stadium records in an
82-24 win that had the nation
buzzing.
Even the Tiger set some re-
cords on this day as mascot
Ricky Capps set the single
game pushup record with 465.
He had lost 10 pounds by the
game's end, more than the start-
ing players, who were relaxing
on the bench by the third quar-
ter.
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The dream season came to a close on January 1 in Miami as the Tigers claimed the University's first national championship. Homer Jordan
connected on 11-22 passes and gained 180 yards in total offense before becoming dehydrated immediately after the game. The Clemson
defense stymied the powerful Nebraska rushing attack and allowed only one pass completion in the second half.
Believe it or not, a team that was 6-5 and unranked the previous season, had
risen above all kinds of odds to the apex of the college football world. The
fairy tale had become a reality.
THE CATAMOUNTS
WHEN WESTERN CAROLINA HAS THE BALL
W. CAROLINA OFFENSE
8 Ronnie Mixon QB
34 Melvin Dorsey TB
35 Mark Womack FB
1 Eric Rasheed CAT
10 Kristy Kiser SE
84 Eddie West TE
79 Mike Cucinella LT
68 Charles Stephenson LG
57 Steve Taylor C
67 Kurt Jolliff RG
72 Mark Bicknese RT
30 Dean Biasucci PK
Headlinesman William E. Jamerson
Line Judge Carl T. Herakovich
CLEMSON DEFENSE
53 JOE GLENN LE
71 DAN BENISH LT
66 WILLIAM PERRY MG
67 JIM SCOTT RT
12 ANDY HEADEN RE
90 JOHNNY REMBERT RLB
82 DANNY TRIPLETT LLB
37 TYRONE DAVIS LC
49 RONALD WATSON RC
26 TIM CHILDERS SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
5 DALE HATCHER P
Field Judge. James I. "Bud Robertson, Jr.
Back Judge William R. Lovett
1 Eric Rasheed WR
2 Al Phillips WR
:) Stuart Lay WR
5 Mike Collins ICS
6 Jeff Waters QB
7 Juan Portela QB
8 Ronnie Mixon QB
9 Vince Perdue WR
10 Knstv Kiser WR
11 Willie Perkins QB
12 Jeff Cilhi rt QB
14 Richard Dukes DB
15 Larrv Jackson DB
16 Jim Wright QB
17 Miles Nicholson DB
18 Jeff Little DB
19 Walter Smith DB
21 Leonard Williams . . . TB
22 Eric Bratcher DB
24 Randv Mosteller TB
25 Tyron DeLapp WR
26 Steve Kornegay KS
27 Odell Williams WR
28 Raymond Sanders ... DB
29 Matt Dorsey DB
30 Dean Biasucci KS
31 John Preston LB
33 Anthony James TB
34 Melvin Dorsey TB
35 Mark Womack FB
36 Stan Arledge DB
37 Mark Markofski FB
.38 Jeff McLeod DB
39 Roy Patterson TB
40 Ron Edmondson TB
41 Kenny Frazier DB
42 James Starks DB
43 Rufus Hill FB
44 Tiger Greene DB
44 Scott McAdams DB
46 Steve Marshall DB
47 Scott Allen DB
48 Hic ks Pate LB
.50 John Lesko C
51 Alan Johnson .... LB
52 Mark Page LB
53 Todd Jackson S
55 Paul Ahraham LB
56 Nathan Williams DT
57 Steve Taylor C
.58 Tim Hill OG
59 Anthony Smith C
60 Mike Herndon C
61 Mark Monarrez. OT
64 Ken Phillips LB
65 Felix Smith OG
66 Jim Luther NG
67 Kurt Joliff ex.
68 Charles Stephenson OG
69 Mike Patton < •<
!
71 Marty Reagan OG
72 Mark Bicknese OT
73 Mark King NG
74 Mike Bowen . . LB
75 Mark Buffamover NG
77 Mike Rainwater OT
78 Steve Swavngim OT
79 Mike Cucinella OT
80 Mike Smith DE
81 Lewis Cooper DE
82 Jamie Kelly DE
83 Bernard Jones DE
84 Eddie West TE
85 Alonzo Carmichael . . WR
86 Gary Ball TE
87 John Isgrig DE
88 Haywood Smith WR
89 Jerome Randolph LB
90 David Hyatt DE
'11 lonatllan Crooks III
92 Terrun Smith DT
93 Mike Williams DT
96 Clyde Simmons DT
98 Don Chason TE
3F ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
It's the Bright One you've been waiting for!
COLOR TV
Not just a
BIG PICTURE
but a
BRIGHT PICTURE
TOO!
If you've been waiting for projection TV to deliver picture quality
worthy of its size, then RCA's Projection Color TV Model PFR100 is
for you. With a peak brightness seven times greater than a movie
theater screen, plus a comb filter for sharpness and clarity, you get a
great movie-like image— even in a well lighted room. And with the
bright picture comes a wide viewing angle. So with RCA's Projection
Color TV in your home, just about any seat will be one of the best
seats in the house.
Now check these feature extras:
• 50" diagonal picture
• 3-lens precision optics
• Full-function infrared remote control
• 4-speaker, 2-channel sound
• Electronic tuning
• Compact, one-piece design
• Locking ball casters
ItCil
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Dealers:
Abbeville. SC
Capes Tire and Appliance
Anderson, SC
Appliance and T V Center
Daniels Western Auto
Gates Firestone
K-Mart
Tire and Appliance Company
Belton, SC
Land and Thompson
Calhoun Falls, SC
Scott s Car and Home
Donalds, SC
J. C. Pearman Company. Inc.
Iva, SC
Western Auto
Pendleton, SC
C and D Appliance
Seneca, SC
Seneca Discount Furniture Company
Sorrell's Refrigeration 8
Electric Company
Walhalla. SC
Walhalla Discount Furniture Company
Westminster, SC
Barrett and Sons
Williamston. SC
Modern Supply Company
Athens, GA
Bowden Music Company
Perteets T V. Sales and Service
Clarkesville, GA
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, GA
Beck Tractor and Appliance
Commerce T V Sales and Service
Cornelia, GA
Habersham Hardware
Western Auto Store
Woods Furniture Store
Elberton, GA
Harolds
Hartwell, GA
Ray s Radio and Television
Strickland Furniture and Appliance
Lavonia, GA
Walter's Electronics
Western Auto Store
Martin, GA
Goodwin and Thomas
Model PFR100R
ulalea rv picture
Royston, GA
Western Auto Store
Toccoa, GA
Smith T V. and Appliance
Franklin, NC
Macon Furn-Mart
Town and Country
Highlands, NC
Village Service Company
Distributed by Southco Sales Corporation/Atlanta
Catamounts
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55 ABRAHAM, PAUL
Myrtle Beach HS, Myrtle Beach. SC
LB 6-1 210 So. 37 MARKOFSKI, MARK
Mooresville HS. Mooresville, NC
FB 6-2 190 So
47 ALLEN, SCOTT
Sylva-Webster HS, Sylva, NC
DB 6-1 195 So. 46 MARSHALL, STEVE
Abbeville HS, Abbeville, SC
DB 6-0 175 Sr
36 ARLEDGE, STAN
Page HS, Greensboro. NC
DB 6-0 170 So. 44 McADAMS, SCOTT
Pisgah HS, Canton. NC
DB 6-2 180 Fr
86 BALL, GARY
T. C. Roberson HS, Canton, NC
TE 6-4 215 Sr. 38 McLEOD, JEFF
Riverdale HS. Riverdale, GA
DB 6-1 173 Fr.
30 BIASUCCI, DEAN
Miramar HS, Miramar, FL
KS 6-1 195 Jr. 8 MIXON, RONNIE
Middleton HS, Charleston, SC
QB 6-1 190 Sr.
72 BICKNESE, MARK
Clarkston HS, Stone Mountain, GA
OT 6-5 230 Sr. 61 MONARREZ, MARK
Murphy HS, Murphy, NC
OT 6-4 280 Fr.
74 BOVVEN, MIKE
Lincoln ton HS, Lincolnton, NC
LB 6-0 200 Sr. 24 MOSTELLER, RANDY
Hayesville HS, Hayesville, NC
TB 5-10 182 Fr
22 BRATCHER, ERIC
Eastern Guilford HS, Gibsonville, NC
DB 6-0 160 Fr. 17 NICHOLSON, MILES
Lakeshore HS, College Park, GA
DB 6-1 170 So.
75 BUFFAMOYER, MARK
Berea HS. Greenville, SC
NG 5-11 235 Jr. 52 PAGE, MARK
Broom HS. Pacolet, SC
LB 6-1 195 So.
85 CARMICHAEL, ALONZO
Lake V iew HS, Lake View, SC
WR 6-4 200 Fr. 48 PATE, RICKY
Walhalla HS. Walhalla. SC
LB 6-1 215 So
98 CHASON, DON
Pisgah US, Canton, NC
TE 6-3 215 Sr. 39 PATTERSON, ROY
Hibriten HS, Lenoir, NC
TB 5-10 175 Fr,
5 COLLINS, MIKE
Wade Hampton HS. Greenville, SC
KS 6-2 185 Fr. 69 PATTON, MIKE
Gaffney HS, Gaffney, SC
OG 6-2 230 Jr
81 COOPER, LEWIS
Marion HS, Marion, SC
DE 6-2 225 So. 9 PERDUE, VINCE
Westwood HS, Atlanta, GA
WR 6-3 190 So.
91 CROOKS, JONATHAN
Asheville HS, Asheville, NC
DT 6-2 224 Fr. 11 PERKINS, WILLIE
Robbinsville HS. Robbinsville, NC
QB 6-0 165 Fr.
79 CUCINELLA, MIKE
West Morris Central HS, Chester, NJ
OT 6-4 245 Jr 2 PHILLIPS, AL
Columbia HS, Decatur, GA
WR 5-7 150 Fi
25 DeLAPP, TYRON
North Davidson HS, Winston-Salem, NC
WR 5-11 170 So. 64 PHILLIPS, KEN
Suwannee HS, Live Oak, FL
LB 6-1 200 Fr,
29 DORSEY, MATT
Hendersonville HS, Hendersonville. NC
DB 5-10 180 So. 7 PORTE LA, JUAN
Coral Gables HS, Kev Biscayne, FL
QB 6-0 185 Si
34 DORSEY, MELVTN
Atlanta Lakeside HS, Sautee, GA
TB 6-0 200 Jr. 31 PRESTON, JOHN
Shamrock HS, Decatur, GA
LB (,-() 190 Fr
14 DUKES, RICHARD
Lakesnore HS, Atlanta, GA
DB 6-2 180 Jr. 77 RAINWATER, MIKE
Richmond Senior HS, Rockingham, NC
OT 6-4 270 So
40 EDMONDSON, RON
Redan HS. Stone Mountain, GA
TB 5-10 168 Fr. 89 RANDOLPH, JEROME
Johnson County HS, Gainesville, GA
LB 5-11 200 Fi
41 FRAZIER, KENNY
Shamrock HS, Decatur, GA
DB 6-1 180 Fr. 1 RASHEED, ERIC
Columbia HS, Decatur, GA
WR 5-9 155 So
12 GILBERT, JEFF
Grimslev HS, Greensboro, NC
QB 6-1 190 Jr. 71 REAGAN, MARTY
Robbinsville HS, Robbinsville. NC
OG 6-2 270 Fr,
44 GREENE, TIGER
East Henderson HS, East Flat Rock, NC
DB 6-1 185 Jr. 28 SANDERS, RAYMOND
Shamrock HS, Decatur, GA
DB 6-2 ] 85 Fr
60 HERNDON, MIKE
Central HS, Macon. GA
C 6-3 235 Fr. 96 SIMMONS, CLYDE
New Hanover HS, Wilmington, NC
DT 6-5 210 Fr
43 HILL, RUFUS
Hart County HS. Hartwell. GA
FB 6-0 192 So. 59 SMITH, ANTHONY
Seneca HS. Seneca, SC
C 6-2 230 So.
58 HILL, TIM
Jefferson HS, Jefferson, GA
OG 6-3 210 Fr. 65 SMITH, FELIX
Aiken HS, Aiken, SC
OG 6-3 240 Jr
90 HYATT, DAVID
Swain HS, Bryson City, NC
DE 6-1 190 So. 88 SMITH, HAYWOOD
Harding HS, Charlotte, NC
WR 6-1 155 Fr
87 ISGRIG, JOHN
Grimslev HS, Greensboro, NC
DE 6-3 205 Sr. 80 SMITH, MIKE
A. L. Brown HS, Kannapolis, NC
DE 6-6 205 fr
15 JACKSON, LARRY
Abbeville HS, Abbeville, SC
DB 5-10 180 Sr. 92 SMITH, TERRUN
Carolina HS, Greenville. SC
DT 6-3 215 Fi
53 JACKSON, TODD
Reid Ross HS. Fayetteville. NC
S 6-4 210 Fr. 19 SMITH, WALTER
Lakeside HS, Atlanta, GA
DB 5-11 165 Sr.
33 JAMES, ANTHONY
Hartsville HS. Hartsville. SC
TB 5-10 170 Sr. 42 STARKS, JAMES
Hart County HS. Hartwell. GA
DB 6-1 180 So.
51 JOHNSON, Alan
Walhalla HS, West Union. SC
LB 6-1 225 Sr. 68 STEPHENSON, CHARLES
Swain HS, Bryson City, NC
OG 6-3 222 Fi
67 JOLLIFF, KURT
Gaffney HS. Gaffnev, SC
OG 5-11 225 Sr. 78 SWAYNGIM, STEVE
Enka HS, Enka, NC
OT 6-4 220 Fr
83 JONES, BERNARD
Dorman HS, Spartanburg, SC
DE 6-3 190 So. 57 TAYLOR, STEVE
West Rome HS. Rome, GA
C 6-4 210 So.
82 KELLY, JAMIE
Gilbert HS, Gilbert, SC
DE 6-4 205 Fr. 6 WATERS, JEFF
Sylva-Webster HS. Cnllowhee NC
QB 6-3 180 So.
73 KING, MARK
Tucker HS. Tucker. GA
NG 6-1 215 Fr. 84 WEST, EDDIE
Tuscola HS. Waynesville. NC
TE 6-1 190 fr
10 KISER, KRISTY
Last Forsyth HS, Walkertown, NC
WR 5-9 170 Jr 21 WILLIAMS, LEONARD
Eastern Guilford HS. Greensboro. NC.
TB 6-1 195 Ji
26 KORNEGAY, STEVE
James Kenan HS, Warsaw. NC
KS 6-1 173 Fr. 56 WILLIAMS, NATHAN
Landrum HS, Landrum, SC
DT 6-1 220 Sr
3 LAY, STUART
Clarke Central HS. Athens. GA
WR 5-9 160 Fr. 27 WILLIAMS, ODELL
North Iredell HS, Statesville. NC
WR 5-10 160 Fr
50 LESKO, JOHN
Fork Union Academy, St Claire. PA
C 6-4 240 Fr. 93 WILLIAMS, MIKE
South Point HS, Bemont. NC
DT 6-5 220 So
18 LITTLE, JEFF
Pageland Central HS, Page-land. SC
DB 6-0 155 Fr. 35 WOMACK, MARK
Ashbrook HS, Gastonia, NC
FB 5-11 215 Sr
66 LUTHER, JIM
Ashelmro HS. Asheboro. NC
NG 6-1 235 So. 16 WRIGHT, JIM
Myrtle Beach HS. Cherryville. NC
QB 6-3 185 So.
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*heOrangeExpress
Rugby Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Orange & White ca p w/paw— $4.25
Tiger Hitting Gamecock Cap —
$4.25
Clemson Tigers Cap— $4.95
Sizes XS-Small-Large
Baseball Hard-hat— $3.95
One size fits all
Cowboy hat
Sizes Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Large Cooler
Small Cooler
Cool A Brew
Thermo Cup
$21.95
$ 7.95
$ 2.50
$ 2.95
Golf Shirt— Solid Orange — $ 16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
T-Shirts— $5.50
other colors available
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
also youth sizes available
Tiger Rag Air Horn
Great for autos, trucks, jeeps, etc.
This one can be heard across town.
Operated by 12 volt battery —
$69.95
Large Line of infants and childrens
wear.
Golf Shirt— $17.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Ladies Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Custom monogramming available on
all merchandise.
Send check, money order, Master
Charge or Visa number with Exp.
date to Clemson Location. Add 4%
sales tax.
POSTAGE & HANDLING
Add the appropriate charge for the
total amount of merchandise ordered:
Up to $10—add $1.75
$10 to $20—$2.50
Over $20—$3.50
Complete line of National Championship merchandise still available.
Mr. Knickerbocker
104 College Avenue
Clemson S.C. 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203
Haywood Mall
Greenville, S.C. 29607
Telephone 803-297-3290
Write or call for Free Brochure.
by Margaret Pridgen
Clemson University was born during hard economic times in the
decade of the 80s—the 1880s.
Through scientific education in agriculture and the mechanical arts,
the young Clemson A&M College turned out thousands of Southern
boys with the technical and management skills to build a modern
economy strong in agriculture and manufacturing.
Economic hard times are with us again in the 1 980s and Clemson,
now a modern, coed university, approaches its centennial with a
renewed sense of urgency about its founding mission.
Simply stated, Clemson believes education—investing in human
resources, investing in brainpower—is the essential cornerstone of
prosperity and well-being for South Carolinians.
Despite rising costs and budget cuts, there is everywhere on
campus this fall evidence of a renewed commitment to academic
excellence.
Records for private support for academics were shattered last
year. The University's total permanent endowment now exceeds
$9.7 million and Clemson alumni rank third in the nation among
public colleges and universities in percentage participation in
alumni giving.
Through the Alumni Loyalty Fund, Clemson has increased aca-
demic scholarships, fellowships and awards for outstanding teaching
and research. It also added five permanent Alumni Professorships,
awarded to the University's "master teachers."
Plans are under way to launch, in early 1983, a major academic
fund-raising effort, the "Challenge to Greatness" campaign, to culmi-
nate with the school's 100th birthday in 1989.
Applications for admission are up, and so is student retention. Last
year 86 percent of Clemson freshmen returned as sophomores,
reflecting their view of the value of a Clemson education as well as
their own scholastic achievement.
The University launched its honors program "Calhoun College"
this fall. And Clemson continues to review and evaluate its 77 under-
graduate and 58 graduate programs to make sure they meet the
needs of the students, society and industries served—agriculture,
textiles, electronics, construction, forestry, travel and tourism.
The University foresaw the computer age and the demand for
computer education and built one of the largest and best-managed
academic computer centers in the nation. And the computer science
department is the fastest growing academic unit on campus.
Research and public service activities through agencies like the
S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension
Service are undergoing a similar rigorous examination to make sure
they meet the needs of the 21st century.
When the year 2082 rolls around, Clemson plans to be ready.
CLEMSON
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This year, we at Chevrolet are going to prove something very important.
We're going to prove that your faith in American ingenuity,
technology and skill has not been misplaced.
In the coming months, you'll see that proof in places
you may not have checked lately. In our Chevrolet products.
Take a good hard look, this year especially.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's much more than simply number one in sales.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's taking charge
in providing better, more exciting, affordable products.
Chevrolets built with higher-quality design and assembly procedures.
Cheyrolets built with more state-of-the-art production techniques.
I
Chevrolet^ with the most advanced automotive technology ever in our history.
| Whether or not we become your next new car,
we want to make you proud that we are America's car.
I We are USA-1. And USA-1 is taking charge.
Family Affair
Ronnie Ducworth
Freddy Kelley
Don Kelley
Steve Kelley
Bob Hudson
George Ducworth Tommv Ducworth C. H. Ducworth
Family Affair
Complied by Jeff Rhodes
The following is, as far as is known, the complete list of brothers and fathers and sons who have lettered in football
at Clemson in the past 87 years. Ifthere are some deletions or corrections in this list, please don't hesitate to notify the
Clemson Sports Information Office, because we would like the list to be correct.
Brothers
Bell, Wayne 1964-65-66
Randy 1967
Black, Manuel 1934-35-36
Carl 1936-38-39 (Alt. Capt.)
Bostic, Joe 1975-76-77-78
Jeff 1977-78-79
Bowles. H. Julian 1923-24-25
M. G. (Monk) 1929-30-31
Brown, Lester 1976-77-78-79
Roy 1980-81
Bunton, Ted 1952-53-54 (Capt.)
Donnie 1955-56-57
Cade, Bully 1940-41-42
Mavis 1944-45-46-47
Calvert, Jackie 1948-49-50
*Jim 1949-50
Caughman, *F Porter 1907
Kenny 1911-12-13
Childers, Tracy 1962-63 (Capt.)
Wilson 1965-66-67
Coleman. Jim 1954-55-56
Bob 1959-60-61
Cooper, Richard 1963-64
Jay 1964-65-66
Ducworth, Ronnie 1966-67-68
(Capt.)
George 1968-69-70
Thomas 1973
C. H. 1974
Fleming, \V H. 1929-30
*Vic 1930-31
Gee, *C. F. (Little Mutt) 1912-13-14
J G. (Mutt) 1914-15-16-17
Gillespie, Frank 1946-47-48
Dick 1948-50
Hudson. Bob 1947-48-49-50
J. C. 1950-51-52
Billy 19.54-55-56
Kelley, Freddy 1965-66-67
Don 1969-70-71
Steve 1973
Cagle, Bully 1940-41-42
John 1966-67-68
Cox, Walter 1938-39
Walter, Jr. 1961-62-63
Craig, Marion (Hawk) 1940-41-42 (Alt.
Capt.)
Lewis, Merritt 1932-33-34 Bob 1966-68-69
Harold 19.35-36-37 (Capt.) Deanhardt, Luke 1946-47-48-49
McConnell, S. W. 1934-35-36 Luke. Jr 1971
*T. S. 1934-35-36 Hendley, Dick 1946-48-49-50
McSwain, Chuck 1979-80-81 Richard 1980-81
Rod 1980-81 Hook, Fred 1931-32
Olson, Dave 1958-59-60 Charlie 1965-66-68
Harold 1957-58-59 Howard, Frank (Coach)
Payne, Oliver 1936-37 Jimmy 1961-62-63
[oe 1937-38-39 Hudson, Billy 1954-55-56
Booty 1940-41 Alex 1980
Randle, *E. L. (Cat) 1913-14-15 Lawton, Streak 1935-36
*M B. (Little Cat) 1918-19-20 Winston 1969
Runner, Jim 1964 Locklair, Ed (Pop) 1941
Bo 1965-66-67 Mike 1966-67-68
Segars, *Kent 1936 McLellan, Bill 1953-54
*Al 1937 Cliff 1981
Sursavage, Butch 1965-66-67 Priester, Buck 1930-31
Jim 1968-69-70 (Capt.) Buck, Jr. 1953-54-55
Trobaugh, Allen 1938 Sharpe, Bob 1938-39-40 (Capt.)
*Earl 1938 Bob, Jr. 1975-76
Webb, Travers 1973-75-76-77 Tumipseed, *B. R. 1896 #
Gary 1976-77-78 *Rhett 1922
Wells, Jimmy 1951-52-53 Woodward, *H. M. (Jake) 1909-
Joel 1954-55-56 (Alt. Capt.) Henry 1932-33-34 (Capt.)
* Deceased
Fathers & Sons
Armstrong, Junior 1930
Lon 1959-60-61
#Note: B R. Tumipseed played, but did not
letter, on Clemson s first team in 1896, Since,
however, he and Rhett were the first father
and son to play for Clemson, they were in-
cluded in the list.
BI-LO'S COMMITMENT TO KEEP PRICES DOWN
BI-LO GUARD. It's BI-LO's commitment to keep your grocery bill
as low as we can possibly make it. Not just on some days. But on
every single item, every single day. It's this consistent, rock
bottom pricing, item after item, day after day week after week,
that saves you money. And saving you money is what BI-LO
GUARD is all about. Shop BI-LO & see for yourself.
(HEED
$ Is It a Record?
Single Game Standards
Individual Records
Rushes: 36 by Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
l>y Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
Yards Rushing: 234 by Don King vs. Fordham, 1952
Yds/Carry: 30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954
Yds Rush In QB: 140 by Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State. 1976
Passes 48 by Tommy Kendriek vs. Florida State, 1970
Passes Completed: 25 by Tommy Kendriek vs. Florida State. 1970
Yds Passing: 323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina. 1965
TD Passes: 4 1>\ Bobb> Cage vs. Auburn, 1947
Comp % .689 (20-29) by Homer Jordan vs. Maryland, 1981
(Min 15 Att):
Total Plays: 53 by Tommy Kendriek vs. Florida State, 1970
Total Offense: 374 by Bobby Cage vs. Auburn. 1947
Receptions; 11 by Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
Rec. Yards: 163 by Jerry Butler vs. Ceorgia Tech, 1977
Yds/Rec: 32.6 (7-161) by Jerry Butler vs. Ceorgia Tech, 1977
(Min 5 Rec) (7-161) by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 1981
TI) Passes: 3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
Points.
TDS:
TDS Rushing
I DS Resp:
PAIS:
Field Coals:
Kick Scoring:
Tackles:
Tackles by Lineman: 17
Tackles by Del Back: 16
Tickles for Loss:
Pass Broken Up:
Sacks:
Fumble Rec:
First Hits:
Interceptions:
Int Ret Yds:
33 by Mavcv Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
liv Bobb) Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
9 by Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
4 by Obed Am i on four occasions
15 l.v Obed Am i vs. Wake Forest, 197S anil 1980
21 In Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina. 1980
In Jim Stuckey vs. Georgia, 1978
by jack Cain vs. Maryland, 1980
by Steve Durham vs Mai viand, 1979
by Hollis Hall vs. Tulane, 1981
by Willie Underwood vs. Wake Forest. 1980
bv Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest and
Mai viand, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
bv Don Kellev vs Duke, 1970
17
3
100
Punts: 13 by Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
Punt Average: 51.0 (6-306) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1981
Punt Yards: 504 by Banks McFadden vs. Tulane, 1939
Punts Blocked: 2 by Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
Punt Returns: 10 by Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
Punt Ret Yds: 167 by Don Keiley (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
Kickoff Ret: 7 by John Shields v s. Alabama, 1969
Kickoff Ret Yds: 160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
Obed Ariri kicked four field goals in a game four times, an
NCAA record.
Team Records
Most Hushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most TD s Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965:
48 v s. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Attempted: vs. South Carolina, 1956
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Completed: v s. George Washington, 1938:
Presbyterian, 1942; South Carolina, 1943-44-52-56;
Fordham. 1952; VPI, 1956
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Fewest Yards Passing: — 1 vs. Maryland, 1956
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn. 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. Oeorge Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech. 1944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida. 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957;
27 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina, 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 14 vs. Furman, 1964. 14 vs. Wake Forest, 1977,
14 vs. Virginia, 1980
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford. 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 14.3 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland, 1970
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke. 1965
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«*# WEAC
0k* GAFFNEY. SC
EASLE
WELP «## rRp R^
E
cr 2& fit WKDY
,EY. SC M# G EER. SC 03,0 SPART/
Hi
TANBURG, SC 0X0
I* UNION, SC
#f# WGOG *£# WBBR
WALHALLA, SC ^TRAVELERS REST, SC
m$9 WSNW WBFM 0*0. WFBC AM WFBC FM WBCU
fe# SENECA, SC WPKZ GREENVILLE, SC
„# - PICKENS. SC 0*0 WFIS0*0 000 0X0 FOUNTAIN INN, SC
*M,0 «r
#£# WLBG
«|* LAURENS, SC
WRHI
ROCK HILL, SC
WDZK-FM
YORK, SC #*# WCPL
0X0 PAGELAND. SC
WLCM WCRE 00m
LANCASTER, SC CHERAW, SC 00V
*9* WBSC
0X0 BENNETTSVILLE. SC
WCCP WANS
CLEMSON. SC ANDERSON, SC mf
WRIX
HONEA PATH, SC
WSDC $g
HARTSVILLE, SC 0*0
Sfr NEWBERRY, SC WCCG/WPUB 000
000 0*0 WGSW
WABV ^* GREENWOOD. SC
ABBEVILLE. SC
CAMDEN. SC 0X0
0*0 wcos
0X0 COLUMBIA. SC
0*0 WBLR
^BATESBURG. SC
WDAR $0m
DARLINGTON. SC 0^0
WOLS 0*0
FLORENCE, SC 0%*
0*0 wssc
0X0 SUMTER, SC
WDSC
DILLON, SC
0*0 WATP
00V MARION, SC
WLSC 0*0
LORIS, SC 0X0
0*0 WLAT
00V CONWAY, SC
WJES 0*0
JOHNSTON, SC 00)*
000 WVAP
0X0 LANGLEY, SC
0*0 WAKN/WNEZ
00)9 AIKEN. SC
WYMB 0*0
MANNING. SC 00V
WJOT/WGFG 000
LAKE CITY. SC 0kf 0*0
WMYB
WDKD 0*0
KINGSTREE, SC 0X0
000 WORG
0X0 ORANGEBURG, SC
0*0 WWBD
0X0 BAMBERG, SC WBER 000
MONCKS CORNER, SC 0X0
WBAW
BARNWELL. SC
0*0 WDOG
0X0 ALLENDALE, SC
WKYB 0*0 MYRTLE BEACH. SC
HEMINGWAY, SC 00V
WINH/WGMB 000
GEORGETOWN. SC 0X0
WBHC 0*0
HAMPTON, SC 00V
More than 3,000,000
people, the entire population
of The State of South Carolina
plus thousands in neighboring
states can hear Clemson football
over more than fifty local radio stations
that make up the Clemson Radio Network
WOKE 0*0
CHARLESTON, SC *Xf
WIXR m00
MOUNT PLEASANT, SC 0X0
...Many of which
also carry the pre-
game tailgate show and
post game fifth quarter final scores
show. As indicated above, most cities
and stations in South Carolina carry the
Clemson Radio Network f§*paw of approval.
WBEU 000
BEAUFORT. SC 0Xj0
Kentucky Fried Ikieken
CLEMSON SENECA
"Serving Your Energy Needs"
81 Plaza, Powdersville
Route 3 Piedmont, SC 29673 Phone 803/295-0090
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The
Catamounts
WESTERN CAROLINA FACTS
Location: Cullowhee, NC
Enrollment: 7000
1981 score vs. Clemson: —
1981 season's record: 4-7
Series record vs. Clemson: 0-1
Colors: purple and gold
Western Carolina Campus
Louis Cooper Mike Cucinella Tvron DeLapp Melvin Dorsey Richard Dukes
*1 So. 79 Jr. 25 So. 34 Jr. 14 Jr.
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Jeff Gilbert
12 Jr.
Kurt Jolliff
67 Sr.
John Isuriu
87 Sr.
Bernard Jones
83 So.
Larry Jackson
15 Sr.
Knstv Riser
10 Jr.
Antlionv |anies
33 Sr.
r
Jim Luthe
66 So.
Alan Johnson
51 Sr.
Steve Marshall
46 Sr.
Ronnie Mixon
8 Sr.
Miles Nicholson
17 So.
Ricky Pate
48 So.
Vince Perdue
9 So.
Juan Portela
7 Sr.
Erie Rasheed
1 So.
Nathan W illiams
56 Sr.
ted
Anthonv Smith
59 So.
Walter Smith
19 Sr.
Steve Taylor
57 So.
Leonard Williams
21 Jr.
Mark Womack
35 Sr.
Anthony James—TB
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When
Performance
Counts
FIBERS
MARVESS OLEFIN
DUON • PETROMAT • SUPAC
NON WOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
*Reg T M. PHillips Petroleum Company
MAN LIFE
MADE MADE
FIBHKS ER
Calvin Summey Buddy Summey
tw
Hardwoods and
Hardwood Plywood
Oak
Poplar
Maple
Cherry
Walnut
Mahogany
Redwood
Cedar
Cypress
Ponderosa
Basswood Furniture Pine
Cut to order
wood parts
for industry
'The Home Aid People"
UMBERlPcRD inc.
e
each o#cte#.
Building Supplies
Framing Lumber
Plywood
Treated Lumber
Paint
Tools
Plumbing
Electrical
Doors - Windows
Moulding
OPEN ALL DAY SA TURDA
Y
PHONE 803/288-4341 P.O. BOX 7 MAIN STREET MAULDIN, S C. 29662
V
Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE
WCIV-TV • WPDE-TV • WRDW-TV • WOLO-TV
CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA

mi 1949 Gator Bowl
Undefeated at the
Un-for-Gator-Bowl
By Jeff Rhodes
Coach Frank Howard's pregame speech be-
fore the 1948 season opener against Presbyterian
obviously inspired the Tigers, because Clemson
went out and won the first night game played in
Memorial Stadium by a 53-0 score.
Ten games and nine wins later, before the
1949 Gator Bowl game with Missouri, Howard
used the same speech. "I wouldn t say I was
superstitious, but let's just say I didn't want to
tempt the fates."
"Coach Howard used that speech so much we
had it memorized," said Fred Cone, the star
fullback on the 1948 team. "We used to amuse
ourselves at team parties by giving our impres-
sions of it.
"Coach Howard would always finish by asking
Russ Cohen, his assistant, if he had anything to
add. Coach Cohen, who never did anything
quickly, would drawl out No, coach, I don't have
anything to add. And then he would start yelling
and cussing at us and that fired us up, said
Cone, who is now assistant intramurals director
at his alma mater.
The pregame speech worked again because
Clemson came out of the locker room in Jack-
sonville and proceeded to turn two Missouri
fumbles into 14 points in the first quarter.
The first Clemson score was set up by Steven
"Dumb-Dumb Wyndham. Missouri quarter-
back Harold Entsminger set up to pass, but then
he pulled out of the pocket and started to run. "I
ran into the lead blocker and he fell back and hit
Entsminger," said Wyndham, who now works
for the South Carolina Law Enforcement Divi-
sion as a polygraph analyzer. "They put in their
second-string quarterback and he fumbled on
the first play."
Cone scored two plays later from the one and
Jack Miller added the extra point. Cone also
capped the second Clemson drive with a one-
yard plunge. "That was the thing about being
the fullback in the single-wing." said Cone. "I
got a lot of publicity for scoring, but all I usually
did was leap over the top of the pile. The fullback
was only used in short yardage situations and I
didn't do anything that spectacular."
The other set of Tigers, who finished second
in the Big Seven Conference and the only team
to beat top-ranked Southern Methodist in 1948,
got back into the game in the second quarter as
Entsminger engineered two scoring drives.
Missouri marched 80 yards in 13 plays and
Entsminger crossed Clemson's goal line on a
two-yard quarterback sneak. Robertson Dawson
added the point after and "our Tigers led their
Tigers 14-7.
Clemson's Bobby Gage was intercepted on
the next series and Wilbur Volz returned the
theft 36 yards to the Missouri 46. Missouri kept
the ball on the ground and Entsminger carried
over from the one for the score. Dawson added
his second point after and the game was tied at
14 going into halftime.
"Neither team could stop each other in that
first hall, said Howard. "We had put in a new
defense for that game (an eight-man line) and it
didn t work. We went back to the defense we had
used during the season (6-2) and we were able to
contain them pretty well in the second half.
Clemson took the second-halt kickotl and be-
hind the running and passing of Cage, drove 80
yards in six minutes to score the go-ahead touch-
down. After moving to the Clemson 41, Gage
ran a reverse for 19 yards to keep the drive alive.
Three plays later, Cone lateraled to Gage, who
threw a nine-yard pass to John Poulos for the
score. Gage, who was later to be voted most
valuable player of the contest, finished the day
with 10 completions out of 23 attempts for 112
yards and he also carried the ball 15 times for
25 yards.
"It was definitely one of the best days of my
career. Gage reminisced. "Maybe not statis-
tically, but the team did a great job for me
and things just clicked.
Missouri was forced to punt on its next pos-
session, and Dawson s kick rolled dead at the
Clemson one. After an incomplete pass. Gage
grounded the ball in the end zone for a safety and
Clemson led, 21-16. "That safety was a called
play, said Cone. "We were backed up and we
didn't want to give them the ball in our territory
for them to come down and tie the score. We
had enough faith in our defense to not let them
score again.
On the ensuing free kick. Cone had a low kick
that got plenty of roll and Missouri was backed
up to their 15. Missouri had to punt and Clem-
son then began its last scoring drive.
Cage drove the Tigers down to the Missouri
12 on 11 plays. With a fourth-and-10. Miller
kicked a 32-yard field goal and Clemson led
24-16 midway through the final stanza.
Missouri launched its one good drive of the
second half after the Clemson field goal Dave
Ashley returned Cone s kickofl to the 40, and
seven plays later, halfback Richard Braznell
passed to Kenneth Bounds for a 20-yard touch-
down. After the extra point, Clemson had a slim
one-point margin with five minutes left to play
at 24-23. Clemson took the kickofl and Gage
and Cone kept the ball on the ground and ran
out the clock for Clemson s second bowl win in
as many tries.
"It s funny, said Cone recently. "We really
didn't want to play in the Gator Bowl that year
because we thought we were a better team and
we thought we should have gone to a bigger
bowl There was a Nat King Cole song called
"Unforgettable that was popular about that
time and one of our tackles. Bob Patton, always
broke out in a rendition of "Un-for-Gator-Bowl"
when we were taking votes as to which
bowl we wanted to go to. I m glad we went to
Jacksonville, though, because it was a really
exciting game.
Jack Miller kicked what proved to be the winning points for Clemson in the 1949 Gator Bow l triumph
over Missouri with a 32-yard field goal.
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National
i 11 c , tAll-Sport
Rankings
=
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Football
Soccer
Basketball
5f
v.
e
1
C/3
Track
Ten
nis
—
32
TOTAL
1 Texas t 19 X X X 19 1 1 8 1 t VI Vs. 93
2 UCLA 16 X X X X 20 16 20 15 \ ST
3 Miami (Fla.
)
X 13 X X X 12 X 13 101A 20 68 Vn
4 Clemson 12 20 13 X X X 2 1 1 5 X 66
5 North Carolina X 12 X 20 16 X \ X 12 X 60
6 SMI X 16 X X X 11 15 18 X X 60
7 Oklahoma St. X X X X 17 X 5 X 19 15'/2 56V2
8 Arizona St. X 5 X X X 15 3 X 18 12 53
9 Houston X X X VIVi X 1 14 X 20 X 52Va
Id Southern Cal X 7 X X X 13Vi 9 1(1 2 X 47V4
Twenty points are awarded for first place, 19 lor second, 18 lor third, etc.
SECOND TEN: Alabama 45Vz. Arkansas 44, Penn State 42, Stanford 40%, California 40, Texas
El Paso 40, Georgia 35, Brigham Young 31, Iowa 30, Pepperdine 30.
THIRD TEN: Iowa State 29. Indiana 27, Nebraska 27, Oklahoma 27, Minnesota 26, North Carolina State 26, San
Jose State 26, West Virginia 26, Tennessee 25, Missouri 24.
For the third time in the last four
years, the Clemson all-around
sports program has been ranked in
the top five in the nation. The sur-
vey conducted by the Knoxville
Journal takes into account national
ranking in many selected sports.
The Tigers were ranked fourth in
this year's poll as six Clemson
teams were rated in the top 20 in
men s athletics last year. The Ti-
gers have been in the top five of the
poll in 1979, 1980 and 1982 and
have been in the top 30 in the last
seven years. Obviously Clemson's
superb coaching staff is the prime
reason Tiger athletics are on such
firm ground.
Bob Boettner
Swimming
Sam Colson
Track/Cross-Country
Danny Ford
Football
Bill Foster
Basketball
Dr. I. M. Ibrahim
Soccer
Andy Johnston
Women's Tennis
Chuck Kriese
Men's Tennis
Bobbv Robinson
Golf
Wade Schalles
Wrestling
Annie Tribble
Women's Basketball
•a
Margie Wessel
Volleyball
Bill Wilheim
Baseball
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IT'S MORE THAN
JUSTA NAME
The Robin's Commitment:
At Robin's our name symbolizes a commitment to you. A
dedication to always provide you with considerable savinss
on a wide selection of quality men's and ladies' clothins in
today's styles.
All of us at Robin's are proud to sive you this commit-
ment and we promise that every trip you make to Robin's
will truly be a sreat experience in clothins.
A Great Experience In Clothing
Floreace Columbia Greenville Anderson North Myrtle Beach
SMITH © WATERS INC.
Serving Georgia - North Carolina - South Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
P.O. BOX 570
WARE SHOALS, S.C. 29692
WARE SHOALS
ANDERSON
GREENVILLE
JOHNSTON
803-456-4239
803-225-5448
803-232-6696
803-275-2050
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IPTAY Officers
Bill M. Reaves
IPTAY Vice-President
Director, District IV
Dr. J. H. Timmerman
IPTAY President
Director, District III
IPTAY PAST PRESIDENTS
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Charlie W. Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director
Lewis E Holmes, Director
E E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr., Director
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BILL McLELLAN
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — JOSEPH J. TURNER, JR.
HONORARY DIRECTOR — FRANK HOWARD
Representatives:
im Patterson
Director. District I
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT 1
Jim Patterson, Director — District 1
PO Box 589
Clemson, S C. 29633
Abbeville County
Phillip H Rosenberg, Chairman"
William H Baxley III
V Wendel Boggs*
Charles B Murphy
Don Southard, Jr
M. Earle Williamson
Anderson County
S. T. King. Chairman
Randall Bell"
B. K Chreitzberg
R. Carol Cook
Joe B Davenport"
George H. Ducworth
J. Tom Forrester, Jr
Jimmy Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
C Patrick Killcn
Ralph F King. Jr
James F Little*
Harrv Major*
Randall W. McClain*
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Robert G. Sharpe
Chris Suber*
Greenwood County
Robert L. McCord, Chairman*
F. E. Abell. Jr
Nick P. Anagnost*
Lewis Bagwell*
Wayne Bell*
|ohn Bracknell
William L Burnett*
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Johnson Craig
Robert M Erwin, jr.
W. K. Fooshe*
Nevit Y. Johnson
W. M. Self
McCormick County
T. C. Faulkner, Jr., Chairman*
John P Howard"
Oconee County
Joel Harris, Chairman
J. H. Ahrams"
Ronald Paul Barnette
W. C Harper, Jr.*
Ernest C, Hughes
J H Mcjunkm
Garry C, Phillips
Pickens County
Charles E Dalton, Chairman*
William J Bamett
Edith Batson*
Francis A. Bosdell*
Phillip H Burnett"
J Ed Burrell
Jerry R Bvrd*
Robert C, Edwards
Charles Ellenhurg, Jr.*
Gaston Gage, Jr.
Roddey E. Gettys III"
M Riggs Goodman
Robert M. Guerreri
Rob Harmon*
Frank J Howard
Flovd M Hunt
Frank J. Jervey
Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Dave Moorhead
James V Patterson
R. R Ritchie
Gil Rnshton"
William C. Singleton
B. J. Skelton*
G. Neil Smith*
K. N. Vickery
Joseph A. West"
Eugene P. Willimon
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Putman, Director — District II
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, S C. 29607
Lawrence Starkey
IPTAY Secretary-Treasurer
Director, At-Large
C, Evans Putman
Director, District II
Cherokee County
John M. Hamrick, Jr., Chairman*
W Ronald Barrett"
James Vincent Caggiano*
R. S. Campbell, Jr
Gary E. Clary*
Wylie Hamrick
E. Raymond Parker
James R Sanders, Jr
*
Greenville County
K. M. Watson, Chairman*
Bill Barbary*
Walter Glenn Brackin, Jr
"
Joseph Bailey Bright"
Miles E. Bruce"
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Phillip H Burnett*
Larry B. Copeland
J, Bennette Comwell III
Walter B. Crawford'
Gordon S. Davis
William Lem Dillard"
I L. Donkle, Jr
Henry Elrod"
Calvin H. Garrett
Clark Gaston, Jr
"
Joe Gibson"
Joel W. Gray III*
Charles D. Hunt
Richard H. Ivester*
Willis A King. Jr
Terry A. Kingsmore"
Jim League
Henry M. Lee
Floyd S Long*
Terry L, Long*
Seabrook L. Marchant
Ronald J. McCoy*
J G Miller, Jr.
William J Neely, Jr.*
Thomas K Norris
William H Orders
John F Palmer"
I. N. Patterson, Jr
George Millon Plyler"
C. Evans Putnam"
Bobby W. Ramsey
James Rochester
John G. Slattery
E. Richard Taylor, Jr.
J Harold Townes, Jr.
S. Gray Walsh
David H Wilkins
Laurens County
J. R. Adair, Chairman
Thomas E Davenport
Henry M. Fans, Sr.
Charles Jeter Glenn
William J, Hendrix
Hugh Foster Morgan, Jr.
W. B Owens
Ralph C Prater
Carl R Rogers"
N. C. Wessinger
Spartanburg County
W. M. Manning. Jr., Chairman"
T. R. Adams. Jr.
James G Bagnal III
Andy N. Beiers
John L. Brady, Sr.
A B. Bullington, Jr.
William M. Cooper*
John B Cornwell. Jr
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
John Easterling, Jr.
W. Gerald Emory
Bruce Foster
Harry H. , Gibson
Wilbur K. Hammett
Bill Hendrix, Jr
"
Grover C. Henry
W. A. Hudson"
A. P. Kerchmar
Arthur W O'Shields"
Marvin C. Robinson
R. L. Stoddard"
Wesley A Stoddard*
Ted Wilson
Union County
Harold E. Blackwell, Chairman
Cecil Wavne Comer
H. S. Harris, Jr."
B E Kirby, Jr.
Thomas E Mack
Dr J H Timmerman
Director. District III
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr. J. H Timmerman, Director — District III
1513 Mominghill Dr
Columbia, S.C 29210
Aiken County
William R. Alexander, Chairman
O. C. Batchelor
Johnny L. Cagle
Alan J. Coleman
William J. Coleman
Thomas Eiserhardt
Frank T Gibbs
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Eugene H. Kneece, Jr.
John G, Molony
Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Charlie W Timmerman
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
James L. Walpole
Carroll H. Warner
Ben G. Watson
H. O. Weeks, Sr
Edgefield County
E. O. Dukes, Jr., Chairman"
Joe F. Anderson, Jr.
J W Gilliam, Jr.
Henry M Herlong, Jr.
Joe Ben Herlong
Lewis F Holmes III"
Lewis F, Holmes, Jr.*
Thomas H Ryan*
Herbert S Yarborough
Lexington County
D. H. Caughman, Chairman*
R Hugh Caldwell
James Tracy Guilders
William B Clinton, Jr.
James A Compton
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.
H Ralph Corley, Sr.
John Melton Gault III
T. A. Henry
Warren Craig Jumper"
V, F. Linder, Jr.
John W McLure
Gene Rhymer, Jr
J W Riser
J Tom Shell
Charles M. Stuck
Woodrow H Taylor
Newberry County
Earle J Bedenbaugh. Chairman*
Walter B. Cousins*
Louie C. Derrick"
L. Glenn Fellers*
Melvin L. Longshore"
C. H. Ragsdale III*
Terry C, Shaver*
Joe H. Simpson, Jr.*
Clifford T. Smith"
C. Gurnie Stuck*
David Waldrop, Jr.
Richland County
George B. Herndon, Chairman*
George I Alley"
Tom R Bailey
Jerry A. Brannon
Nash Broyles
Jack W Brunson"
William T < 'lawson III
Ralph Cooper"
Albert G Courie, Jr.*
Michael R Davis*
James W. Engrain
Larry W, Flynn
Fred J. Gassaway
Don E Golightly*
William E Hair
Robert T. Haselden, Jr
Harry J Johnson
Z K. Kelly
Buddy Lewis
William T McDauicl 111
James P. McKeown HI'
S. C. McMeekin. Jr
"
Jeffrey A. O'Cain*
Robert A Richardson
Crawford E Sanders III*
A. Lee Sheider. Jr
Davis O Smith"
John B Smith, Jr.
John H. Timmerman"
Keith H Waters
E Ralph Wessinger, Sr.
Saluda County
Bernard L. Black. Chairman"
Alfred B. Coleman"
James A. Derrick
Benjamin H. Herlong
James R. Herlong, Jr."
Mark S Patterson
John H. Wheeler
T. C. Wright
«4 Bill M, Reaves"Director, District IV
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M. Reaves, Director — District IV
515 Richardson Circle, E.
Hartsville, S.C. 29550
Chester County
Curtis A. Fennell, Chairman*
Edward C. Abell
F. E. Abell
Richard A Coleman
George R. Fleming"
Carl H. Jones III
W. E. Lindsay"
Donald B Murray
Chesterfield County
James C. Stone. Chairman
Rhett Butler
John R. Thomas
Dan L. Tillman, Jr
Patrick K White
Ray L. Wilson, Jr
Darlington County
William P. Kennedy, Chairman
Hubert C. Baker"
T James Bell, Jr
J. W. Carter
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr
Warren Jeffords
G. J. Lawhon. Jr
William B McCown III"
Ham M McDonald
M. B Nickles. Jr,
Bill M Reaves"
John C. Walker"
Fairfield County
Louis M. Boulware"
J. K. Coleman"
Forest E Hughes, Jr.
Harold R Jones*
Kershaw County
J. F. Watson, Chairman*
Kenneth W, Carson
Tommie W, James. Jr
*
G, P. Lachicotte
T. F McNamara, Jr.
Lancaster County
Garret J. Mobley, Chairman
James A. Adams
John O. Avinger
VV P Clybum
Dexter L. Cook
Tony J. Crenshaw
Marion D, Lever, Jr.
Joe H. Lynn"
James A. Mobley, Jr.
Henry Glenn Simpson
Ronald Small
Lee County
Carroll Green DesChamps II, Chairman*
W. G. DesChamps, Jr
Bethel C. Durant
Don R McDaniel, Sr.
Marlboro County
C. E. Calhoun, Chairman
Mark Slade Avent
Ray C. Smith*
F. A. Spencer
York County
Thomas E Grimes III, Chairman"
William R Adkins"
David E. Angel*
S. Lynn Campbell'
Rov W. Campfield, Jr,
O. T. Culp'
F. Buist Eaves, Jr
*
Harper S ( iault*
E. M. George*
Jeffery T Haire"
James W Hancock. Jr
W illiam F Harper
Alford Haselden
W. T. Jenkins
;
Jr
F. D. Johnson*
James H. Owen, Jr
"
J. C. Rhea, Jr."
Ben R Smith. Jr
"
G. G. Thomas, Sr.*
Marshall E Walker'
J. Ryan White*
Director, District V
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
J, Rvan White, Director — Distrrict V
P.O. Box 487
Walterboro, S.C. 29488
Allendale County
Bradley J. O'Neal, Chairman
Bamburg County
Claude McCain, Chairman
R Herman Rice
Fred Schrimpf
Barnwell County
Howard G. Dickinson, Jr., Chairman
H. M Anderson*
G rover C. Kennedy, Jr,
Calhoun Lemon
Jimmy L. Tarrance
Berkeley County
W H Thornley, Chairman"
Lawrence C, McMillan
Beaufort County
J, Harry Tarrance, Chairman"
George J F, Bullwinkel, Jr."
Henry C, Chambers*
James S, Gibson, Jr
J. Louis Grant
Bryan Loadholt"
Calhoun County
William H Bull, Chairman"
Martin C Cheatham
Lawrence M, Gressette, Jr.
Charleston County
Van Nov Thornhill, Chairman"
John Q Adams III"
Archie E, Baker
H. L. Dukes, Jr,
M Dreher Gaskin
William A. Grant*
Beverly Hafers*
Mac R. Harley
Al Hitchcock
Gregory A. Jones
William C. Kennerty*
Robert Cody Lenhardt
Samuel W McConnell
David M, Murray. Jr.*
Carl S. Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum. Jr."
Walter A, Renken, Jr,
A B Schirmer, Jr
J, R Stout*
Colleton County
Jack W. Carter, Sr., Chairman*
William T. Howell
Marion W. Sams, Jr,
J Ryan White III*
J, Ryan White. Jr
*
Dorchester County
Tom Salisbury , Chairman
I nomas W Baile\
H. D. Byrd
Gene W. Dukes
Clifford M Henley
Dexter Rickenbaker
Hampton County
William F. Speights, Chairman"
Jerry F. Crews, Jr
David B. Gohagan
Winston A. Lawton
William S. Ware, Sr.
Jasper County
Dale Ferguson III, Chairman
Orangeburg County
William B Bookhart, Jr , Chai
I hi\ id * npi l.nul
Larry Dyar
I- Reeves ( Jressette, Jr
*
W C Higginbotham. Jr.*
Edgar C McGee
J. M. Russell, Jr
Jack ( Vallcntine 1 1
1*
|amcs C. Williams, Jr.
Russell S. Wolfe II*
W. T. Fort, Jr.
Director, District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
W. T. Fort, Jr., Director — District VI
2730 Mohican Dr.
Sumter, S.C, 29150
Clarendon County
Theodore B. Gardner, Chairman
Julius R. Eadon, Jr
G. H Furse, Jr.
Lawrence I. Gibbons
Dacosta Muckenfuss, Jr,
H. B. Rickenbaker
Horace F, Swilley
Dillon County
W. G. Lynn, Chairman"
Charles F, Carmichael"
Billy Daniel*
L. B. Hardawav, Jr
*
Charles G. Lucius, Jr.*
Robert Martin, Jr
*
Joseph L. Powell"
Billy G. Rogers
Florence County
Ruins M Brown, Chairman"
Thomas D Birchmore"
Marion G. Brown
Clyde S. Bryce. Jr
Marvin Cockfield"
L. M. Coleman, Jr.
William L. Coleman*
Frank A Douglass, Jr."
L. B. Finklea, Jr
Harold B. Haynes
Ernest L. Jones*
L Chappell Jones*
James W, King*
John F. Poole
Wilbur O. Powers"
Tom M Robertson*
John G. Rose
Allen P. Wood*
Edward L, Young
Georgetown County
Glenn A. Cox, Chairman*
Joe Thomas Branyon. Jr
Samuel M Harper
H. Edsel Hemingway, Jr."
A. H Lachicotte, Jr,
Joe Young
Horry County
R. G. Horton, Chairman
James W, Barnette, Jr
"
F, L. Bradham*
J. Q. Gerrald*
Buddy Gore*
Pat Gore"
John H. Holcombe, Jr
"
Lewis S. Horton"
S. F. Horton*
Thurman W. McLamb"
Stephen H Mudge*
R S. Winfield"
Marion County
T. C, Atkinson III, Chairman"
T. C. Atkinson, Jr
*
John H, Holt
Robert G. Mace
Duncan C. Mclntyre
George G. Poole, Jr.
Sumter County
Wyman L. Morris, Chairman
T O Bowen, Jr
John J Bntton, Jr
E. M, Dubose
W. T. Fort, Jr
R L, Wilder, Jr.*
Williamsburg County
John J, Snow, Chairman
W. C. Cottingham*
W. H. Cox
Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
James M. Kennedy
Thomas O. Morris, Jr."
Eddie Dalton
Director, At-l«irge
Lawrence Starkcy
Directoi At-Large
Thurmond McLamb
Director, At-Large
DISTRICT VII
North Carolina
W. W. Allen
Roland L, Connelly
Eddie N. Dalton"
John Duncan"
J. L. Edmonds
Pete Folsom
James B. Foster
Thomas W, Glenn III
Joe B. Godfrey
E. Guy Hendrix"
H L Hoover
George A, Hutto, Jr.
W. D, Kirkpatriek
Robert E. McClure
John Mclnnis III"
Edgar L Miller, Jr*
Tom R, Morris, Jr
W. D, Moss. Jr,
Walter M. Nash 111
Thomas G Roche, Jr."
C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Arthur E. Thomas
T G, Westmoreland
D. V. Whelchel
William T Worth
Bobby J. Yarborough
DISTRICT VIII
Georgia
Barnett A. Allgood III
Robert S, Bonds
Andrew P Calhoun
David Tilman Cline
John A. Dickerson
Douglas C. Edwards
Walter L. Garvin
Howard E. Hord
Robert A. King
Williamf C. Lawson
Russell Tommy Lyon
John L, Murray, Jr."
Thomas E. Peterson
Edwin S, Presnell
A. U Priester, Jr
Mickey E. Reeves
John L. Scoggins
W. B Shedd
Lawrence Starkey, Jr.
Joseph W Turner, Jr
Eugene P Willimon. Jr
Bobbie J. Yarborough
DISTRICT IX
Other States and At-Large:
Emersi in E Andrishok
George U. Bennett
Carl F Bessent
T. C. Breazeale, Jr
Charles W Bussev, Jr
Robert T. Cathey"
Victor G. Chapman, Sr.
Daniel R. Clemson
Robert P, Corker
Frank J Cox
Wm. K. Durham
Mark G, Fellers
James C. Furman
Gray Hipp, Jr
Alvm J Hurt, Jr,
F H Inabnit, Jr.
Ed Jackson
John Osteen
Philip H, Prince
J. V. Roberts
Andrew H Ronemus
Ben K Sharp
John C. Sharpe
Harrv W, Smith"
Millie D Williams
William L Wylie
"Denotes Award Winners
Special Recognition
$2,000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members and Honorary Members
Mark S. Avent
Bennettsville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin, SC
Dr. 6; Mrs. Charles F ( 'reus
Columbia, SC
Eddie Dalton
Asheville, NC
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
Greer, SC
Dr. B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC
Bill Folk, Jr. Memorial
Richardson, TX
Grant's Textiles, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Mrs. C, Guy Gunter #1
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC
Mr k Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville, SC
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson, SC
B. C. Inabinet, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA
Mr. & Mrs. W. A. Lawton
Estill, SC
William H. Mathis
Atlanta, GA
C. Heyward Morgan
Greenville, SC
Piedmont Paper Co., Inc.
Asheville, NC
Bilk Powers
Florence, SC
In Memory of Jack R. Miller
by Philip 6c Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC
Robert Lee Stowe, Jr.
Belmont, NC
Mr. cx Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, TX
$2,000 GOLD CARD
Abney Mills
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC
T. C. Atkinson III 6c Friend
Marion, SC
T. C, Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC
T. L. Avers, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Mrs.
J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, NC
Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Bankers Trust of SC
Greenwood, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Bay Brokerage Co., Inc.
Simpsonville, SC
Rick I, Beaslev
Hartsville, SC'
Earle J. Bedenbaugh
Prosperity, SC
Robert H. Bell, Jr.
Graniteville, SC
Al, Roberta, Blackmon
Jay 6c Kelly
Lancaster, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Jack M. Blasms
Spartanburg, SC
James H. Boulware
Anderson, SC
Bowers Fibers, Inc.
Charlotte, NC
Schlitz Wholesalers
Charleston, SC
Bradley-Horton-Kolb
Florence, SC
Mr. & Mrs. T. C, Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, TN
Budweiser ol Anderson, Inc.
Anderson, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Doyle C. Burton
Clemson, SC
Robert L. Carlson
Charlotte, NC
Carolina Eastern, Inc.
Charleston, SC
J. E. Bo Chinners, Jr.
Dallas, TX
Clemson Hospitality Enterprises
dba Ramada Inn
Clemson, SC
Clover Knits, Inc.
Clover, SC
Ralph E. Cooper
Columbia, SC
Covil Corp.
Greenville, SC
Edward C. Cox, Jr.
Russellville, SC
Walter B. Crawford
Greenville, SC
Ed & Jean Cribb
Myrtle Beach, SC
R. W. Dalton
Greenville, SC
Billv Daniel
Dillon, SC
Daniel Construction Co.
Greenville, SC
William T. Davidson, Jr.
Henrietta, NC
Premier Investment Co., Inc.
Alonzo M. Debruhl, Pres.
Greer, SC
Jimmy Denning
Lilburn, GA
Martha 6c Fletcher Derrick
Charleston, SC
James F. Douglas
Travelers Rest, SC
J. Henrv Dowdy
High Point, NC
Jerry T. Dukes
Columbia, SC]
W. Frank Durham, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Ronnie R. Ewton
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Farmer-Bamett, Inc.
Greenville, SC
First Federal Savings 6c Loan
Assn. of Greenville
Greenville, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Lenard J. Flynn
Anderson, SC
Fortson Travel Agency
Greenville, SC
William C. Foster
Clemson, SC
Arch Fowler
Columbia, SC
Francis Realty Co.
Greenville, SC
Tom Garrett—Greenville
William H. Parker
Taylors, SC
F. Harold Gillespie
Greenville, SC
Edward R. Ginn III
Hilton Head Island, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Neil S. Granger
Greenville, SC
Greenwood Mills
Greenwood, SC
Greenwood Motor Lines, Inc.
Greenwood, SC
John E. Hamilton
Jacksonville. FL
Caldwell Harper
Greenville, SC
Harper Builders, Inc.
Williamston, SC
J.
Benson Harrison
Taylors, SC
John B. Hartnett
Isle of Palms, SC
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton, SC
Dick Hendlcy—Sanitation, Inc.
Greenville, SC
L.
J.
(Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Spartanburg, SC
John R. Hines
Orlando, FL
F. M. Hipp
Greenville, SC
Holiday Inn
Clemson, SC
Holiday Inn #2
Clemson, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Lewis F. Holmes
Trenton, SC
"Tiger Booster"
Greenwood, SC
W. T. Hopkins
Pendleton, SC
H. C. Howell
Greenville, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens, SC
Dick Hendley—Industrial
Housekeeping, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Jeffrey Manufacturing Division
Greenville, SC
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Fr;»nrk A Icttrics Sr Memorial Ellison S. McKissiek, Jr
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
Pant Fr:mk' I Irrvev Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Clemson, SC Columbia, SC
1 'i 1
1
1 [Willi.jVMI Mr. 6c Mrs. Jerrv A. Meehan
Greenville. SC Anderson, SC
Joseph Crosbv Jones MGR. Inc.
Wilkesboro, NC Spartanburg, SC
Ralph W, 6c J. Morgan Jones Moodv-Godlev Auction Co., Inc.
Greenwood, SC Darlington, SC
Mr. R. Ligon King, Jr. /President Bob Morgan
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
In Memory ot E. (,. (Red) Kneece Morgan Investment, Inc.
by Nita 6c Kathleen Greenville, SC
Sumter. SC Dr Wyman L. Morris
\tr Knieke rhneker
.'II l\IIH l\l 1 Hill l\l 1 Sammie Morris
Clemson, SC Sumter, SC
Clarence Koester-ARA 1 nomas U. Morris, Jr.
—
Services Inc. Hemingway Pharmacy
Atlanta, GA Hemingway, SC
Leigh Fibers, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Mudge
Spartanburg, SC Myrtle Beach, SC
Calhoun Lemon Multimedia. Inc.
Barnwell, SC Greenville, SC
Mrs. E. Oswald Lightse\ Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hampton, SC Hartsville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Under, Jr. Emory G. Orahood, Jr.
Irmo, SC Atlanta, GA
"In Memorv of Elbert L. Bailes Orderest Inc.
West Union, SC Greenville, SC
The I nnPP In Memory ol V K. Hines
Myrtle Beach, SC Florence, SC
Tom C. Lvnch, Jr. A Friend ol Clemson
Clemson, SC Greenville, SC
P W Me Mister Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Laurens. SC Gaftney, SC
Ronald
J. McCov Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Greenville, SC Anderson, SC
James P. McKeown 111 Chemsize, Inc.—Roger G. Pern
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
rnucor— n. \). Benson cc L. K. Sen/ Southern Distributors
Charlotte, NG ol Spartanburg, Inc.
Poinsett Construction Co., Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Greenville, SC Southern Bank & Trust Co.
Mr. a Mrs. i;a\ id rook
Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC Cunie R. Spivey, Jr.
Mr. 6c Mrs. George G. Poole, [r.
Pelzer, SC
Mullins, SC Bill Staines
Carl S. Pulkinen
Perrv, SC
Charleston, SC James B. Stephens
\i iniiMii h n 'd rii "L" Pi i 1 ri n i
.
1U1 111(111 1 U Ul I 1 l\ I II 1 1 Id 1 1 1
Greenville, SC
Spartanburg, SC [oseph D. Swann
Reynolds Contract Haulers. Inc. Greenville, SC
West Columbia, SC
J.
Chris Swift, Pres.
ii. v >ranain ru \ noios
Cheraw, SC
Trenton, SC John D. Tice
Charles r
.
Rliem, Jr.
Dalton, GA
Greer, SC W. E. Tollison
n. D. nislH i
Easley. SC
Spartanburg, SC Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
TVinmjc 1 RnlicrK IIIi nomas i.. nooei is 111 Midland. TX
Spartanburg, SC A. M. Tuck, Inc. #1
\ rwim p )t [1 hi hi1 IH)I!lil> 1 1 . I\\ (Ul
Greenwood, SC
Trenton, SC Dr.
J.
A. Turner, Jr.
nwli>r IrlU'L Ki'iif'l 1 1 1 IilfllHRI 1 [ IK K [II 111,1 V.ll., llll.
Clemson, SC
Greenville, SC U.S. Shelter Coqi.
|im Sanders Greenville, SC
Gaffney, SC Mr. 6c Mrs. John A. Walter
5C. State fair
Manning, SC
Columbia, SC Raymond S. Waters
DKaieianu c s,a
Spartanburg, SC
Anderson, SC Billy G. Watson
Mrs. ua\ is i >. sniitn Spartanburg, SC
Columbia. SC
J. F. Watson/W. R. Reeves, Jr.
Socar. Incorporated
Camden, SC
Florence, SC
J. F. Wyman, Jr.
N I Snttile Estill, SC
( ' ri'ir evh ill StV , 1 llll 11 T 11 II I , ,J V j ZjIII lit \ .1)1 | M II ill It H
1
Spartanburg, SC
$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members
Bob Bond—Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, SC
Bowen Memorial IPTAY Scholarship
Macon, Ga.
Edwin W. Evans
Taylors, SC
Mr & Mrs. Walter M. Hooks
Greenville, SC
Dr 6c Mrs. J. B. Under. Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Larry A. McKinney
Greenville, SC
George M. "Mick Morris
Greenville. SC
Southeastern Electrical
Distributors, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Larry J. Hawkins
Greenville, SC
ABBEVILLE
David U. Avers
Abbeville. SC
William H. BaxlevIII. DMD
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C DuPre
Abbeville, SC
Mr 6c Mrs James B. Jones, Jr.
Abbeville. SC
Mr 6c Mrs. T. C. Milford
Abbeville. SC
Herln Rosenberg & Family
Herln Barber 6c Familv
Abbeville. SC
Don & Wayne Southard/Eddy
Thomas 6c A. M. Mundv
Abbeville, SC
AIKEN
William R. Alexander
Aiken, SC
Jan 6c Carl Bryan
Aiken, SC
Richard L. Meyer
Aiken. SC
F. A. Townsend 6c
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Aiken, SC
T. Clifton Weeks
Aiken, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Jesse G. McElmurrav, Jr.
Beech Island, SC
"A Tiger," Beech Island, SC
Jackson, SC
Dick Da\
North Augusta, SC
Frank T. Gibbs
North Augusta, SC
John T Gibbs, Jr
North Augusta. SC
Harry L. Howard
North Augusta S( '.
Mr 6c Mrs George L. Webb
Salley, SC
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener, SC
ALLENDALE
W. B. Yarborough
Allendale, SC
F. M. Young Co.. Inc.
Fairfax, SC
ANDERSON
R. A. All 6c W. Frank Eskridge
Anderson, SC
Steve Bryant/Phillip Brvant/
Ruelle Thompson
Anderson, SC
Ron I). Burriss
Anderson, SC
The C 6c S National Bank
Anderson, SC
Nathan W. Childs
Anderson. SC
B K. Chreitzberg
Anderson. SC
R. Carol ( look
Anderson. SC
T. Gar\ Craft
Anderson SC
R. Doug Cromer
Anderson, SC
First National Bank ul S(
Anderson 6; ( llemson ( Iffice
Anderson, SC
Mr. 6c Mrs. Lenard J. Flynn #2
Anderson, SC
Forresters—J Tom Forrestei
Anderson, SC
Frank Distributing Co,
Anderson, SC
Lamar Gaillard
Anderson. SC
Dr Walter I, Gaillard/L. E Mi (.aha
Anderson. SC
Richard 0. Herbert
Anderson. SC
John D. Jr./H Agnew Hopkins
Anderson, SC
Hopper Gulf Service
Anderson, SC
Dr Chase I' Hunter
Anderson, SC
Mr 6c Mrs Unci) N [shell
Anderson, SC
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Max B King Memorial
Anderson, SC
King Oil Co.
Anderson, SC
Charles & Nancy Merritt
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs David Merritt
Anderson, SC
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Norman W, Powell
Anderson, SC
In Memory ol Fra/ by Boh &
Rita Reeves
Anderson. SC
Dr. Kenneth W. Smith
Anderson, SC
T. Barney Smith Agency. Inc.
Anderson, SC
Mr \- Mrs. Tony Smith
Anderson SC
James A. Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Chris Suber
Anderson, SC
Temple-Straup
\nderson S(
James C. Thompson. Jr.
Anderson, SC
J.
Dong Thrasher
Anderson, SC
Mr. 4c Mrs. Truman Watson
Anderson, SC
Windsor Associates
Anderson, SC
Belton Metal Co.
Belton, SC
Grady R. Jones
Belton, SC
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC
Jerrv W. Ashley/Michael Butler
Honea Path, SC
Rubie H. Black
Honea Path, SC
Keith 0. Coolev
Honea Path, S C.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC
Roger H. Davis
Iva, SC
Mr & Mrs. Michael Walker,
Dr. & Mrs. James H Walker
Pendleton, SC
Chesley Louis Milam
Sandy Springs, SC
BAMBERG
Dr. F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
BARNWELL
Allison & Patsy Grimes
Elko, SC
BEAUFORT
James Arthur Buck
Hilton Head, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John Tilton
Hilton Head Island, SC
BERKELEY
Austin Construction Co.
Moncks Corner, SC
74
Joe W. Johnson
Moncks Comer, SC
Dr. Rhett B Myers
Moncks Comer, SC
John H. & Curtis Stewart
Moncks Corner, SC
M. W. Umphlett Memorial by
Clyde D. & Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Comer, SC
Ware Brothers Const. Co.
Moncks Corner, SC
John H. Swieord, MD
I'inopolis, SC
Albany Felt Co.—Albany. NY
St. Stephen, S.C.
CALHOUN
S. H. Houck
Cameron, SC
CHARLESTON
F. A. Bailey III
Charleston, SC
Belks-Northwood Mall
Charleston, SC
Phil R. Floyd
Charleston, SC
Frank S. Hanckel, Jr.
Charleston, SC
Marsha E. Hass
Charleston, SC
William C. Kennerty
Charleston, SC
0. Ray Lever
Charleston, SC
Frank E. Lucas
Charleston, SC
Mrs. N. J. Sottile
Charleston, SC
Van Noy/Tommy/Ned Thornhill
Charleston, SC
William A. Grant, President
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan, SC
Dr. & Mrs. J. R. Stout
Hanahan, SC
James H. White, Jr.
Hanahan, SC
Bates Associates, Architects/
Planners
Johns Island, SC
Phil & Mary Bradley
Johns Island, SC
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.,
E. M. Seabrook HI &
Lewis E. Seabrook
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Drs.
f.
0. & K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
( li.ulrs & ( iarol Nhulc!
North Charleston, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher F.
Sutphin
Wadmalaw Island, SC
CHEROKEE
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett
Gaffiiey, SC
James Vincent Caggiano
Caffney, SC
R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Caffney, SC
Gary E. Clary
Callney, SC
David D. Curry
Caffney, SC
Wylie Hamrick
Caffney, SC
E Ray mond Parker
Gaffnev, SC
Rusty Poole & David P. Riggins
Gaffiiey, SC
CHESTER
Ronald N. Caldwell
Chester, SC
Willis Grain
Chester, SC
A Friend from Chester
Chester, SC
Fred Tripled, Jr.
Chester, SC
Carolvn 6; Chuck Bell
Great Falls, SC
CHESTERFIELD
Dr. Bill) Blakenev
Pageland, SC
CLARENDON
John William Green
Turbeville, SC
COLLETON
Dr.
J.
Frank Biggers
Walterboro, SC
Calvert W. Huffines
Walterboro, SC
DARLINGTON
William M. Boyce
Darlington, SC
Marian Y. Goodson
Darlington, SC
R. B. Pond—Bay Corner Farm
Darlington, SC
R B. Pond, Jr.
Darlington, SC
G. James Wilds III
Darlington, SC
Dale Windham
Darlington, SC
T. James Bell, Jr., MD
Hartsville, SC
Carlton D, Buckles
Hartsville, SC
Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsville, SC
Auburndale Plantation/
Frank M. Flowers & Sons
Hartsville, SC
Dr. G.
J.
Lawhon, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
Harrv M. McDonald
Hartsville, SC
Julius C. Rhodes
Hartsville, SC
In Honor of Mr. & Mrs.
W. P. (Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville, SC
DILLON
Charles F. Carmichael U
Savings Inc.
Dillon, SC
Oscar Lee Carter
Dillon, SC
Albert
J.
& T. Neal Rogers
Fork, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Powell
Latta, SC
DORCHESTER
Boyce Construction Corp.
Summerville, SC
H. Downs Bvrd, Jr.
Summerville, SC
Cinderella L. Flowers
Summerville, SC
Berlin G. Myers Lumber Corp.
Summerville, SC
Salisburv Brick, Inc.
Summerville, SC
EDGEFIELD
Joe F. Anderson, Sr.
Edgefield, SC
The Doug Curtis Family
Johnston, SC
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Johnston, SC
Mr. &c Mrs. Lewis F. Holmes III
Johnston, SC
Horace T. Holmes
Trenton. SC
FAIRFIELD
A. H McMeekin, Jr.
Monticello, SC
Robert A. Westbrook
Monticello, SC
J. K. Coleman
Winnsboro, SC
Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
W innsboro, SC
Harold R. Jones
Winnsboro, SC
FLORENCE
Mr. & Mrs. Watson T. Barbre\
Florence, SC
Rufus M. Brown
Florence, SC
Lane Craven & Malcolm H. Craven
Florence, SC
Shealv Dental Clinic—
Dr. Robert G. Jamison
Florence, SC
L. Chappell Jones
Florence, SC
Drs. B. W. Jones Jr./F. G. Jones
Florence, SC
Drs T, W. & W. E. Phillips
Florence, SC
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Thomason
Florence, SC
James W. King
Johnsonville. SC
King Farms — Joe W. King
Johnsonville, SC
Palmetto Health Associates
Johnsonville, SC
John E. Taylor, Jr.
Johnsonville, SC
William G. Moorer
Lake City, SC
Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. McElveen
Timmonsville, SC
GEORGETOWN
Mrs. Yank Barrineau
Andrews, SC
Joe/Tommy/Joey Branyon
Andrews, SC
James K. McConnell
Andrews, SC
Loyd C. Morris
Andrews, SC
C. L. Cribb, Jr.
Georgetown, SC
Samuel M. Harper
Georgetown, SG
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. Twillev. Jr
Pawleys Island, SC
Glenn, Mvra & Jennifer Cox
Pawley s Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island, SC
Harrison S. Forrester
Pawlevs Island. SC
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island, SG
William D. Bigbv &
Mr & Mrs. G. A. Rigbv
Pawleys Island, SC
GREENVILLE
Melvin K. Younts
Fountain Inn, SC
W.
J.
Abies
Greenville. SC
Dwight F. Allen
Greenville, SC
Gus B. Allison. Jr.
Greenville, SC
Susan M. Alton
Greenville, SC
Mr. 6; Mrs. Jack L. Atkinson
Greenville. SC
David W. Balentine
Greenville, SC
Andrew P. Ballard
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Barnett
Greenville, SC
AARO Rents, Inc.-L. L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John P. Batson. Jr.
Greenville, SC
John H. Beckroge, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Black Construction, Inc.
Greenville, SC
J.
Frank Black
Greenville, SC
Robert E. Brown
Greenville, SC
James H. Brown. Jr.
Greenville, SC
Carolina Plating—Textile Div,
Greenville, SC
Cato Trailer Service Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
William C. Chapman
Greenville, SC
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Greenville, SC
James S. Cordovano
Greenville, SC
C. Curtis Crawford
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Earl J. Crawford, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John G. Creech
Greenville, SC
Glen G. Daves, MD
Greenville, SC
Gordon S. Davis
Greenville, SC
Steve Dunlap
Greenville, SC
Enwright Associates, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Francis Produce
Greenville, SC
Freeman, Wells k Major
Greenville, SC
Robert A. Glenn
Greenville, SC
C. R. Goulet
Greenville, SC
A. P. Gray
Greenville. SC
Ernest 6t Doris Gray
Greenville. SC
Joel W. Cray III
Greenville, SC
C. L. Greene
Greenville, SC
M. Grove/K. Shields
Greenville, SC
James F. Harrison
Greenville. SC
Robert T. Harrison
Greenville, SC
J. Kirk Hind
Greenville, SC
Francis K (Frank! Hinnant
Greenville, SC
J.
D. Hollingsworth on
W heels, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Maurice Holman
Greenville. SC
Willie R. Hudson
Greenville. SC
Intex Products, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Intex Products, Inc. #2
Greenville, SC
William B. Jackson
Greenville, SC
Dr. Roland M. Knight
Greenville, SC
Lanford Company
Greenville, SC
Terrell Lankford Insurance
Greenville, SC
Lawton Lumber Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
J.
0. Leonard, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Fred k Hallie Mappus
Greenville, SC
George Marianos
Greenville, SC
C. B. Martin
Greenville, SC
H. Jack McCall. Jr.
Greenville, SC
Larry A. McKinney
Greenville, SC
Lanny T. Meeks
Greenville, SC
Derrick R. Merck
Greenville, SC
James D. Miller
Greenville, SC
Morris Const. Co./Henry
Holseberg/C. Dale Hunter
Greenville, SC
Kenneth L. Nail
Greenville, SC
Non-Fluid Oil Corp.
Greenville, SC
Z. H. Owings
Greenville, SC
Alton F Painter
Greenville, SC
I. N. Patterson, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Joe D. Pearson
Greenville, SC
John Perkins
Greenville, SC
Jack E. Pittman
Greenville, SC
Pringle-Owings, Inc.
Greenville. SC
Prolormance Systems, Inc.
Greenville, SC
C. Evans Putman
Greenville, SC
B. D. Robbins
Greenville. SC
James Rochester Co., Inc.
—
James Rochester
Greenville, SC
J. D. Rudder
Greenv ille, SC
Smith/R. Satterfield
Greenville, SC
Truman W, Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #1
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #2
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #3
Greenville, SC
Dr. Robert S. Small
Greenville, SC
James M. Stephens
Greenville, SC
Murrav M. Stokely
Greenville, SC
Henry W. Suber
Greenville, SC
Sunshine Cleaners 6c
Laundry
Greenville. SC
Terry Tallon
Greenville, SC
Thermo-Kinetics, Inc.
J.
E. Chambers
Greenville, SC
Vulcan Materials, Inc.
Greenville, SC
W. Bill L. Walker
Greenville, SC
Thomas
J.
Warwick
Greenville, SC
Curtis & Lalane Welborn
Greenville, SC
Gregg Welborn
Greenville, SC
Kim Welborn
Greenville, SC
Joel W. Wells
Greenville, SC
George E. Williams
Greenville, SC
J.
V. Williams
Greenville, SC
J. H. (Jim) Williams
Greenville, SC
Marion "Footsie Wood
Greenville, SC
Joseph Bailey Bright
Greer, SC
William Lem Dillard
Greer, SC
Banjamin E. Morgan
Greer, SC
W. Carl Smith
Greer, SC
Richard C, Vaughan
Greer, SC
R. B. Whorton IV/A. B Cross/
T. N. Lawson/J. L. Walker
Greer, SC
Jem M. Hughes
Mauldin, SC
Jack R. Kelley
Mauldin, SC
Mr. k Mrs. R. L. Watson k
Ashle\ Watson
Mauldin, SC
J.
Beresh
Piedmont, SC
Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc.
Piedmont, SC
Everett L. Landrum, Jr.
Piedmont, SC
William H Moody
Piedmont, SC
Mr. & Mrs. W. A. Mullikin
Piedmont. SC
Tate Steel. Inc.
Piedmont, SC
Charles W. Cook, Jr.
Simpsonville, SC
Mrs. Donald R. Doss
Simpsonville, SC
Thomas P. Lane, Jr. k
Kenneth J. Hall
Simpsonville, SC
Frank
J.
McGee
Simpsonville, SC
Kathleen McGee
Simpsonville, SC
Bill 6t Marian Barbary
Taylors, SC
Wallace H. Burgess
Ta\lors, SC
Earle W. Sargent Memorial
by Carolina Belting Co.
Tavlors. SC
"A Tiger Family"
Ta\lors, SC
Edward K. Humphries
Taylors. SC
Nutex, Inc.
Taylors, SC
Roy M. Pitts/Jubilee Sales
Taylors, SC
Roberta B. Sanfoird
Taylors, SC
Dr. William Evins
Travelers Rest. SC
Philip A. Hawkins
Travelers Rest. SC
Hitec Chemical, Inc.
Travelers Rest, SC
George I Theisen
Travelers Rest, SC
Edward 6t Crystal Wilhoit
Travelers Rest, SC
GREENWOOD
Jack k Jean Burch
Greenwood, SC
W. F. Gilbert & Associates. Inc.
Greenwood. SC
Greenwood Specialty Co. Ltd.
Greenwood. SC
Creenwood Packing Plant
Greenwood, SC
Charles E. Key
Greenwood, SC
Roj E. Long
Greenwood, SC
Dean I Lusk \ Douglas Rhodes
Greenwood, SC
Jimmy L. McWhorter
( Ireenwood, SC
Dr. & Mrs J C Rockwell
Greenwood. SC
Robert H. Rykard
Greenwood, SC
South Atlantic Constrs,, lnc
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC
Dr. & Mrs. William R. Warner
Greenwood, SC
W. K. Brown
Hodges, SC
Ninet) Six Manufacturing Co.
Ninety Six, SC
George T. Abrams, Jr. k
Phillip C. Davis
Ware Shoals, SC
"In Memory of Robert H. (Hack)
Latimer
Ware Shoals, SC
Lewis Bagwell
Ware Shoals, SC
William F. Phillips
Ware Shoals, SC
Olin T. Wells
Ware Shoals, SC
HAMPTON
Eugene R. Bostick
Estill, SC
Jim Harrison
Estill, SC
Larry U. Clark
Hampton, SC
HORRY
Barry Anthony Clemons
Memorial
Green Sea, SC
Thurmon W, McLamb
Little River, SC
Davis Heniford, Jr.
Loris, SC
Jimmv Benton
Myrtle Beach, SC
George
J
Bishop III
Myrtle Beach, SC
Don Cameron
Myrtle Beach, SC
Creel Outdoor Advertising
Jim k Carolvn Creel
Myrtle Beach. SC
A. S. Dargan
Myrtle Beach. SC
John P "Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach, SC
Thomas D Harrell
Myrtle Beach, SC
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
Myrtle Beach, SC
John L. Humphries
Mvrtle Beach, SC
Harold
J.
Riddle
Myrtle Beach, SC
Robert R. Sansbun
Myrtle Beach, SC
'
Sidney F. Thompson
Myrtle Beach. SC
J.
Amet Lewis
North Mvrtle Beach. SC
KERSHAW
Alvin L. Geddings
Camden. SC
\\ \ ( Ireen c\
B H. Baum
Camden, SC
Tommie W. James, Jr.
Camden, SC
T. F. McNamara, Jr.
('.unden, SC
George Singleton, Jr.
Camden. SC
G. P. Lachicotte
Logoff, SC
LANCASTER
Mr. \ Mis B..bb\ English
Lancaster, SC
James F Outlaw, Jr.
Lancaster, SC
Mr. k Mrs. L. S. Stewman &
Mr. & Mrs Duane Johnson
Lancaster, SC
LAURENS
Mr. k Mrs. Lynn W. Cooper, Jr.
Clinton, SC
Joe B. Nelson
Clinton, SC
D. H Roberts
Clinton, SC
Robert T Hollingsworth
Cross Hill, SC
Vaughn E. Bullard, DDS
Laurens, SC
Mike D, Hellams Memorial
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp. #1
Laurens. SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp. #2
Laurens, SC
LEE
W. G. Deschamps, Jr.
Bishopville, SC
LEXINGTON
George M. Shealy
Batesburg, SC
Woodrow H. Taylor
Batesburg, SC
Jackie T. Warren
Batesburg. SC
Ms Mickev Lmdlei
Cayce, SC
Sharon & Albert Sheaf)
Chapin, SC
Heyward D. Shealy
Chapin. SC
C. J. Carter/T. E. Garrison III/
E. E. Rhoden/L. S. Tompkins
Lexington, SC
t herokei I rail Velerman Hospital
Lexington, SC
Mr. k Mrs. R. W. Cowsert, Jr.
Lexington, SC
Bret
J.
Harris/T. Brown/Sam Maw
Tom Wilson
Lexington, SC
Kim Johnson
Lexington, SC
Stuart, Stan 6c Ray Miller
Lexington Supply Co.
Lexington, SC
Southern Installations. Inc.
Lexington. SC
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia, SC
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Dr. & Mrs. D. W. Newton. Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Benjamin F. Whaley, Jr
West Columbia, SC
Wrenu Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia, SC
MARION
Robert G. Mace & Dr E. E. Nissen
Gresham, SC
Dewey Allord & Jimim Skipper
Marion. SC
Dr Ira Barth
Marion, SC
Dr W illiam L. Chee/.em, Jr.
Marion, SC
Eskridge k Ixtng Const. Corp.
Marion. SC
J
T Hunter III
Marion, SC
J.
Thomas Hunter, Jr.
Marion, SC
S.M. Sauls
Marion, SC
MARLBORO
Drake H Rogers
Bennettsville, SC
NEWBERRY
Mrs Clarence W. Serin &
Dick M Vaughan, Jr
Kinards, SC
Dr. W. L. Mills
Prosperity, SC
OCONEE
J H Abrams
Salem, SC
Ralph Alexander, Inc.
Seneca, SC
Benin & Ruth Ballenger
Seneca, SC
Thomas T. Ballenger/ Allen H. Davis/
Thomas C, Smith
Seneca, SC
Dr. ik Mrs. Stuart Clarkson, Jr. &
Dr. ik Mrs. Lam S. Bowman
Seneca, SC
Walter E. Dixon, Jr. &
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr
Seneca. SC
W. C. Harper, Jr
Seneca, SC
Mr & Mrs. Kevin
J
Hughes
Seneca, SC
Oconee Savings & Loan Asso.
Seneca, SC
Video Properties. Ltd.
Seneca, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin D. Cobb
Walhalla. SC
Hugh F. Abies
Westminster. SC
ORANGEBURG
Fletcher Riley, Jr. ik Wayne Stuckie
Cope, SC
James E Boswell
Eutawville, SC
James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway, SC
Dr. Hary B. Arant. Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. Julius W. Babb III
Orangeburg, SC
E. R. Bair. Jr./Robert H. Hutto
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. M. Rodney Culler
Orangeburg, SC
Jerome B. Degen Ml)
Orangeburg. SC
Charles Parker Dempsey
Orangeburg. SC
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
Orangeburg, SC
Alan Johnstone/ Paul A. Miller
Orangeburg, SC
Edgar C. McCee
Orangeburg, SC
Daniel A. Mixon
Orangeburg, SC
Power Oil Co.
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. L P. Vara
Orangeburg, SC
Laurie Edward Bennett
Springfield, SC
PICKENS
Central Concrete 6c Plaster, Inc.
Central, SC
John ik Mark Council
Central, SC
Dean & Bilk Finley
Central, SC
Block C Club
Clemson, SC
Cannon's, Inc.
Clemson, SC
Norman Canoy
Clemson. SC
J.
Lawrence Cartee
Clemson, SC
Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC
Dr. Herbert P. Cooper, Jr.
Clemson, SC
Del Cowhard
Clemson, SC
Col Charles Dimmock
Clemson, SC
Kelly
J. Dubose
Clemson, SC
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Clemson, SC
Ben Dysart
Clemson, SC
Henry S. Ehrhardt
Clemson, SC
John H. Forberg
Clemson, SC
Greg Fox/Stanley Metz/
Dannie Cannon/Larrv Mason
Clemson, SC
Neall 0. Holder
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene S. Irwin
Clemson, SC
James Eric Marx Memorial
Clemson, SC
McCormick/Maloney/Tollison
Clemson, SC
Mrs. K L. Moore
Clemson, SC
Mr. is Mrs. James V. Patterson
Clemson, SC
Frank
J
Rankar
Clemson, SC
Sanders & Deal
Clemson, SC
Drewry N. Simpson
Clemson, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E Skelton
Clemson, SC
Col. & Mrs. E. N. Tyndall
Clemson, SC
Stan I'lmer, MD
Clemson, SC
James P. Whitlock
Clemson, SC
I lie \\ illis ( iimp.im
Clemson, SC
Word Processing, Inc. (k
Software Solutions. Inc.
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Colonel H. Albertson
Easley, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph 1). Bagwell/
T. K. Stewart
Easley, SC
Paul E. Bowie Jr. Memorial
Attn: Greg Bowie
Easley, SC
Felton N. Crews
Easley
,
SC
T. E. Jones & Sons ol Easlev
—
R. A. Jones
Easley, SC
Amos M. McCall
Easlev, SC
Gene & Bob Merritt
Easley, SC
Modem Home Builders
Easley, SC
George B. (Bud) Nallc\, Jr.
Easley, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Donnie C. Patterson
Easley, SC
E. Marc Ragsdale
Easley, SC
Easley Ob-Gyn Associates, PA
Easley, SC
Angle Benjamin
Liberty, SC
Mr. ik Mrs. Roger Benjamin
Liberty, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty, SC
Agnes ik Esco Ogan
Liberty, SC
Ernest Jones Washington, Jr.
Liberty, SC
Charles E. Dalton
Pickens, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Bird Garrett
Pickens, SC
Mr. ik Mrs. John E. Sparks
Pickens, SC
Robert C. Stewart, Jr./
Mendel Stewart
Pickens, SC
Henry R. Lowerv
Six Mile, SC
RICHLAND
A. E. Nowell. Sr., Memorial
Columbia, SC
John H Bailey
Columbia, SC
Bearing Distributors, Inc.
Columbia, SC
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Columbia, SC
Jack W. Brunson
Columbia, SC
R. L. Bryan & Co.
Columbia, SC
Jackson ( ). Bvers
Columbia, SC
Carolina Ceramics, Inc. #1
Columbia, SC
Columbia Distributing ( 'orp
Colombia, SC
John ( taombs
Columbia, SC
Charles Edward Corlex III, MD
Columbia. SC
Inza L. De Borde
Columbia, SC
Paul De Borde
Columbia, SC
Shelby
J
De Borde. Jr.
Columbia, SC
Shelby
J.
De Borde. Sr.
Columbia, S(
The Development Group, Inc.
Columbia, SC
Terris L. Filer
Columbia, SC
James W Engram
Columbia, SC
Larry W. Flynn
Columbia, SC
Mr. ik Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Columbia, SC
Don E. Golightly—
Design Collaborative, Inc.
Columbia, SC
Francois David Gray Memorial
Columbia, SC
T. E. Grimes, Jr.
Columbia, SC
James T. Hane, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Robt. D. Hendrix Const. Co., Inc.
Columbia, SC
Mark Thomas Hobbs
Columbia, SC
JeH Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC
Johnny T Johnson ik Assoc., Inc.
Columbia, SC
Dr. B. Paul Kellett
Columbia, SC
Thomas S. Linton, Jr./'
Stephen T. Duffin
Columbia, SC
James T. McCabe
Columbia, SC
Dr. Robert J. McCardle
Columbia, SC
S C. McMeekin Memorial
Columbia, SC
Patrick Construction Co.
Columbia, SC
Budweiser ol Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC
John, Margaret k Leslie Pitner
Columbia, SC
R. E. B. S.-Edward T. Strom
Columbia, SC
Mark Alan Rhoden
Columbia, SC
John C. Rivers
Columbia, SC
Theresa Ross
( !oluiubia. S(
Donald L. Rozier
Columbia, SC
Robert R Russell, Jr.
Columbia, SC
South Carolina National Bank
Columbia, SC
Kenneth M. Suggs
Columbia, SC
Jack B. c\ Erkia II Swelling
Columbia, SC
Roy N. Taylor
Columbia, SC
John R. Tribble
Columbia, SC
Charles F. Wlutener
Columbia, SC
James Edward Wingard
Columbia, SC
Mrs. Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Philip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins. SC
SALUDA
Jerrold A. Watson ik Sons
Monetta, SC
"A Tiger Fan"
Ridge Spring S(
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC
D. T. Wannamaker III
Saluda, SC
|ohu Fa\e Brm
Ward, SC
SPARTANBURG
Mr. ik Mrs. Gary A. Johnson /
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmv L. Johnson/Mr. ik
Mrs. Bill Davidson
Duncan, SC
Mascot Homes Inc.
Gramling, SC
C. B. Condrey
Inman, SC
Rhonda/Ron/Marti Littlefield
Inman, SC
"A Friend"
Inman, SC
Allen Walcher
Inman, SC
Huckabee Endowment Fund
Lyman, SC
Arnold L. Nanney
Moore, SC
Melford W. Carter
Pacolet. SC
A. B. Bullington. Jr.
Roebuck, SC
A. B. Bullington, Sr.
Roebuck, SC
Henry A. Ramella/FPC, Inc.
Roebuck, SC
H.
J.
Bowman
Spartanburg, SC
Harry F. & Sharon Byers
Spartanburg, SC
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Dennis
Spartanburg, SC
Harry H. Gibson
Spartanburg. SC
Charles A. Grant
Spartanburg, SC
Charles F. Grant. Jr.
Spartanburg, SC
E. S. Grant
Spartanburg, SC
The Hearon Corp.
,
Mr. William Cooper
Spartanburg, SC
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JOIN THESE TIGERS!
ROBERT KAUFMAN
Engineer
Class of '82
Insure Your Future
with
AIR
JANE BALLARD
Pilot
Class of '81
hotc
Gateway to a great way of life.
Be all you can be.
CONTACT:
Professor of Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Det. 770
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631
656-3255 656-3254
OPS
E FOR SHOES
3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Chitdrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights . .
.
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see our large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
m 27 N. Lexington Ave.H Downtown Asheville
Open Daily 9 to 6 — Friday 9 to 8:30
Phone 704-254-6721
LOWER PRICES!
ETIENNE AIGNER
Coats, Bags, Shoes
Gloves, Accessories
DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVELATIONS
OLD MAINE TROTTERS • FRYE
TOPSIDERS • DOCKSIDES
HUSH PUPPIES
BALLY of Switzerland
ALLEN EDMONDS
NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and More!
"IF YOU CAN'T FIND IT AT TOPS . . . YOU CAN'T FIND IT!"
Helms Masonry, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Grover C. Henry
Spartanburg, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Holcomb
Spartanburg, SC
D, E. Hood
Spartanburg, SC
Eustace M. Horton
Spartanburg, SC
McKesson Chemical Company
Spartanburg S(
Dan R O'Connell, Jr.
Spartanburg, SC
Piedmont Mechanical
Spartanburg, SC
Plastic Injectors, [nc.
Spartanburg, SC
Puritan lnd. Maintenance Corp.
Spartanburg, SC
Jerome J. Richardson
Spartanburg, SC
Walk Robertson
Spartanburg, SC
Thornton. Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Terrv F. Thruston
Spartanburg, SC
Dr. Harold S. Vigodsk)
Spartanburg, SC
Boyd West
Spartanburg, SC
Dr. Larn B White
Spartanburg, SC
Boyd W. Wingo
Spartanburg, SC
SUMTER
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
Sumter, SC
Harold S. Boozer
Sumter, SC
"A Friend ol Clemson
Sumter. SC
Henry C. Bynum
Sumter, SC
"A Friend ol Clemson
Sumter, SC
Heyward Fort
Sumter, SC
A.
J.
Caught
Sumter, SC
Sumter Casket Co.
(Jesse & Budda James)
Sumter. SC
Plowden Const. Co., Inc.
Sumter, SC
"A Friend"
Sumter, SC
UNION
Dr. H. Russell Caston. Jr.
Union, SC
E. E. Fowler
Union, SC
WILLIAMSBURG
F. E Hoggins, Jr & 1). I. Wilson II
Hemingway, SC
W. H Cox
Kingstree, SC
A.
J,
Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree, SC
YORK
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill, SC
R. S. Powell
Rock Hill, SC
Rock Hill Property Management
Rock Hill. SC
Charles K. Segal
Rock Hill, SC
Dale W, Stanley
Rock Hill, SC
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill, SC
Michael R. Gilliam
York, SC
NORTH CAROLINA
Tony K. Felthaus
Arden, NC
Nova Kitchen'Bath
Arden, NC
Mr. Sr. Mrs. Joe W. Sellers
Arden. NC
D, William Brosnan
Asheville, NC
Rebecca Dalton
Asheville, NC
Dennis C. McAlister
Ashev ille, NC
H L Baker
Brevard, NC
Damn Thomas
Cary, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte, NC
Kittv & Hevward Bellamy
Charlotte, NC
Dahal Bumgardner
Charlotte, NC
James E. Cornwell, Sr.
Charlotte, NC
Paul M. Garrett
Charlotte, NC
Thomas W. Glenn 111
Charlotte, NC
C. Eugene Hill
Charlotte, NC
Mr. & Mrs. W. M. Lineberger, Jr.
Charlotte. NC
Richard Newton Assoc. Inc.
Charlotte, NC
Robert M. Phillips. Sr
Charlotte, NC
Bobbv R. Rowland
Charlotte, NC
Sandoz Chemicals
Charlotte, NC
Sandoz Dves
Charlotte.' NC
Don V. Whelchel &
Stanlev Riggins
Charlotte, NC
Ann & Bill Wood
Charlotte. NC
Flovd & Barbara Rogers
Clyde, NC
R.
J. Fisher/J C. Breneman
Concord, NC
Terry Cook
Drexel, NC
Ernest S. Knighton
Edenton, NC
N, E. Garvin
Greensboro, NC
Mr. & Mrs. E. T. Mcllwain
Greensboro, NC
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, NC
Grover Industries, Inc. #1
Grover, NC
Grover Industries, Inc. #2
Grover, NC
Allison F. Kirkley
Hendersonville, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis F. Wilson
Highlands, NC
The Kress Family—Barbara, Howard.
Dean & Lynn
Kinston, NC
Donald A. Fowler
Marion, NC
W. N. Burley, Jr. Memorial
Monroe, NC
Thomas A. Ramsay
Pleasant Garden, NC
D. R. Parent/T.
J. Paxson
Raleigh, NC
Mr. & Mrs Eddie W Seigter III
Rk'harti W. Wislon Agency
AIKEN
Alexander- Moormann & Assoc*
Robert & Fern Biekley
Gerald & Mars Brown
Charles W Busbee, Sr
L J Coker
H. C. Coward cV Son
Robert F Dansbv
H D Dickert
Mr fit Mrs Sieve ( Ergle
Ten & Penney
A. G. & G G, Evans
Donald L Fulmer
Robert D. Gantt
George Funeral Home, Inc.
James K Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Host W & Bilbe R Hamilton
John S & Charles R , Jr Hatcher
H Earle Holies Jr
Joseph K Kneeee
Eugene H Kneeee, Jr
John G. Molony & William W Molonv
A. H. Peters Jr
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, NC
Clifford C. Brvan
Statesville, NC
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville, NC
West Iredell Constructors, Inc.
Stony Point, NC
Robert W Do/ier
Troy, NC
Francis A. Yarborough
Wilmington, NC
Arthur E Thomas
Winston-Salem, NC
GEORGL4
A. Clark Allen
Atlanta, GA
J.
D. 6c Jack Cain
Atlanta, GA
Carroll F. Hutto
Atlanta, GA
H. Thornton Smith, Jr.
Atlanta, GA
Lawrence Starkev, Jr.
Atlanta, GA
Bill Farr
Augusta, GA
Dr. Robert S. Hill
Augusta, GA
Marion Jones, Jr.
Augusta, GA
Dr. Randolph R Smith
Augusta, GA
Annette Nev ille
Cornelia. GA
Charles D. Miller
Dalton, GA
Arnold Oglesbv
Elberton, GA
'
A Friend of Clemson
Gainesville, GA
Mike McSwain
Hartvvell, GA
Mr. & Mrs. Robbv D. Martin
Hull, GA
R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, GA
Mr. & Mrs. R. S. McCants III/
Mr. & Mrs. R. L. McCall
Marietta, GA
W. Montgomery Wilkins
Norcross. GA
William C. Elird Jr.
Savannah. GA
Robert H. Quattlebaum, Jr
Wayne Ralford
Rees Electric Co. Inc.
James C. Smith
J E Stewart Bldrs Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury 111
Dr Charlie W. Timmerman
James L. Walpole
Dr W C. Watson
H Odell Weeks. Jr
Mr. (St Mrs H () Weeks Sr
Mr & Mrs John Lee Wood Jr
Melvin V Vonee
ALLENDALE
W. Ross Brewer
J
Richard Knopf. Sr
Mitchell S. Scott
J Arthur Williams
ANDERSON
Steve Adams
Anderson Pediatric Group
R H Anderson
Anderson Orthodontic Associates
John B Ashle)
Baychem
The Unknown Tiger
Tifton, GA
OTHER
James L, Collins. Jr.
Helena AL
Dr. E. D. Conner/W. II. Conner
Homewood, AL
Keith Hayne Griffith
Montgomery, AL
William J. Jordan, Jr
Berkeley Heights, NJ
Albans Felt Co.
\lbany, NY
George L. Gondelman
Great Neck, NY
P. V. Guyton
Paoli, PA
Glenn P. Felton
Chattanooga. TN
James D. Fisher
Hixson, TN
Sydney E Tindall
Hivsim, TN
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mrs Ham W. Smith
Kingsport. TN
Churchill A. Carter. Jr.
Houston. TX
Robert T. Cathey
Houston. TX
Robert L. & Kenneth R. Flint
Houston, TX
Ernest M. Norville
Houston. TX
R. E Riddle
Mansfield, TX
C. Dean Coleman, Jr.
Spring, TX
Karl E & S Mark Hargett
S|)ring, TX
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel R. Harding
Chester, VA
Dr William C, Richardson. Jr.
Lynchburg, VA
John W, Holcomb Memorial
McLean, VA
J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, VA
llarrv H. Frampton III
Midlothian, VA
David L. Peebles
Newport News. VA
Dr Robert B, Belk
Better Beer d Wine
Mr & Mrs Guy W. Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
Mr cV Mrs George Brothers
Budweiser of Anderson
Jimmy Caldwell
Raymond ( > Campbell
( .implicit cV Darin Inc
Carolina Scrap Processors
Linwood t hcatham
)cssr \ Cobb, Jr
f( I >enn) I !ole, Jr
Howard M Corbet! & Cirlvlc Poole
E. E. Cothran
Tommy, Jane & Jana Crawford
Clarence A Dav is
W M Dillard
Dr Claude Dixon
Bills Joe Durham
( icorge H Durham Jr
Mr cV Mrs Ham L Ebcrnicklc
Dr 6t Mrs E P Ellis, Jr
Raymond Fleming
Dr & Mrs Richard I Fox
Aaron, Robbie & Mike Cambrel!
Robert I Geisel
imm
$500 GOLD CARD
Life Members
Ralph N Boatwright Mr cV Mrs James T Faulkner Jr
James H Jav'Gullv Dr or Mrs John L. Cuy
Mr cV Mrs James S Hunter C. L. Huggms
Thomas F Kicklighter Mr, & Mrs James L. Lucas, Jr.
Littlejohn Memorial William & Alice McNeil
Mrs. S. V. Sottile Mr & Mrs J Verone Peace
—
—
Charles L. Powell
ABBEVILLE Don H & Gail R Rowell
Boyce H. Carlisle Llovd E Sammons
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Your Season
To A Good Time
Before Game and After Game Parties
Bloody Mary Brunch Begins at 8:30 AM
Best of the Beach" Party Immediately After Game
US 123 Opposite City Hall in Clemson
Telephone 654-5804
We provide, as a convenience for our guests, qualified personnel to care for children over five years of age from
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on home football game days.
Mtfs andWis a winning
COMBINATION
After a Clemson game bring you ticket
stub to Arby's and receive a FREE
MEDIUM RC COLA with the purchase
of any Deli Sandwich.
(Offer Valid Thru Dec. 31st, 1982)
So cheer Clemson on to victory with the
official Arby's/Clemson cheer.
"/ WANT AN ARBY'S AND A RC!"
Arby's in Anderson
• Arby's
3010 North Main Street
(Across from Anderson Mai®
Arby's in Greenville
• Arby's
309 South Pleasantburg Drive
• Arby's
3041 White Horse Road
• Arby's
2013 Wade-Hampton Blvd.
Me andmy
®
George S Dnve Inn William Tfaehler 1) Clyde Stuekex Peter H Bnan Fred A [ohnson
Dr. M, Raj Gillespie Johnnx Ward Svracuse Farms Charles A Bnan, Jr Bob Jones Co. Inc
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer John C Walker C M C Development Co Mrs Dorothv R Jones
Glen Rill Farms CALHOUN James R Woodham J. C CalUvax Lee |ones
Glenn Plumbing Co Inc LT. Col Nnl t. Bates Mrs Dennis Yarborough Frank B Camerson Clax C lones II!
Mrs George L Graham C. F Evans & Co Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc Dr J Don Kellcx
Mr fic Mrs Phil ( Crecson Eldon V Haigler, Jr DILLON Carolyn Warehouses Im Larry R Kendall
Hard) Box s Food Shops II R Hair Dr M Dougks Dom. Jr. Mr fic Mrs Churchill A Carter Mr & Mrs Lunar Kennedx
Harlev-Davidson ol Anderson F Simons Hane, MD W \K in Gainey Thomas Carter Mr. fic Mrs David k King
Robert V Harrell James M Moss III fic Son W G Lynn 1 id 1 * hapman s H Kirkus
Hartroxx [nc Malcolm Hare R. L. McLaurin fic Sons L Jerry Chapman lames W Kno\ Jr
Sam R Henlex CHARLESTON Henry L Riehl>ourg Chemurgy Products Inc #1 It li Lmglex. Jr ,
Robert Lee Hill John Adams, Jr fic John Adams III Ed 1 hildress W L. Br.gl.ain. Jr
Dr Charles W Hinnant Herbert B Allen DORCHESTER Dr Hugh A Clarke Julian M Langston |r
Can L Holcombe #1 Ashlex Rixer Animal Hospital Bailex fic \ssociates 1 \l Clan Ue s Textile (Consultant
John Brown Hooper J Donald AustelVLinda S. Adams Earl R, Dupriest, Jr, Ed ( lax Dr Terrell Leeke
j H Hopkins Ricky Bailey Ham- L Hill Sidney Lunar ( line Cecil Clem. Lester, Jr
Home Enterprises Doug LuanneTiKld Beach Steve H Hutchinson fic Jininix Addison Donald Jav Coggins Mr fic Mrs L. G Lewis, Jr
Independent Publishing Co Reubin H Brown Danny J Jones, V P Fred 1 olli'ns V B Lippard Jr
\iulx 6c Lori Jarman Furman R Ctillum J Edward Lotz Commercial Air Cond. Service Littlejohn Memorial
Wallace |ones John D Doseher. Jr Dexter Rickenbaker Contractors Service fic Rentals Bud fic Sandy Long
Can C Kidd Thomas R Glovei R Allen Traylor MD Donald H Corn Terry L I-ong
James F Little Ton\ Alton Creenxvax John Waddell Sam | < ram |oseph li Lovin
Mr fic Mrs James W Logan Jr F Gregorie fic Son Robert I) Westover Mr fic Mrs Ralph Crawley Henn Lucius III
Mrs. C. H Lorn as Al Hitchcock Dadd) Rabbit Butch & Masso I Harold Mack Architect
Mr fic Mrs Carl M Lund Thomas F Kickhghter Jr EDGEFIELD Custom Electric 1 o Mangum-Dillard Inc
C Eugene Madden Thomas E Lvnn fic W illiam H Gladden Mr fic Mrs Robert Calliham/ Daley Engineering fic Sales L W Manheim 111
Steven E Madden Charles F McCran Rita Calliham Daniel Internationa] Engineering Seabrook L Marchanl
Harry Major John T Mund) J Nick Crocker rhomas Raj Darragh Roj C. Martin
Daniel C Martin Dax.d M Murray, Jr Mr fic Mrs j W Gilliam, [r Mis Bill> W Davis Boh Maxwell Builders, Inc
Kenneth M Martisot. Aaron A Nettles. Jr Jack A Hamilton Davis Electrical Constructors Mi fic Mis George 1 Mi Ornish
McCalts, Im F Graham Pax ne Mr fic Mrs. James C. Holmes Col Wm F Davis (Ret ) Edward ( ) Met Cameron |i
Mr fic Mrs Carl McClain Fulton C. Poston. Jr Mr fic Mrs. John A Hughes C. F. Dawes James 1 Mc< arter
I
H McDaniel L W Pullen Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth L Kaltz Robert E Delapp Sara E Md lollum
John H Owens. Jr Rogers fic Brown Custom Brokers [nc William H Rushton, Jr B.IK S Delk W H McCran
Steve Pearce S \ Sottile Memorial Mr. fit Mrs G. Milton Saggus, Jr E. 1) Mane) L G.. Jr fic L G . Sr MeCravx
J
Norman Phillips In Honor ol Wilson G. Steen Catherine S. Walsh R Jack Dill, Jr McDonald's Corp ol Greenville
Piedmont Candx fic ( "mar Co Joseph D Thompson jr MD Mr fic Mrs Theo R Williams Dunagan Engineering, Inc McDonalds Corp ol Spartanburg
C Randolph McClure Sr Memorial Mr fic Mrs Thomas M Tobin Yonce Ford Mercury < harles R Duncan h Dr James P McNamara
Pizza Inn H E Tyler Joseph 11 Durham Jr ( arl fic Rachel Merntt
James E Reid Wayne I) Ward FAIRFIELD W ax ne Edens Buck Mickel
J
B Rhmehardt Jr Franklin R Welch Memorial William J Arnette Richard W Edgeworth Grad) Miller's Honda
Dr Michael Rixera Dewen B Welch Jr Louis M Boulxxare Mr fic Mrs John K Edmonds 1 homas I Moore, |r
Dr Donald C Roberts & Rob feannette, Anne fic Gregg W'eldon Mike Collins 1 \ Elrod MiMire-Tmslex Supplx ( u
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr. Douglas L Wilbanks James L Dorrier Henry Elrod Morton fic Morton
Roddy's Fried Chicken \ Y Willard, Jr W. M. Estes. Jr Ethox Chemicals Inc William J Neelx. Jr
Damn 1 Rogers "OI'Tiger-Mt Pleasant SC" Barbara fic Adrian Glenn Fab lei h Im William ) Keith Drs Newman fi* Rah J.eldor
Dr. James M Ruff Tom B Young Warren R Herndon Sr Raleigh J Farr John P Nickerson
Grady Sanders John J, Hood. Jr Fashion First, Inc. Paul T Norns
Mr. & Mrs Richard L Sellers CHEROKEE Joe D Jolly Thomas Finlej Thomas K Norris
Mr fic Mrs Dennis B Simmons William Scott Allen Thomas J. Mann First \,it ,il Lease ( orp Jeremiah F <> Bneu/joxcc W iles
Singer ( oinpanx Motor Products fic Sewing Mr fic Mrs Joe Baxter Clan' Pigeon Granite Co.—J, P. Brooks, Foothills Delta P Inc Orders Tile fic Dist Co Inc
Machine Divisions William E Campbell, Jr. J. P Brooks. Jr, Mike Foster Harold On
Thomas Jem Slaton Dr J M Carroll JohnC Renwick jr James E Foster, Jr. fic W i !odj ( >wens
Charlie E Smith Lawrence E Childers Frances fic William H Wvlie E. Cole Huckahee John F Palmer fic
Dr John Horton Smith Greg S Farish Miss Larue H Fowler Melvin W Bashor
Mr fit Mrs Robert W Smith John M Hamrick, jr FLORENCE W T Fraser, Jr Palmetto LcHim Reed Co
Ronnie A Smith Mr fic Mrs. W Joe McArthur Thomas D Birchmore Francis W Freeman Russell Hunter Park
South General ( oust Co Inc Bett C fic Caroline S Peeler G W ilson Bnce Memorial — Sid D Freeman L R "Choppy" Patterson
Arnie C. Spencer Mr fic Mrs Sam L Taylor Bryce Mechanical Contr
,
Inc Marvin K Friar Wm. E. fit Louise T Patterson
Walter Price Spires Marvin C. Buchanan Mr. fic Mrs Arno H Frosh Chris Phillips
Pete J. 6c Jim Stathakis CHESTER James R. Coleman Jr. /James R Joe S. Fulmer Gene Phillips
Frank M Stevenson Thomas E Baker Segars Jr./Dann) j Wingard Donnie L Garrett Mr fic Mrs Andrew II Pioth
Lawrence A Sutherland Tern fic Sandra Darbx Eddie Diggs M 1 Garret! Construction Co. ( harles B Pitts
Dr Edgar Talbert George R Fleming Frank A Douglass. Jr. Gatewood Builders Inc. George M Plyler
JohnC. Tax lor III Mr fic Mrs. S. Wayne Goodvear "Clyde S. Bryce. Jr.
-
Phil E Gebert Port Brokerage 1 !o Im
Mr fic Mrs Frederick
J Tern Mr & Mrs Rox A Huse PE Engineering ( Consultants Charles F Gentry, Jr Port Brokerage Co #2
In Memon ol Marion Washington Dub Johnson — Laura Mae Inc fic Tommy M Folk, Jr Brute Gibson Mr & Mrs A L Powell, Jr
Class of''44 Johnson-Serman Inc. Codbold/Daughtn Eugene ( , 1 iilison Raymond E Potman
Western Sizzlin Steak House James B Knox Mr. & Mrs William H Johnson J. M. Gilfillin Mr. & Mrs L M Ragsdale
Whitaker Simmons Chevrolet W t Lindsay Bovd fic Carolyn Derrick, Lex is L Gilstrap Doll Reed & Associates
Dav id G Williams Herliert I) Lilt/ Bill fic Anne Kea Mark Douglas Glenn Charles L Reid
Ham' M Wilson John E McKeown Tro> H Lamb Farms Jack C Graham Fredric W Reinhold Jr
Kenneth S. Wohlford Mr. fic Mrs Stewart F Melton/ John E Lunn Jennings L. Graves Rii hards/Wilson
Mr fic Mrs S Txson Melton Gordon Keith McLeod Mr fic Mrs. Steve B. Gray/ Mr fic Mrs ( harles E Ricker
BAMBERG T L Peek S. E. Parker, Jr DDS Mr fic Mrs Robert C Coates Wilfred L Robertshaw
Charles i Sat k fit Bettx Baglev Joan B. Presslev/J. N Presslev S, A Rodgers, Jr Mrs. Oliver B Greene Tommx fic ( vnthia Robinson
Mr, fic Mrs Norman Kirkland J. B Presslex. Jr Edward D Tinsley III jack fic Patsy Greene Dav id * Rogers
Claude McCain Bovd L Roberts, Jr L Dean Weaver Const. Co., Inc. Greenville Industrial LT C H Pern Rosamond \ R
Thomas N Rhoad Halsted M Stone, MD Tern A Whitener 1 Jreer Asphalt Pax ing Inc Earl fic ' arolj n Sammons
Fred Schrimpl W T W'renn Allen P Wood. AIA Jam H Greer David R Schumpert Jr
Chris Yahnis Dr Floyd F Griffin. Jr. George W Sharpton
BARNWELL CHESTERFIELD Edward L Young lames M Gully Ronald M Shelton
Hugh Birt James C Crawford Jr Edward D Guy . Jr ( .onion Sherard
Mr fic Mrs David Craig Mr fic Mrs John R Thomas GEORGETOWN Paul F. Haigler Jr Blake Shewmakei
Ted W Craig James E Ness H W Bruorton William W, Hane) C M Shook
Vale J Garber Mr fic Mrs Charles W Cagle |ames W Hannah Simco Products
A Friend from Wdkston" CLARENDON Samuel H Davis, DMD Mr fic Mrs William R Harling Simmons Machinery Co Inc
Bob fic Dot Sanders Dr Clarence E Coker, Jr H E Hemingway Mr tx Mrs William F Haniesberge W B Simmons fic Co
Frederick D Mixon A Friend Robert C Kinross Michael fic Andrea Mr & Mis Allen 1) Smith
Norman M Smith II W | Rawlinson Michael D Morris loseph E Harper/R Bruce White Dee Smith Family
Thomas Warren W eeks Dusty fic Ginger Rhodes Tiller Construction Co , Inc. I Harrell 11 W smith & II w Smith h
H R Rickenbaker Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc. Henry Man in Harrison (Champ A Smith. Jr
BEAUFORT Horai e F Swillev Bruce D Wheeler James G. Hayes | Prank fic |ox, R Solas
Stratton A Demosthenes Mr fic Mrs Joe E Young James M Henderson South (Carolina Box, Inc
T R Garrett COLLETON Mr fic Mrs [erry Hendrix Spartan Express Inc
Charles L Johnson Mr. & Mrs. Paul L fic Tim Beach GREENVILLE Jch- A Hewell Toby Stansell
Bryan Loadholt Lam Bem/Dr Sam Hazel Allstate Food Broker, Inc. 1 Michael fic Susan Hill Mrs R. C Stevenson
William N Massalon W Walter Haxnes MD American Equipment Co.. Inc. Clax S fic Patty Aldebol Mrs Fran Stewart
Ronnie Keith Nettles lames W Mitchell James jr fic Jo Ann Anderson Holder Electric Supply [nc William R Stoddard |r MD
Arthur T Wilson William E & E. R. Southard Associated Oil Co James fic Rhonda Holtzclaxv William W Stover Jr
Michael A Yeargin James Andrew Aston Bobbx Hudson Richard P Strawhorn
DARLINGTON J. E. Austin. Jr Parker Humphreys Heath L. Strewn, Jr
BERKELEY Hubert C Baker, DDS Lam fic Ronnie Avers A Greenville Clemson Family Dr Edwin L. Stroud
Paul S Gaston Dawkins Concrete Products Inc Rick Bagwell Ro) F Hunt Jr Wilham R Sturgis
lames S & Denise B Grant A Family of Tigers Supporters C B Barksdale, Jr Ms Margaret Huskev (Charles Donald Styles
F W Lake Dan M Howie Mr fic Mrs Harry G Batson Llox d Hutchins Suggs-Tavlor-Lunnx fic Belue
Dr Peter E Mvers IV Jeffrex S Huggins Troy E Bennett, Sr Amos Hykes fic Hassle Davis Suitt Construction Co.. Inc.
Dennx W Orvin. Jr Dr Wm. P Kenned) Dora G fic Clyde Bigbee Ideal Meter sen ice Frankie Marion, Linde Summey
David D Page Jr W illiam B McCown III Charlie Bishop Chemloid Incorporated (Charles S Tanner Co.
F M Peagler Bill M Reaves Lam J Blackstock Industrial Scrap. Inc. Earl Taylor
Nolan fit Gem Pontiff Andrew L Richardson Ivan Block Interstate Piping Services, Inc Robert R Taylor
Bill Russell Starwood Nursen fic Landscaping James A Boluig Joe A Ivester Tern fic Jean-Man* Taxlor'
C L. Sruckev by D. L. Locklair W W Bndwell William S Ivester. Sr. Newell D Crawford, Jr
Fred M Thompson
Harry M. Thompson
J E Thompson
J P Thompson, Jr.
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co., Inc.
Mr. fit Mrs. Michael F Toner
Dr W illiam E Tucker
James Martin Turner
United Investors
Jim and Jackie Vaughn
Mike fit Jerry Walker
R H Walker
John fit Sally Wallace
Mr fit Mrs William L. Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. David E Watson
Ronald R Watson
Mr fit Mrs. Richard L. Watson #1
Richard L Watson #2
Richard R. Watson
J D. Wells, Jr.
Charles W West
Western Beverage Co
Claude G Whaley
Max Whatley
James D. Whiteside
H B. Whitmire
Edward R. Williams
Mr fit Mrs. W Larry Williams
"A Long Time Greenville Fan
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc.
Willson fit Linda
Robert M fit Mary S, Wilson
J. Ed Winkler
Charles R Yeargin
Fred J, Zahrn
GREENWOOD
Dr. F. E. Abell, Jr.
Nick P. Anagnost
Clarence L Beaudrot
Mrs Emma K. Camak
Ronald L. Carlav/J. B Nallev
R, L. Carlay/J. B. Nalley #2
Marion Carnell
Curtis R Chastain
James Alexander Cooper
Mr fit Mrs George L. Crout
Mr. & Mrs John R. Davis
Shaun Flatley
G fir P Trucking Co., Inc.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines. Inc.
John F. Gregory, Jr.
Francis E Grier
G. Bonner Harvley
Horace Jenkins
Nevit Y. Johnson
Arnold Lynn Jones
Jeff Knight
Jack Lawrence
Mr fit Mrs. Lee F Lemere
Robert A. Liner
James V. Lowe
Mr. & Mrs Bill Madden
P. R, Nickles
Carlisle R. Pinson
Willie Mae Powell
J
Herbert Powell, Jr
Eugene Wallace Roberts, Jr,
Mr. fit Mrs. Benjamin E Smith
George F, Smith, |r
Richard fir Dan Suggs
John W Turner, Jr.
George E. Weaver
Alfred L. White
MarkC Willard III
HAMPTON
Winston A. Lawton, Jr
Mr. fit Mrs W H Mauldin
Pete G. Milev
J. D Rouse, Sr, fit Dr. Jacob D Rouse, Jr.
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
HORRY
James W, Barnette, Jr,
Marion T. Bellamy
R. Paul Benik, Jr.
"In Memory of E. M. Bost"
F. L. Bradham
Robert C. Crenshaw
k Joe Elliott
Dr William S. Fairey
Farmers Supplv Co. Inc.
James B. Goldfinch
Frederick C, Gore
Donald W Helms
Dr Wm S Holliday
S. F. Horton
Earl O'Neil McCov, Jr
Paul Patrick
H. E. Pearce, Jr
Samuel R, Spann
Timltes/Wilund/Usrv/Architects
KERSHAW
Kenneth W. Carson, DDS
Mr, fit Mrs. Richard B Inman, Sr.
Joseph C. Jackson
W. L. Jackson
Mr, fit Mrs. Steve T McLaughlin
LANCASTER
James A fit Al Adams
R H Collins
Cecil K. fit Judv E Faile
Frank fit Ann Ferguson
Dr John R, Howell, Jr.
Dennis Kirk/Jerry Hammond
Marion D Lever, Jr
Sonny Plvler/Fred Adams
Oscar S, Porter III
Riverside Grocerv
Grady P Robinson/
Craig P Robinson
W Carlton Thompson
Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat
LAURENS
Wayne Barnes
Mr fit Mrs, R. L. Cason
T Heath Copeland
G Alan Crawford
McArthnr A George
Charles J, Glenn
Albert Dial McAlister
Mr. fit Mrs James H. McClellan. Jr.
Richard Wayne Raburn
Walter S. Ramage
Mrs. Wilma Seward fit Larry Seward
Thomas
J. Thompson
LEE
Timothv
J
Barnes
Wallace P Deschamps
Green Deschamps II
Tom Drayton
Wyman 0. McDaniel
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
LEXINGTON
Mr. & Mrs H. L. Allen, Jr.
Billy Amick
Dr. Frank T Arnold. Jr
Dr. fit Mrs. Barnev C. Austin
Helen C. Barrett
Ronald Keith Bovd
W. Edward Campbell
D. H. Caughman
James Tracv Childers
Michael G Cnlenian/Brad Pressley
Mr fit Mrs. John C. Cook
Bland M. Derrick
John T. Drafts
William Q. Elliott, Jr.
Mrs. John L. Frierson
Claudia Marie Gardner
Mr. fit Mrs. William M. Hamilton
Theron Dill Hester
James T. Inman
E, C. Jackson
George D Jumper
Mr. fit Mrs Earle Kvzer—Steve fit Robin
Lexington State Bank
Dallas E, Manis
John T. Mansmann
Dr Richard L. McDaniel
Buren M, Mitchell
Frank D. Moore
Thomas W. Plumblee
Church C, Powers
Mr. fit Mrs. Ricky C. Price
Mr, fit Mrs Clvde M Rauch Sr. fit Sons
G. Randy Rish
Charles H Risingcr
Roberts Electric Co.
James H Rozier, Jr
Mr fit Mrs. Clinton W. Sease
Mrs. James R. Sease
Dennis G Shealv
James H Shirer, Jr.
Randv R. Stewart
Charles M. Stuck
Harold B Swvgert, Jr.
John F. Taylor
Woodrow H Tavlor
N R. Watkins
Leonard D. Wise
MARION
Fritz N, Johnson, MD
Leslie W Lew
Duncan C Mclnrvre fit William F Thompson
G R McLellan
McCORMICK
Bowen Pulpwood Co., Inc.
Mrs Helena W. Faulkner
NEWBERRY
Albert F Busby
"A Friend"
Walter B. Cousins
Louie C. Derrick
George Robert Hawkins
W. S~ Hentz
"A Friend"
Gordon S. Leslie, Jr.
"A Friend' From Newberry
Dr. C B Lowman
Larry A Morris
Bud.K \i el
Perry's Back Porch Restaurant
Harold L Pitts
Ted Plenums
Randall C. Ruff
Terry C. Shaver
T. W. Suber
Ferd
J,
Summer
John W Taylor
David Waldrop, Jr.
David C Waldrop, Sr,
Harry S. Young
<M OM 1
M T Abbott
Archie I. Barron
Compact Air Products
Sammy Dickson
J. D. Edwards
Harris Marine fit R \ Inc
Dr. Wm. S. Holliday
Dr. Frank A. Hoshall. Jr.
In Memory of Gerald E Brown, Jr —Aiken
K-Mac Service, Inc.
Deryl C Keese & Wm. C. Keese
John N. Landreth, Sr.
Dr. Harry B Mavs
Clyde A.McCall
William T. McClure, jr.
Mr. fi( Mrs. J. Whit Miller
Sarah fit Edd Mize
Northwest Propoerties, Inc
Wilson W. fit Laura Palmer
Samaha. Inc.
Claude S Simpson, Jr. fit
Col. Tom Maertens
Thomas B. Stoddard
Frank M. Terlizzi
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
ORANGEBURG
George L. Binnicker, Jr.
Wm, B. Bookhart, Jr. & Sons
Mrs, Starr C. Busbee
W. A. Cartwright, Jr
W W Dukes, Jr.
H. D. Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co., Inc.
—
Leland M. Bradshaw
Garrick Bros. Farms, Inc.
Mr. fir Mrs. G. Martin Gilchrist
Gray fit Gray Farms
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
E 0. Hudson, Jr.
Lake Electric, Inc.
Dr Drayton L. Nance, Jr.
Frankie A. & William H O'Cain
Dr. fit Mrs. William O'Quinn
Mr, fit Mrs. D. C. Osterhoudt
Julian A. Ott
J. M. Russell, Jr,
Short Stop Food Store
Ted Shuler
JackC. Vallentine III
W, E. Verdery
Lewis W. Way. Jr./C. Hughes/T. Williamsoi
Alton Whitlev fit Sons
G. Laverne Williams
PICKENS
Mr. fit Mrs Ragnar E Anderson
Benson L. Bagwell, DMD
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Barr
Mrs. Francis Boarwright Memorial
C S Boland, DDS
J, L. Brady
Ray A. Bryan
Mr. fit Mrs. Neil E. Byerley
E. E. Clavton
Clemson Decorating Center
Nat W. Cloer
Mr fit Mrs T
J Coleman
Malcolm E. Corbett
Redmond Coyle fit Nicholas Fletcher III
Mr. fit Mrs. Roy S. Dalton
Tony fit Allen Day
Ernest 0. Defore
Roy M, Dill, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. William P. Dubose HI
Duckctt Funeral Home,
—
Mr. Alton B. Cumbie III
Dr. fit Mrs. Billy L. Edge
Col, & Mrs. Marvin C, Ellison
Luther
J. Fields
Patrick Foster #1
G fit B Enterprises, Ltd.
Hank Galbreath
C. H. Garren
John F. Celdard
William D. Goodell
Ralph V. Gossett
Mr. fit Mrs. Ralph W. Grant/
Mr fit Mrs. Ronald W. Grant
Dorsey E. Greer
Glenn L. Griffin
W. Thomas Griffith, Jr.
Head Hunters Too
James A. Holcombe, Jr.
Jimmy R. Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard
Mrs. Margaret B, Hunnicutt
Mr fit Mrs. James S, Hunter
Imagine, Inc.
Olin Johnson
Hi m i I .imi II kalle\
R. Frank Kolb II
John W Laine
Johnny L. fit Ann Lee
Mr. fit Mrs. Sammv D. Little
Hershel M fit Barry H Maddox
C. V. Marchbanks. Jr.
J Leland Martin
Hueston J, Merck
Mr fit Mrs, L Paul Miller
Lamar Owens
Daniel F. Parker
William C. Peek
H. H. Perk.ns, Jr./H. H. Perkins III
Noel E. Pettit
Joseph Piekutowski
Jim fit Debbie Pinner
Curtis Andrew Pitts
William
J.
Pridemore
Paul
J. Reece
Rutledge Scarborough
Mr, fit Mrs, Stephen A, Sefick
Shealy, Smith fit Welburn, PA
Dr. B. R. Skelton
Small World Travel
G. Neil Smith
Michael G./W. Grover Smith/Spencer Stegall
Mr fit Mrs. Mark S Stokes
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Robert A. Watson
Elmer fit Helen Whitlock
Butch Womack
Henry Yonce fit Charles Yonce
Larry E. fit Judy H. Yonce
RICHLAND
Arnolds s Professional Cleaners
B P. Barber fit Associates, Inc.
Gene Baur, Jr
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Bell
Mr. St Mrs. J. Dennis Bolt
Mr, fit Mrs. Jerry A. Brannon
Nash Broyles
Chatham Steel Corp.
Kenneth L. Childs
Dr. Bobert M. Clark
CMA Const Engineers, Inc #1
CMA Const Engineers, Inc. #2
Continental Forest Industries— J, R Lallv
Billy E. Crumpton
Ralph B. Cureton, jr.
Judge Michael R Davis
Dr. Raymond C, Elam/
Dr Walter B. Gregg
Thomas
J
Ethredge III
First National Bank of SC
First National Bank ofSC #2
E, Thomas Fulmer
Wilder fit Christine Funk
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gamble
William N. Geiger, Jr.
(want Portland Cement Co.
H Buford Goff, Jr.
Dentsville Gulf Service
W. L. Harrington, Jr
Mr. fit Mrs Michael H Herndon
H. M. Hodges, Jr. Memorial
David G. Jeter
Harry J. Johnson
W. A. Johnson. MD
A. Carrol Josey
Mr. fit Mrs. J, J. Kirbv, Jr
Oliver S. Kolb
M. D. (Sonny) Mabe
Gary J. Matthews/
James C. Altman, Jr
George G Matthews, Jr.
George G. Matthews, Sr.
McCrory Construction Co.
H. Donald McElveen
Mr. fit Mrs James T McKinnon
David fit Ruth McLellan
Timothv P, McLellan fit Billv Fellers
W. L. Monts, Sr
J. G. Murphree
William M Ogburn
Jim Pooser
F. M. Reeves/K. L. Rice
Seaman Electric Supply, Inc
Dalton Sheppard, Jr.
George Z- Siokos
Frank W. Smith
L. W, Smith, Jr. Trust
Laurence Steedly/David Gardner/
Oscar L. Derrick
Mr. fit Mrs. H T Thompson, Jr.
fit H. T. Thompson III
Mr. fit Mrs. Charlie E. Till
Mr. fit Mrs, Walter A. Tuten, Jr
Joe Ben Weeks
William B. Wells
Dr John A, Wells, Jr.
Gene E. Williams
John B fit Cvnthia M. Woodlief
J, P, Wright, Jr
SALUDA
S. (Bull) Chapman
Frances S. fit John W Hare
Mr. fit Mrs. J. William Jav
Mr. fit Mrs. John Allan Long
Mark S. & Melvin E. Patterson
Shore Livestock Co.
Wheeler Tire Service
SPARTANBURG
T. R. Adams. Jr.
William A. Alexander
Marvin B, Banton
Mr. fit Mrs. Horace S. Berrv
Earl F. Blair
J. J Blake
Mr fit Mrs. Louie W, Blanton
Sue Boone
W E. Briske
C fit S National Bank
John S. Caldwell
Carmet—An Allegheny
International Co,
Chapman Grading fit Concrete
P. B. Chappell
Mr. fit Mrs. E. N. Church
Clarkson Brothers, Inc.
Pimco Chemical fit Supply Co
James Rudolph Cox II
Douglas Pest Control, Inc.
Timothy M Drake
R. A. Earnhardt
Mr. fit Mrs. Harlev W Easier
J. P. Fans
Lawrence 0. Goldstein
Max fit Rita Gregory
Hall, Inc.
Joe A. Harris, Inc.
Donald D. Hasty
Helms Masonrv, Inc. #2
Dr. fit Mrs. D." C, Hull
Cecil s, Incorporated
Industrial Bldg Maint.
Insulfab Plastics, Inc.—W. C. Moore
Helen D. Johnson
Kirkland S, Johnston fit John B Johnston
Mr. fit Mrs Genghis I. Jollv
Ricky D, Knighton
Lamar Enterprises
Miss Margaret Lee
Lyman Oil Co
—
Johnnv M. Wade
Larry Medlev
Mr, fit Mrs. W. Charles O'Cain
Arthur W. O'Shields
Palmetto Motor Lines, Inc.
Maxcy B. Patterson
Pettit Const. Co., Inc #1
Andrew (Jack) Petty
William Robert Phillips
Piedmont Packaging, Inc,
Packaging fit Spec'y Papers, Inc.
Jerome E Randall
John F. Renfro, Jr.
E. Lea Salter
B. H., Jr. fit Brian Satterfield
A. W. Shoolbred, Jr.
J Clyde Simmons
Frank W Sistare
Joel M. Smith
Spartan Food Systems, Inc
Spartan Secuntv, Inc
Jack M. Steinberg, CLU fir
Dr. Harold R. Rubel
Barry K. Stisser
Sulzer Bros. Inc.
Mr fit Mrs. Jerry E. Taylor
James R. Thomason
H. C. Turner III
John W. Waddell
White's Exxon Station
Rand Wilson
Woman s Clinic
Dr James 0. Johnson
SUMTER
Charlie R. Boyle, Jr.
John J Britton, Jr.
E. M. Dubose
Bob A. Galiano, Jr
F Roland Geddings
Milton L House
John Charles James
Korn Industries. Inc.
Richard S. Lee
The National Bank of SC
John A Bilev, David Strange fit
Ricky Weathersbee
Dr. John W, Shaw
Joe Sublette
D. Leslie Tindal
R L Wilder, Jr
UNION
Harold R. Hoke
Thomas E Mack, Jr
W, Reece O'Dell
William F. Smith
Wayne Vaughn
WILLIAMSBURG
Dr. St Mrs. David H. Brown
Wendell 0, Brown, Atty
J. M. Connor
Earl Floyd
W. W. Hollidav, Jr.
Joseph P. Lazzari
Sign-Lite Co.
"Bubber" Snow
Joseph P, Watson/John Harrison
YORK
V. A. Ballard
David M./Dr. Lewis W. Bartles
Mrs, John K. Benfield, Jr.
Randall E Bouchillon
Deland B. Covington
Dr. fit Mrs. Charles H. Crawford, Jr
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Malcolm Faulkenberrv Mr. & Mrs Marion B Beason Fred A Jarrett G fit K Machine Die tm J c Brown
| Howard Fossett John C Boesch, Jr Nevon F Jeflcoat Lam/Lolli/Micki ( lark Mr & Mrs Robert Cantrell
Charles A Eunderlmrke E Broadus Brannon. Jr John S Jt-nkins. Jr A. J. & Nona Coleman Sonin (.'assadv
John L Caddy James E Brennan Clarence L. Jones Jerry L. Cox Col James W alker Clark
H S Gault H Paul Bridges Hardin Keitt D 6c R Truck Salvage t\ Sales W avne M Coward
E M George Ed & Barber Brinkley James M Kizer W Crawford Davis Michael F Dawes
Roland E & Michael E Goodwin Dr D William Brosnan III W F Krickhan, Jr /Bill Krickhan Ben N. Estes Jerry E Dempsey
Mr. & Mrs Jeffer) T Haire Kenneth W Brown Robert H. Livingston Mr. & Mrs Howard Farmer, Jr T C Dvkes/P Bleckley
Martin B.. Jr., M Brian III & Richard E Burdette James G McCants. Jr. Manuel Fernandez Ford P Farabow, Jr
Edmund F Hall Joe Burnette McCarter Elec Co, Earle H Greene, Jr Clyde Gardner
Patterson N Harvey Garland Farms. Inc. H B McKinney, Jr Thomas M Hilderhrand Jimmj k Gerrald
li.iM'Idrn 6; Owen Mr 6r Mrs, Thomas S, Castles Mr & Mrs John II Mi Neel) Neely McFadden Hollis Richard 11 Gettys, Jr
Mountain Vuu Industries, hit Jerry 0. Chapman Edgar L Miller, Jr Howard F Hord James R Hambright/G. L Wood
E E Herbng, Jr \\ Howard Cheek Hun ( Isborne. Wearon Huckaby Paul Meredith Harmon
Lewis W Hicks Wilson C Childers III Warren II Owen Allan Johnson Landrum Hazel Henderson Jr
Jennings/Walkei
i' * > 'i \' , i i
Jim & Marilyn \ Chlopek Elizabeth A. Patterson Jim & Nana Kay Bob Hudson
Melvin L Kelly, Jr. Christian Harward Furniture Co. James M Perry H Michael Kayloi Heyward C. Hurt
W Bennett kirkpatrick Sam P Clark & Charles E Moore James J. Poupalos Jack S. Kelly C L Langston
Woodrow W Littlefield, Jr Colonial Buiklinii Maintenance William C. Powell, Sr Robert A. King Herbert Lindsay, Jr
Timoth) H Long John Herbert Conrad Noel L. Price Mr (a Mrs Doug Kingsmore W, C. Masters
Stephen S McCrorey Harold Deloach Hugh D Putnam, Sr Paul F MacDonald Mr o: Mrs || E Mel nniiell |i
( laud H & Calvin B Morrow Dr. & Mrs Samuel T Drake Win. Timothy Raines Warren ( ! Maxwell Dr Robert C McDaniel
William Ralph Oldham Brenda tx Tom Dukes Richard & Tommy Roche Kenneth M McAlhany Robert L MeLeiMl. |r
Dr. Floyd L Parrish John Duncan Charles David Sanlord Raymond 1 McFadden, Jr, Kenneth L. Moore
Mr & Mrs Ham B Partlo* |i E Robert Ecklev III Dr. Fred G Shealy, Jr Waltn McGee William C Moore
J M Peek Thomas J Edmonds John W Sherard | ii l Miirphn i 1 < . Moxon
G A Pelletier, Jr. Mr. & Mrs W illiam H Elam Mr. & Mrs Delmar W Shirlev Milton E Pate lames E \euhaus
Thomas B HI/L EarlT B , Jr William F Evans. Jr Dr Bruce Allen Simmons Robert R Pruitt Don A Numm)
Pettit James T Faris, Jr. Donald F. Sink Roland Lee Rayburn Jerry M. Page
John F Pridmore Danny Floyd C. Carl Smith James Ed Robinson Frank C Petrv
Bruce A Pullen Robert A Gettys, Jr Thomas E Smith W. N. Shadden Jr William L Polhemus
William R Pursley, Jr. C Richie Gibson David W. Sprouse Dennv M Short John Milton Pulsifrr IV
Jackson McCarter Quinn James S Glasscock Mr. & Mrs. Mack C Stewart, jr Thomas F Shreve Mien N Beeves
Dr. J E Reinhardt Jr Dr Joe B. Godfrey John A Templeton John V Todd Mr \ Mrs Kent Bigu
Baxter Simpson. Jr Farnum M Cray W. T Vick Joseph S Tvson David s Rozendale
Ben R Smith Jr Mr & Mrs Bobert E Greene Mr & Mrs Bob E Webb Joseph L Waldrep The Rust Engineering Company
G G Thomas. Sr ,'G G Thomas Jr & Mr. & Mrs William D Griffin West Iredell Constrs Inc Steve 6i Kathv Waklrup Dawn V & David A Sapp
John L Neely Steve C Griffith, Jr Dr T G. Westmoreland H Michael Webb MD Fredrick A Sargent
John N . Jr & J Norman Warren Lloyd G Gurle\ J. S Whiteside & Co , Inc David B. & Jo Ann Whelplev Helen or Ben K Sharp
Vurk ( ninth X.:' 1 i is \utli Charles R. Harper, Jr James N Williams, Jr. M. Lamar Young John C, Sharpe
James C. Young, Jr James R Hendricks, Jr David K Willis Mr & Mrs Ronald W Young Thomas E Skornschek
E. Guv Hendn.v G u \ \ Vi 1 1 -j 1 1
1
Robert S Smith
NORTH CAROLINA W M Hobson OTHER Sam E Smith/Richard Odnni
E B Abrams H L Hoover GEORGIA James C Attawav Walton G. Snow
George W Anderson, Jr, Samuel Reid Morton, Jr William I) Anderson John D. Barrentine Dav id L. Sparks
Associated Mechanical Contr Charlie L Hunlev
II. D. . 1 t I"* D 11Mr. ot Mrs Robert U bagwell Denise A or David 1, Blanch barnam r Inomson, Jr
Atlantic Chemical Corporation Mr. & Mrs Terrv \ Hunt Whit Blackmon ( ill [allies E Blessing W. E. Vaughan
William E Bates Charles N James J C. I'Doc) Bradham Kenneth L Brewton |r Mi \ Mr. |ani. 1 Wi thriKil
WE'RE IN THE YELLOW PAGES
AUTO PARTS STORES
LET US TACKLE
your car parts problems.
We Can Help at
CARQUEST Auto Parts Stores
with
The Right Price,
The Right Parts,
The Right Advice.
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INTERNATIONAL
CHAMPS
in construction related activities at home and abroad!
|fff!WWJWTlnternational
corporation
Electrical
Constructors i:m:<:^:*::i
Mechanical
& Process
P.O. Box 1029/Creenville, S.C. 29602/(803) 288-7060
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Tiger Paws on sweaters, shirts, jeans, towels, placemats, tablecloths, napkins 1 Just a few of the
ways we've thought of for you to show your stuff. We know you'll think of dozens of others. Tiger
Paws, small, medium, large—on Meyers/Arnold purchases, just 2.00 each.
meyers/arnold
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All this . . •
and only 14 miles
from Tiger Town
and the best
football team
in the nation!
As an active supporter, you spend a lot of your
weekends at Clemson. Year after year renting
hard-to-find motel accommodations. Why not
enjoy the spirit of Clemson from your own home
at Keowee Key? Our Captain's Walk Villas,
Harbor Lights Townhouses and custom homes
are designed for comfort and convenience at
a realistic price. You'll find them located along
expansive fairways or nestled in secluded woods
in the heart of Keowee Key. .
.
a private
residential/recreational community just 14 miles
from Clemson on the shores of beautiful Lake
Keowee. You'll enjoy the 18-hole championship
golf course (home course of the Clemson Tigers
Golf Team), swimming pool, tennis courts, new
Country Club, marina, restaurant and lounge
before and after the games . .
.
and all year round,
too! Make every Clemson home game a real
homecoming in your own home at Keowee Key.
Call or write today for more information about
Keowee Key 1-803-944-1333
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Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything.
No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property.
This is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation for an offer to purchase. Such offers can be made only at Keowee Key.
ffkAee 6
custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs ofdisctinctionfor the Southeast
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
Carpet & vinyl sales
& installation
Binding & fringing
area rugs
Fringe dyed to match
carpet
Carpet & Upholstery
cleaning
Kings Rd.
(Off Mauldin Rd. at 1-85)
277-0470
Greenville, S.C.
CLEMSON
Builds Winners
Build With A Winner!
Nationally ranked in the Inc. Private 100 in 1981*
Design-Build FULL SERVICE CONTRACTOR Fast-Tracking
Industrial Commercial
Clients That Require Excellence Choose Parker
*As rated by "Inc." Magazine
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Tiger Band
TRI - COUNTY
CONCRETE
CORPORATION
READY- MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER, JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.
Phone: 74 7 - 0424
CROSS PLANT
ANGELS LANDING ROAD
PINEVILLE, S. C.
Phone. 351 - 4573
WILLIAM A. GRANT
PRESIDENT
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 761 - 317 5
SIX MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT PLEASANT, S C.
Phone: 884- 4715
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introducing:
National Galvanizing is committed to serving the
industrial and commercial needs of the southeast by
providing quality protection of steel through hot-dip
galvanizing. That's it. Nothing fancy. No hidden costs
or clauses. We guarantee our customers quality work,
the highest performance and competitive costs. We
have no special gimmicks or secrets. There is effective
protection for steel. Tried. Proven. Economical. Long
lasting. And that's hot-dip galvanizing.
Now, about that slogan.
. . . it's all in a day's work.
That's National Galvanizing.
MEMBER AMERICAN HOT-DIP
GALVANIZERS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL
GALVANIZING
A DIVISION OF CHEMSIZE INC.
LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 276 WEST, TRAVELERS REST, S.C. 29690 • (803) 834-8021
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The Specialists
Specialty teams are as important
in the textile industry as they are
in football.
Kel Chemicals, Inc. is a top
ranking chemical "specialist" in
the textile industry. We produce
high quality specialty chemicals
to our customers' specifications.
And we are growing fast.
If you're a football coach, look for
an accurate placekicker. If you're
in the textile industry, look for —
EL CHEMICALS, INC.
10 Cooper Street / Travelers Rest, SC 29690 / Phone (803) 834-7266
Hot dog!
It's football season
By Catherine Sams
CLEMSON, S.C.—While
you're reading this sentence,
Americans are consuming about
2,000 hot dogs.
Although restaurants special-
izing in hamburgers, fish and
chicken have cut in on its market,
the hot dog is still the fast food
king. We ate 16.5 billion of the
sausages last year. That's more than
77 per person.
"One reason for the hot dog's
continued popularity is that it's a
fast food that's still fast at home,''
says James Acton, a food scientist
with Clemson's S.C. Experiment
Station. "It's also a true variety
food because there's no limit to
the condiments you can add
—
chili, slaw, cheese, relish, almost
anything.''
Because it's a hot, filling "finger
food, " the weiner is a leader in con-
cession sales at spectator sports.
Clemson fans gobble up 6,000 to
9,000 hot dogs per home football
game, more than twice their
intake of candy bars.
But the hot dog didn't burst onto
the scene nestled in a bun with
mustard and onions. Its roots go
back thousands of years to the days
when people realized sausage-
making could preserve meat.
The hot dog as we know it was
developed in 1852 by a Viennese
sausage maker who called his prod-
uct "Wein" after his native land. At
about the same time, a similar
product was being processed in
Frankfurt, Germany, bearing the
name "Frankfurter."
Despite its European origin,
much about the modern hot dog is
100 percent American. The pecu-
liar name originated in 1893 with
concession vendors at New York's
once-famous Polo Grounds, who
decided the long weiners looked
like dachshunds and dubbed them
"red hot dachshund sausages.'
Sports cartoonist Ted Morgan
immortalized the sausages in a car-
toon, but couldn't spell "dachs-
hund'' and opted for "hot dogs."
The name stuck.
The bun was also an American
contribution. For years, the sau-
sages were eaten like salamis, and
vendors often provided customers
with white gloves to protect their
hands from drippings.
But customers sometimes kept
the gloves and one vendor at the
1904 St. Louis Exposition found
himself losing money. His brother-
in-law, a baker, came up with the
ideal solution—serve the franks on
a steamed bun.
The weiner s evolution con-
tinues today. Despite some bad
publicity during the past decade,
hot dogs are probably more whole-
some than ever, Acton says. Strict
packaging laws let a consumer
know exactly what's in the final
processed product.
"The basic ingredient must be
wholesome meat, either beef, pork
or poultry, " he says. "They can
contain spices, flavorings, salt, wa-
ter and curing agents, specifically
sodium nitrite. They may contain
three percent binder material
such as flour, soy protein or nonfat
dried milk. They may also contain
a portion of variety meats, which
are the organ meats that aren't
generally used."
But Acton says package labels
must state prominently whether
franks contain variety meats or
binders. "Some people think all
hot dogs have variety meats, but if
it isn't on the label, it isn't in the
product," he says.
Considering they've been around
for centuries, you'd think there
could be nothing new about hot
dogs. Not so.
A major innovation of the past
decade has been the advent of
poultry franks, which have gar-
nered 10 percent of the hot dog
market. Acton contributes the
product's success to its lower fat
content and lower price.
If Experiment Station research-
ers have their way, tomorrow's hot
dogs may not even need refrig-
eration. Clemson scientists are
working on retortable pouches,
"flexible tin cans" that keep hot
dogs fresh for months at room
temperature.
Although the new technique
promises to save energy and
money, there are still a few quirks
with texture and flavor.
"We're still experimenting with
flavorings and preservatives," he
says. "One possible benefit of re-
tortable packaging, and I want to
emphasize that word possible,' is
that someday we may be able to
eliminate nitrites, which have
been indirectly linked to cancer in
laboratory rats.
Food scientist Jim Acton takes color readings
from weiners packaged in retortable pouches.
The experimental packaging eliminates the
need for refrigeration, and is just one Experi-
ment Station research project involving Ameri-
ca's favorite fast food.
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The most
beautiful kid
on two feet.
Buttery soft kidskin. handsomely
handsewn, real leather soles. All for
only $70. No kidding.
FREEMAN
Sponsors of Tiger Football
on the Clemson Radio Network.
For the name of the store nearest you
Call 1-800-356-6966.
,
• V.**;;;-:
Coach FRANK HOWARD
Honorary Alumni
1977
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ffc Tiger Band
Head Down South
By Jill Mixon
The Tiger Band will enter the field to
"Soek It To Em" and "Tiger Rag" as they
prepare to kickoff another exciting day of
Tiger foothall in Death Valley. The pre-
game festivities include the presentation
of the colors as the Clemson University
Chorus, under the direction of Willard
Cottrell, joins the Tiger Band in "America
the Beautiful," "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner," and the alma mater.
In the Tiger Band's salute to the Air
Force ROTC and the Army ROTC there
will he two individuals honored with the
privilege of clotting the "i". Representing
the Air Force ROTC will be Wing Com-
mander Cadet Col. John McCain, and
representing the Army ROTC will be
Corps Commander Cadet Col. William T.
Linton III. Linton also is the vice-presi-
dent of the student body at Clemson.
The band will conclude its pregame ac-
tivities to "Tiger Rag" as the team makes its
way down the hill to take on the Cata-
mounts of Western Carolina.
The Tiger Band's halftime show will take
us down South with a Latin beat as they
present "Aztec Fire arranged by Jay
Bocook. The tempo does not change as the
band goes into its feature number. A jazz
tune entitled "La Suerte De Los Tontos"
arranged by Wayne Downey features sen-
ior band commander Kevin Bismack from
Anderson, SC, on the trumpet.
This melody also highlights the Tiger
twirlers. This eight-member collection of
twirling talent, under the direction of
twirling coordinator Mari Carter, captured
the "1981 National Champion College
Majorette Line" title last year, and its
members have collectively amassed
over 2,000 trophies.
The 1982 Tiger Twirlers are Paula Croft,
Angie Franklin, Wendy Jackson, Tina
Landers, Tammie Pinkston, B. J.
Rhodes, Laurie Whelpley, and Lauren
Midkiff. Midkiff, a freshman from Irmo,
SC, will take over the feature twirler duties
from four-year feature twirler Becky
Dalton, who graduated in May. Two years
ago, Midkiff was named South Carolina's
"Miss Majorette."
In keeping with the Latin jazz theme,
the Tiger Band's final presentation will be
Jay Bocook's "Cordoba." This number
allows each section of the band to display
their talents.
The Tiger Band exits the field to a re-
prise of the song that shakes the South-
land— "Tiger Rag," and prepares for
another half of action.
The Tiger Twirlers
Feature Twirler Lauren Midkiff
B. J. Rhodes, Angie Franklin, Tina Landers, Laurie Whelpley, Paula Croft, Tammie Pickston,
Wendy Jackson
Answers to Tiger Jumble
(From page 100)
N O
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KEEP INTOUCHWITH
YOUR MONEYALLOVER
SOUTH CAROLINA.
TheSCNBankcard.
Use itatSCNTouchMatic
locations all 01wSouth Carolina.
South Carolina National
Fort Hill Road, acrossfrom the Calhoun Mansion. MemberFDIC
THE CLEMSON TIGER PAW FLAG
9 FLY IT WITH PRIDE
What a great year for the
Clemson Tigers! And what
better way to celebrate the
Tigers' successes than to
fly a 3' x 5' Clemson Tiger
Paw Flag!
Order your flag today! The
Clemson Tiger Paw Flag is
also a great gift for your
Tiger friends and business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced and
has strong metal grommets
for years of proven wear.
The Tiger Paw is screened
in white on a brilliant
Clemson orange field.
NEW!!
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
f | I have enclosed my check* or money order for $30.00 (plus $1.05
!i postage and handling plus $1.20 S.C. sales tax) for each flag.
1 1 PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Boat Flag(s)
1
1 NAME
ADDRESS.
rCITY
Make Check Payable To
.STATE. .ZIP.
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
The Clemson Tiger Paw Boat
Flag is a great way to put some
"Paw Power" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want to
show people that you support
the Tigers.
Designed with metal grommets,
the 12" x 18" boat flag is
perfect for aluminum light
staffs, trailer ladders or car
antennas.
Don't Paws! Order Today!
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money order tor $9.00
(plus $.39 postage and
handling plus $ 36 S.C. sales
tax) for each flag.
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Tigers in the Crowd
# Clemson Football
Sept. 25, 1982
Compiled By Tim Bourret
Raymond Jones
Union, SC
Jones, 21, a sopho-
more on the Tiger
basketball team, scored
five points and hauled
in tour rebounds per
iW game tor the South
team at the National
Sports Festival in Indianapolis, IN, this
past summer. He played center on the
team that won the championship, sharing
time with Alabama center Bobby Lee
Hurt. Jones missed the 19S2-82 campaign
with the Tigers because of an ankle injury
and it was a good sign to see him move well
at the Sports Festival. The 6-8, 220-
pounder will be Clemson's starting center
in 1982-83. He was a reserve pivot behind
Larry Nance in 1980-81 when he was voted
Clemson s top defensive player.
Jody Trucks
Claire, MI
Trucks, 21, is a junior
on the Clemson wom-
en's tennis team. She
rejoins the squad this
year after nearly losing
her life in an automo-
bile accident on De-
cember 13, 1981 in Athens, GA. After
nearly losing her foot because of the acci-
dent, she came back this past summer to
play competitively on the amateur circuit
in Michigan and she is expected to move
back into Clemson's starting lineup this
fall. In her first two and a half seasons
with the Tigers she had a fine 76-19 overall
record and won the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference number-two singles championship
in the fall of 1981. She was one of the prime
reasons the Lady Tigers won the ACC last
year, a first for a Lady Tiger team.
Len Cough
Columbia, SC
Cough, 30, is the
new assistant executive
secretary ofTPTAY. The
Columbia, SC native
had been the athletic-
department s equip-
ment manager for six
years. He will work in all phases of the
IPTAY department, the top fund raising
organization in the United States at the
collegiate level. He was a manager for the
Tiger football team as an undergrad at
Clemson and became the head manager
in 1973-74. He worked as a grad assistant
until 1976, then became the assistant
manager for only a month before quickly
taking over the head job.
was on
ton' to
Jeff Davis
Greensboro, NC
Davis, 23, led (lie
Tigers to the national
championship on the
gridiron last year and
was named Atlantic
Coast Conference
Player-of-the-Year. He
y the third defensive player in his-
claim the award. Since graduation
he has moved on to the Tampa Bay Bucca-
neers of the National Football League. A
fifth-round draft choice, Davis has made
believers out of the Buc coaches as he led
the team by far in tackles in the preseason
with 35. The second best total was only 17
and his outstanding preseason play has
earned him a top linebacker slot with John
McKay's team.
Chuck Nash
St. Louis, MO
Nash, 19, is a starting
forward on the Tigers'
very successful soccer
team. Only a sopho-
more, Nash got off to a
great start in 1982 as he
scored four goals in the
against Appalachian State on
including two goals in the first 20
of the game. His offensive explo-
sion helped the Tigers to a resounding 8-2
win at Riggs Field. Last year, Nash scored
six goals and added five assists, the third
best offensive figures on the club. He is the
first St. Louis native to come to Clemson to
play soccer for Coach I. M. Ibrahim.
Chuck Kriese
Indianapolis, IN
Kriese, 32, guided
the South tennis team
to the championship of
the National Sports
Festival in his native
Indianapolis, IN, this
past summer. It was his
first stint as coach of a Sports Festival team
after guiding the Junior Davis Cup teams
to success the preceding two summers. At
Clemson he has turned the program into a
national power by leading the Tigers to
four straight NCAA appearances and four
consecutive top 20 finishes, including
three straight top 10 finishes. Last year the
Tigers downed seven top 10 teams during
the season, including two victories over
number-one ranked teams.
opener
Sept. 5,
minutes
/
Margie Wessel
Miami, FL
Wessel, 22, holds the
distinction of being
the youngest lull-time
division I coach of
an athletic team in the
nation. After one year
as an assistant under
Linda Copeland, Wessel was named head
coach this past spring at the tender age of
22. The 1981 Florida State graduate helped
lead the Tigers to a 34-16 record last season
and the outlook is even better for 1982. She
was a four-year letter-winner for the Lad)
Seminoles, a co-captain, and three-time
most valuable player. She was an all-region
selection her final two seasons.
Julian Taylor
Youngstown, OH
Taylor, 22, is the only
Clemson golfer in his-
tory to play in two
NCAA tournaments.
And, the junior from
Ohio will have a good
chance to make it three
in looking at the way he has been play ing
lately. Last month Taylor made it to the
final 16 of the United States Amateur. He
qualified with a 147 for 36 holes in his
initial play to advance to the final 64. In the
first round he downed John Slaughter of
Texas 2-up, then stopped Ranch Reifers of
Dublin, OH, by a five-and-three score. He
was finally defeated by Jay Seigler, the
eventual national champion, two-and-one.
Julius Ogaro
Kasii, Kenya
Ogaro, 27, is the
G a y I o r d Perry of
Clemson athletics. The
oldest Tiger athlete at
Clemson, the native of
Kenya is one of the
finest cross country
runners in Clemson history. He captured
the indiv idual title at the ACC champion-
ships last fall in a time of 30:01. 3. He went
on to finish 16th at the district 1 1 1 meet and
84th at the national championships as the
Tigers finished the season ranked ninth in
the nation. Ogaro owns the second best
Clemson times in history in the 10,000-
meters and 3,000-meter steeplechase runs
and holds the indoor three-mile record.
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THE BEST OF THE GREATS
OVER FOUR DECADES OF THE GREATEST RIVALRY
CAROLINA-CLEMSON FOOTBALL,
with Fond Recollections
Steve Fuller . . . George Rogers . . . Bennie Cunningham . . .
Lou Sossamon . . . Steve Wadiak . . . Charlie Timmons . . . Fred Cone
. . . Jeff Grantz . . . Bishop Strickland . . . King Dixon ... Bo Hagen
. . . Buddy Gore . . . Alex Hawkins . . . Billy Gambrell . . .
George Butler . . . Tommy Suggs . . . Randy Chastain . . .
Bobby Gage . . . Richey Bell . . . Joe Bostic . . . Stan Spears
. . . Charlie Waters . . . Kevin Long . . . Bobby Bryant . . . Jerry Butler
. . . Banks McFadden . . . Warren Muir . . . Warren Geise ... & Others
50 Minutes On VIDEOTAPE CASSETTES 50 Minutes
Order from: D. E. Sports Productions Inc.
%Clemson Univ. Athletic Dept.
P.O. Box 31
Clemson, SC 29633
Please send copy(ies) of the Great Football Rivalry @ $54.50 each. Price includes sales
tax, postage and handling.
Total Amount of Order
Name
Address
City
State, Zip Code
VISA#
MasterCard#
Expiration Date:
Authorized Signature .
Check
Money Order
Check the type of cassette wanted Beta Max 1 Beta Max 2 or 3 U VHS
Sonny Sealy
Clemson's Real Veteran
By Cricket Yates
Clemson's squad has always
prided itself on its number of vet-
erans that return each year. This
year was no different, as the Tigers
returned 50 lettermen.
But this year, one of the return-
ees from the 81 national cham-
pionship team is just that—a real
live veteran.
Senior safety Sonny Sealy joined
the Army after his freshman year at
Spartanburg Methodist College
and his basic training began at Col-
umbia's Fort Jackson. He spent
three months in the capital city be-
fore spending time at bases in Ala-
bama and Washington, D.C. He
compared his Army training to
football practice saying, "the two
are similiar in the physical aspect in
that you're real tired and have a
sense of satisfaction whenever you
complete the day."
Many times during Sealy's
three-year stint, the unit would
arise at 3:30 or 4:00 AM for a little
20-mile road march, but mostly,
they got up around 5:00 AM. Sealy
claims that the Army leaves little
time for night life during basic
training, "We went to bed at 8:30
every night, and that would be con-
sidered late.
"The unit I was in had to be in-
fantrymen and be ceremonially
qualified," says the 25-year-old. "I
was on casket detail in Arlington
Cemetery many times, where we
would represent the Army as the
honor guard. We would carry the
casket, fold the flag and give them a
21
-gun salute or whatever they
were entitled to. Sometimes we
had to do four funerals a day.
"We also did what was known as
'tomb jobs', guarding the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier. A lot of
times we would just be there for
crowd control when the President
would come lay a wreath on the
grave."
Sealy's unit was picked by
George Washington to serve as his
personal body guards. Washington
selected men from units all over to
become the Honor Guard. With
this prestigious honor came partici-
pation in many military ceremo-
nies including powdered wigs and
old Colonial uniforms to resemble
the Continental Army.
While serving in the unit, Sealy
participated in the lighting cere-
monies of the Olympic torch at Mt.
Vernon for the 1980 Lake Placid
Winter Olympics. Other times,
they reenacted battles such as the
Seige of Savannah and the Battle of
Harrisburg.
It was at Harrisburg that one of
Sealy's most amusing stories oc-
curred. "It was snowing and the
battle was just beginning. My unit
was to come up behind the horses
and cows and at the first shot, and I
was supposed to fall to the ground
as if I had been shot. Someone got
messed up along the way, because I
fell at the wrong time and being the
new kid on the block tried to make
it as realistic as possible. I was not
looking where I was falling and
landed face-first, on a pile of horse
manure. Needless to say, the battle
took on a more humorous note
than usual.
Sealy also participated in White
House duty, escorting with his
unit, the President to various func-
tions. Sealy laughed about the hard
time they would give the Secret
Service men:
"We used to give em fits. They'd
have their little earphones in and
we'd walk up to em and ask them
who was winning the ball game.
To every story there is another,
sometimes more serious side and
so it is with Sonny Sealy. He has
had two major goals in his life and
he is beginning to fulfill them. The
first was to join the Army and fly
helicopters like his late father, a
victim of a helicopter crash, did.
The second was to play football at
Clemson. Both are realities for him
now and when he finishes with his
education, he plans to go back into
the service.
"I'd be willing to die for my
country, to go anywhere to defend
her. When I go to church on Sun-
day, I feel so lucky because we can
do what we want and worship as we
want. Being in the service is some-
thing that I felt I not only had to do,
but wanted to do."
Sonny Sealy may not get into
many football games in his Clem-
son career, but he is a returning
veteran ofa much, much more than
any current Tiger has experienced.
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The
Lighter Side
TO OUR FANS:
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR WE RECEIVE
NUMEROUS REQUESTS AND LETTERS OF
PRAISE FROM YOU. IT IS ALWAYS GREAT
TO HEAR FROM OUR NUMRER ONE SUP-
PORTERS SO KEEP THE LETTERS COMING,
WE APPRECIATE IT.
EDITOR: KIM KELLY.
CLEMSON SPORTS INFO. DEPT.
A HEAVY SUPPORTER
Dear Sirs:
I am a heavy supporter of the Clemson
Tiger football team. I collect anything
that has something to do with the football
team. If it would he at all possible I would
like to know if you could send me a
Tiger brochure of the most recent year.
If you would I will greatly appreciate it.
Thank you lor your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Jeff Barnette
Belmont, NC
PAWS EVERYWHERE
Dear Sir,
Recently I was on vacation in Florida,
and while I was there I stayed at a hotel
called the Orlando Hyatt, and everywhere
I looked, the stickers of the Tiger Paws
were all over the place. Then I went down
to Miami where I stayed at the Doral
Country (dub, and everywhere I looked,
there were Tiger Paw stickers. There were
Paws on windows, liscense plates of cars,
water fountains, everywhere. While I was
in Miami I watched the Orange Bowl
where I saw people drinking Clemson
Orange Soda, people painting orange
Tiger Paws on faces, that shows that they
"love their Tigers. I love your Tigers. Can
you please send me $5.00 worth of Tiger
Paws. I would really appreciate it if you
would do me a little favor. Once again,
congratulations!!!
Sincerely,
Larry McCarthy, 13 years old.
Neptune, NJ
AN APPLE ER AH PAW FOR THE
TEACHER
Dear Sports Inf. Director,
Hi! My name is Paula. I am nine y ears old.
I have five brothers and sisters. My mother
is 28 years old and she is beautiful too.
My teacher's name is Mr. Spleen, he is
the best teacher around. We have a bul-
letin board in our classroom, so will
you send me some bumper stickers? W ill
you send me a picture of your coach and
a picture of your team? Also will you send
me any extra programs from your games?
PS. Write back. Thank you.
'
Your friend,
Paula Polansky
Pottsville, PA'
REQUEST FOR A PAWTOGRAPH
Dear Coach Ford:
Congratulations on leading the Tigers to
the very first National Championship in
the Carolinas in football. You certainly
have done a fine job these past three
seasons and should be very proud.
I wish you much happiness in the new
year ahead. Do you know where I could
obtain a #1 bumper sticker? I would
really like to have your "pawtograph" if it
is at all possible.
My best to you, your family and the
team. Thank you for your time!
Sincerely,
Miss Lawrie Currin
Dillon, SC
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Tiger Jumble
Find tilt- hidden names of the Clemson football players
listed below . The names can be found from the left,
right, up, down, or diagonally. Each name is used only
once. Only the player's last name appears in the puzzle.
ben ANDERSON
obed ARIRI
wayne BELL
joe BOSTIC
lester BKOYVN
icti Bin \s i
jerry Bl'TLEB
don CHUY
iKvmht CLARK
fred CONE
waiter COX
bennie CUNNINGHAM
jeff DAVIS
Steve FULLER
bobbv CAGE
buck GEORGE
buddy CORE
bilk hair
hollis HALL
bank HOWARD
Willie IORDAN
don KING
peanut MARTIN
bill MATH IS
lee NANNEY
jess NEELY
randy SCOTT
marvin SIMS
inn STl'CKEY
pern TUTTLE
willie UNDERWOOD
george USRY
charlie WATERS
joel WELLS
harvev WHITE
rav YAUGER
Answers on page 95.
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Wendys
would like
tosalutesome
redltygood
We'd like to salute the entire
sports program of Clemson.
And oil the athletes and cooches
who ore port of if.
We're proud fo be Tiger support-
ers, and proud fo be port of the
Clemson community.
Visit Wendy's in Clemson on U.S.
1 23 West, and other Wendy's res-
taurants in these cities:
Anderson Hendersonville, N.C.
Asheville, N.C. Lenoir, N.C.
Columbia Myrtle Beach
Conwoy Rock Hill
Gaffney Spartanburg
Greenville Waynesville, N.C.
Greenwood
SpS^^^^
Our list of clients says a lot
about the way we do business . .
.
Union Carbide Corporation • R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company • Wade Hampton Shopping Center
Jeffrey Manufacturing • International Business Machines Corporation • General Tire & Rubber Company
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company • J. P. Stevens & Company, Inc. • Zimmer AG • Pharmaseal
M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. • Parsons & Whittemore, Inc. • Ethyl Corporation • Ingersoll-Rand Company
Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corporation • Amoco Chemical Corporation • Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Indian Head, Inc. • Andrews Wire Corporation • Abney Mills • Greenville Technical Education Center
Steel Heddle Manufacturing Company • Orders Tile & Distributing Company, Inc. • Corps of Engineers
Laurens Glass, Inc. • The B.F. Goodrich Company • American Air Filter Company, Inc. • Hercules, Inc.
Stonecutter Mills Corporation * Tennessee Eastman Company
Aluminum Company of America ^ Stearns & Foster Company
North Carolina State University 1 1"™™^™""! Champlin Petroleum Company
Stauffer Chemical Company I
j f!
I Carolina Eastman Company
Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. ^"^^
"^C.^^ Byrd Furniture Company. Inc.
Celanese Fibers Corporation ^£ Collins & Aikman Corporation
Sears, Roebuck & Company A ^ Mobil Chemical Company
McLean Trucking Company
^^^1 ^^^^ Stouffer Foods Corporation
Western Electric Company A
j j >j ^ General Electric Company
King Finishing Company A | u Emerson Electric Company
Tanner of North Carolina The Liberty Corporation
Foote Mineral Company "^^^ET XV I |2| W\M Harmony Grove Mills, Inc.
American Enka Company ' I I ^1 Carolina Carton Company
Parke, Davis & Company Construction Company, Inc. Coyne Cylinder Company
Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
"Tha P Q I D F Ruilrlar" U.S. Plywood Company
Florida Steel Corporation ' "e r-ri-hU-tZ DUlluer J. M. Huber Corporation
Textile Hall Corporation P0 Box 6508 2323 South Voss Rd Cousins Properties, Inc.
J. E. Sirrine Company Greenville, sc 29606 Houston, Texas 77057 The Roberts Company
Russell Stover Candies (803) 242 6960 (713) 782
-9254
Mount Vernon Mills, Inc.
Cannon Mills Company Self Memorial Hospital
Geer Drug Company • Fairhaven Mills, Inc. • Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. • Carolina Rubber Hose Company
Milliken & Company • Clemson University • Brookline Carpets, Inc. • James Hunter Machine Company
Reeves Brothers, Inc. • The Kendall Company • Duke Power Company • Allied Chemical Corporation
Texfi Industries, Inc. • Henderson Advertising Agency, Inc. • Greenwood Mills • Sangamo Weston, Inc.
Lockwood Greene Engineers, Inc. • Eaton Corporation • Southern Bell Telephones Telegraph Company
Carolina Power and Light Company • Crompton & Knowles Corporation • Jacobs Manufacturing Company
Timken Company • Georgetown Ferreduction Corporation • Dan River, Inc. • Olin Corporation
Caine Company • McAlister Square Shopping Center • Texprint, Inc. • Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc. • South Carolina Public Service Authority • Style-Crafters, Inc.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association • Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company • Charles S. Tanner
Georgetown Steel Corporation • Alumaxjnc. • GAF Corporation • Kerr Glass Manufacturing Company
Columbia Nitrogen Corporation & Nipro, Inc. • FMC Corporation • Kendall Company • Clinton Mills
